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1

Certification
This Review of Environmental Factors, prepared on behalf of the Knox Grammar
Preparatory School, provides a true and fair review of the proposal concerning its
potential effects on the environment. It addresses to the fullest extent possible, all
matters affecting or likely to affect the environment as a result of the proposal. To
the best of my knowledge, the information contained in this Review of
Environmental Factors is neither false nor misleading.
Name of the person(s) and who prepared the REF:

Danielle Deegan

Position and Qualifications of the person(s) who
prepared the REF:

Director -D.M. Planning Pty Ltd
Bachelor of Economics
Grad Dip Planning

Signature:

9 September 2021
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2

Introduction
This Review of Environmental Factors (REF) has been prepared by D.M. Planning Pty
Ltd on behalf of Knox Grammar Preparatory School (KGPS), for minor alterations to
an existing building, known as the Gillespie Building, at 1-3 Billyard Ave, Wahroonga.
The REF has been prepared in accordance with the NSW Code of Practice for Part 5
Activities, for registered non-government schools (the Code).
The purpose of this REF is to assess the nature, scale and extent of the proposed
activity on the environment. This report will:
•
•
•

•

Describe the existing site context;
Identify and evaluate all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment
by reason of the activity;
Assess the likely impacts of the proposed activity in accordance with Section
5.5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (EP&A Act) and
Clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation
(EP&A Regulation);
Recommend mitigation measures, if required.

The proposed activity which involves minor internal alterations to an existing building,
the addition of two new window openings and the replacement of approximately six
roof tiles with translucent tiles will be ‘development permitted without consent’ under
the State Environmental Planning Policy - Educational Establishments and Child Care
Facilities 2017 (the Education SEPP).
Given the likely minimal environmental impact, the minor altertions and new windows
are classified as ‘minor school development works’ according to section 3.2 of the
Code.
The proposal is satisfactory when assessed against the relevant requirements. It will
improve the efficiency of the school and make a positive contribution to the
community. It is visually sympathetic to its setting and will not have any detrimental
environmental or amenity impacts.
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3
3.1

The site, setting and background
The Site
The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area (LGA).
The school site is legally described as Lot 272, DP 608835 and is known as 1-3
Billyard Ave, Wahroonga. The site is irregular in shape and has an area of 2.68ha. It
is located on the southern side of Billyard Ave. It has a street frontage of
approximately 160m to Billyard Ave, 155m to Cleveland St (western boundary) and
217m to Sutherland Ave (east). The site adjoins residential properties to the south.
The educational establishment known as Knox Grammar Preparatory School has
been in operation on the site since 1924.
The site contains a heritage item and is in a heritage conservation area.

Figure 1. Location of the site (Source: Ku-ring-gai Council website)

The location of the KGPS site in its broader context is shown at Figure 1 above. An
aerial photograph of the site is shown in Figure 2 below.
There are no threatened species, populations, or ecological communities likely to be
affected by the proposed development.
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Figure 2. Aerial view of the school site and its immediate surround (Source: SIX Maps)

Figure 3. KGPS Campus Map with Gillespie building circled red (source: Knox Grammar
School website)
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The Gillespie Hall ground floor is an oringinal 1930s single storey assembly hall
which has had a reinforced concrete floor added at first floor. The first floor is an
addition of recent (late 20th century) construction with plasterboard ceilings and
gang nail truss roof framing. The Gillespie Hall north wing was also constructed
in the 1930s. The Gillespie Hall south wing is an addition of recent (late 20th
century) construction with plasterboard ceilings and an upper floor reinforced
concrete floor slab.
The Gillespie Hall adjoings the Oval building to the north and Ewan House to the
east. Photographs of the development site are shown below.

Figure 4. Eastern elevation of Gillespie Building (to the left) adjoining the Oval
Building (right)

Figure 5. Western elevation of Gillespie Building
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Figure 6. First floor Gillespie Hall west corridor

Figure 7. First floor Gillespie Hall, looking south from west corridor
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3.2 Surrounding locality
The locality is at the top of the North Shore ridge and is gently undulating. The soils are
relatively rich and support forest trees and rich gardens.
Development surrounding the site is predominantly characterised by low density
detached residential dwelling houses, in landscaped settings.
Billyard Avenue contains evidence of Federation estates, characterised by mansions
on expansive allotments. There are other smaller dwellings on suburban lots
characterised by Federation and inter-war houses. There are also newer, more
contemporary houses.
There are several other schools in the area. St Lucy’s School is located on the corner
of Billyard Avenue and Cleveland Street.

Figure 8. Campus view from Billyard Avenue with Ewan House to the left, the Oval
Building to the right and the gable of the Gillespie Building in the centre
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3.3

Past Approvals
The following planning approvals relate to the school campus:
•

On 12 December 2002, the New South Wales (NSW) Land and Environment Court
(the Court) upheld Appeal No. 10562 of 2002 and granted Development Consent
No. 557/02 for the following development:
“a new infants’ school building and music and art block and car park for 26
vehicles and demolition of the existing buildings as shown on the plans at
Knox Preparatory School being 15 Cleveland Street and No’s 1-3 Billyard
Avenue, Wahroonga…”

•

On 31 May 2004, following an application to modify the Consent submitted by
Knox, Council approved the application for “alterations to educational
establishment”.

•

On 14 October 2015, Council approved an intensification of use on the site by
amending Condition No. 89 of the Consent as approved by the Court as follows:
“89. Following completion of the buildings the subject of the consent, total
school numbers shall be limited to:
a. 585 676 students
b. 48 71 full time staff
c. 6 boarding house staff.”

•

On 14 December 2016, DA0254/16 for a new synthetic playing field, underground
parking, drainage works, tree removal and associated landscaping, including
increased capacity for 164 students and 19 staff members was approved by
Council.

•

On 31 August 2017, Complying Development Certificate CDC No J170417 was
issued for the building of new classrooms within the existing undercroft and
courtyard in the Oval building (approved pursuant to the Infrastructure SEPP).

•

On 25 September 2020, an amended CDC No J170461/17.A for building new
classrooms within the existing undercroft and courtyard in the oval building was
issued.

•

On 25 November 2020, Council Approved Development Application DA0345/20
for construction of an electrical substation and associated minor earthworks,
landscape and fencing. This consent is contained in Appendix 1.
Consequently, the most recent development consent issued by Ku-ring-gai Council
(other than a complying development certificate) that applies to any part of the
school is Development Application DA0345/20.
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4

The Proposal
The proposal involves minor alterations associated with the refurbishment of an
existing building for use as classrooms.
The proposed works are shown in the plans prepared by Drew Dickson Architects
contained in Appendix 3.
These minor alterations do not satisfy the requirements for exempt development.
They are:
•

the addition of two west-facing windows into the nothern end of the brick building
to match existing design and detailing and to suit the architectural character of
the building (as shown below);

•

The replacement of approximately six roof tiles with translucent tiles above the
ground floor covered walkway
Demolition of internal brick walls with high-light windows and replacement with
glazed walls
Replace ceilings and lights
New internal glazed aluminium bi-fold 'cafe' windows
Remove floor tiles from stair halls at the northern and southern and replacement
with carpet
Remove the cleaner’s sink fit-out.

•
•
•
•
•
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5

The Proponent
The Proponent details are as follows:
Name:
Address:
Contact:
Position:

Knox Grammar Preparatory School
1-3 Billyard Ave, Wahroonga
Duncan Sharpe, M: 02 9119 0845
Operational Services Manager

No other approvals are required.

6

Justification
The minor alterations are required to facilitate the refurbishment of an existing
building for use as classrooms.
An alternative is to do nothing. This would result in a less efficient building layout.
Such an outcome would be inconsistent with the objective to provide adequate
amenities to the student population.

7

Class of Activity
Under the NSW Code of Practice for Part 5 Activities (the Code), the proposed minor
works are classified as Class 1 – Minor School Development Works. These are
described in the Code as follows:
Minor School works include minor alterations to school buildings and
structures; internal works; fitouts; accessibility works; restoration,
replacement and repair works; and security measures such as fencing. These
works still require an REF, however, require a less detailed assessment given
the likely minimal environmental impact. Due to their minor nature, these
works will not require the same level of consultation than other school
development works.
Minor Class 1 works require RNSs to place the REF on their website to make
the proposal and relevant parts of the assessment publicly available.
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8
8.1

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
The proposal is consistent with the objects of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) as it will promote the orderly and economic use
and development of land without resulting in an adverse impact on the
environment.
This Review of Environmental Factors (REF) considers the requirements of Clause
228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 (EP&A
Regulation) and Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act 1979.
Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act 1979 states:
5.5 Duty to consider environmental impact (cf previous s 111)
(1) For the purpose of attaining the objects of this Act relating to the
protection and enhancement of the environment, a determining
authority in its consideration of an activity shall, notwithstanding any
other provisions of this Act or the provisions of any other Act or of any
instrument made under this or any other Act, examine and take into
account to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely to
affect the environment by reason of that activity.
Comment: This REF will examine and take into account, to the fullest extent
possible, all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment. The REF
concludes that the proposal will have no adverse impacts.
(2) (Repealed)
(3) Without limiting subsection (1), a determining authority shall consider the
effect of an activity on any wilderness area (within the meaning of the
Wilderness Act 1987) in the locality in which the activity is intended to be
carried on.
Comment: The site of the proposal is within a modified environment being a
developed area associated with an existing school. The land is not wilderness.

8.2

State Environmental Planning Policy (Educational Establishments
and Child Care Facilities) 2017
State Environmental Planning Policy (Educational Establishments and Child Care
Facilities) 2017 (the Education SEPP) simplifies planning approvals for schools by
introducing exempt and complying development provisions, development without
consent for facilities with specific categories of development within the
boundaries of existing schools.
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Certain small-scale developments are permitted without a development consent
from a consent authority, provided an environmental assessment of the likely
impacts of the proposed activity in accordance with Part 5 of the EP&A Act is
undertaken.
The proposed minor internal and external alterations are consistent with the
development types that are permitted to be carried out without consent within the
boundaries of existing schools.
Clause 36 of the Education SEPP outlines the requirements for development that
may be undertaken without consent.
Clause 36 of the Education SEPP states:
36 Schools—development permitted without consent
(1) Development for any of the following purposes may be carried out by or on
behalf of a public authority without development consent on land within the
boundaries of an existing school:
(a) construction, operation or maintenance, more than 5 metres from any property
boundary with land in a residential zone and more than 1 metre from any property
boundary with land in any other zone, of:
(i) a library or an administration building that is not more than 1 storey high, or
(ii) a portable classroom (including a modular or prefabricated classroom) that is
not more than 1 storey high, or
(iii) a permanent classroom that is not more than 1 storey high to replace an
existing portable classroom and that is used for substantially the same purpose as
the portable classroom, or
(iv) a kiosk, cafeteria or bookshop for students and staff that is not more than 1
storey high, or
(v) a car park that is not more than 1 storey high,
(b) minor alterations or additions, such as:
(i) internal fitouts, or
(ii) alterations or additions to address work health and safety requirements or to
provide access for people with a disability, or
(iii) alterations or additions to the external facade of a building that do not increase
the building envelope (for example, porticos, balcony enclosures or covered
walkways),
(c) restoration, replacement or repair of damaged buildings or structures,
(d) security measures, including fencing, lighting and security cameras,
(e) demolition of structures or buildings (unless a State heritage item or local
heritage item).
(2) However, subclause (1) applies only to development that:
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(a) does not require an alteration of traffic arrangements (for example, a new
vehicular access point to the school or a change in location of an existing vehicular
access point to the school), or
(b) in the case of development referred to in subclause (1) (a)—does not allow for
an increase in:
(i) the number of students the school can accommodate, or
(ii) the number of staff employed at the school,
that is greater than 10% (compared with the average of each of those numbers for
the 12-month period immediately before the commencement of the development).
(3) Nothing in this clause authorises the carrying out of development in
contravention of any existing condition of the most recent development consent
(other than a complying development certificate) that applies to any part of the
school, relating to hours of operation, noise, car parking, vehicular movement,
traffic generation, loading, waste management, landscaping or student or staff
numbers.
(4) A reference in this clause to development for a purpose referred to in
subclause (1) (a), (b) or (c) includes a reference to development for the purpose of
construction works in connection with the purpose referred to in subclause (1) (a),
(b) or (c).
Note. Section 100B (3) of the Rural Fires Act 1997 requires a person to obtain a bush fire
safety authority under that Act before developing bush fire prone land for a special fire
protection purpose such as a school.

The proposed works are consistent with the requirements of Clause 36 as follows:
Education SEPP
requirement

Compliance / comment

It must be within the
boundaries of the
existing school

The proposed works are located in an existing
building located within the boundaries of the
existing school

Yes

It must be carried out
by or on behalf of a
public authority

KGPS is considered a ‘public authority’. This is
discussed further below.

Yes

It must fall within a
category or categories
of development
identified in clause
36(1)

The proposal consists of minor alterations and
therefore meets identified purposes as listed in
clause 36(1)(b)

Yes

It must not result in an
alteration of existing
traffic arrangements

The proposal will not result in any alteration to
the existing traffic arrangements.

Yes

It must not contravene
certain existing
conditions of the most
recent development

The proposed development does not
contravene any conditions of the most recent
development consent applying to any part of the
school relating to the matters listed in clause
36(3), i.e., hours of operation, noise, car

Yes
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Consistent

Education SEPP
requirement

Compliance / comment

consent that applies to
any part of the school

parking, vehicular movement, traffic generation,
loading, waste management, landscaping or
student or staff numbers.

Consistent

Table 1. compliance with clause 36 of the Education SEPP

For the purposes of clause 36, KGPS is a ‘public authority’. ‘Public authority’ is
defined in the EP&A Act to include a person prescribed by the regulations for the
purposes of this definition. The EP&A Regulation includes a definition of ‘public
authority’. Under the EP&A Regulation, a registered non-government school (RNS)
is prescribed as a public authority so that the school can be treated as a public
authority for the purposes of clause 36 on land that is a prescribed zone within
the meaning of clause 33 of the Education SEPP. Clause 277(6) of the EP&A
Regulation reads:
‘For the purpose of the definition of public authority in section 1.4(1) of the
Act, the proprietor of a registered non-government school is prescribed as a
public authority (subject to subclause (7)), but only so as:
(a) to enable the proprietor to be treated as a public authority in relation to
development in connection with the school that is exempt development
under clause 18 of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Educational
Establishments and Child Care Facilities) 2017, and
(b) to allow the proprietor to be a determining authority within the meaning
of Part 5 of the Act for development that is permitted without consent under
clause 36 of that Policy on land in a prescribed zone (within the meaning of
clause 33 of that Policy). ‘
Clause 33 of the Education SEPP lists several different zones as ‘prescribed
zones’ including:
(s) Zone SP2 Infrastructure
The KGPS campus is zoned SP2 Infrastructure under the Ku-ring-gai Local
Environmental Plan 2015 (KLEP).
Clause 5(6) of the Education SEPP states:
(6)

A reference in this Policy to a lot or to land in a named land use
zone is a reference—
(a) to land that, under an environmental planning instrument made
as provided by section 3.20(2) of the Act, is in a land use zone
specified in the Standard Instrument, and
(b) to land that, under an environmental planning instrument that
is not made as provided by section 3.20(2) of the Act, is in a land
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use zone in which equivalent land uses are permitted to those
permitted in the named land use zone.
Consequently, the KGPS is a determining authority for the purposes of clause 36
of the Education SEPP and the proposal can be carried out as development
without consent under the Education SEPP.

8.3

NSW Code of Practice for Part 5 Activities
The NSW Code of Practice for Part 5 Activities, for registered non-government
schools (the Code) has been developed to regulate how registered nongovernment schools (RNSs) carry out the environmental assessment and
determination of activities permitted without consent by the Education SEPP.
RNSs are required (like other public authorities) to undertake an environmental
assessment under Part 5 of the EP&A Act before carrying out the activity.
This REF has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Code.
RNSs must follow the assessment process outlined in Section 3 of the Code
before carrying out school development proposals that are identified as
‘development permitted without consent’ in the Education SEPP.
The Code provides a five-stage assessment process for RNSs:
•

Stage 1 – Classification
Comment: As noted in section 7, the proposal is classified as Class 1: Minor
school development works.

•

Stage 2 – Assessment
Comment: A detailed assessment of the proposal has been undertaken.
Consultation is not required.

•

Stage 3 – Documentation
Comment: This REF represents Stage 3 – Documentation.

•

Stage 4 – Determination
Comment: Determination will be undertaken by a person authorised by the KGPS,
to discharge their duty, as an RNS, to comply with the Code. A Decision Statement
to document the determination will be produced.

•

Stage 5 – Implementation
Comment: Implementation includes obtaining other approvals (if required),
building certification and preparing management plans. Conditions of approval
will require that the certifier is satisfied that the recommendations in the BCA
Report (Appendix 5) and the Access Report (Appendix 6) have been resolved.
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8.4

State Environmental Planning Policy No.55 – Remediation of Land
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 - Remediation of Land (SEPP 55)
does not technically apply to ‘development without consent’, applying only to
Development Applications.
However, for the sake of completeness, the proposal has been assessed against
the requirements of SEPP 55 below.
Under clause 7(1) (a) of SEPP 55 – Remediation of Land, consideration has been
given as to whether the land is contaminated.
The site has been used for residential and Educational purposes, and there is no
history to suggest that the site is contaminated. The application does not require
further consideration under clause 7(1) (b) and (c) of SEPP 55.
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8.5

Ku-ring-gai Local Environmental Plan 2015
The applicable Clauses of the Ku-ring-gai Local Environmental Plan 2015 (KLEP)
are:
•
•
•

Clause 2.3 – Zone objectives and landuse table
Clause 5.10 – Heritage Conservation
Clause 6.3 – Biodiversity Protection

An assessment of the development application against the above relevant
Clauses of the KLEP is provided in the following sections of the this SEE.
Zoning of land and permissibility
The site is zoned SP2 Infrastructure (Educational Establishments) pursuant to the
KLEP, as shown in the zoning map excerpt at Figure 9. The provisions of the zone
are stated below:
Zone SP2 Infrastructure
1 Objectives of zone
• To provide for infrastructure and related uses.
• To prevent development that is not compatible with or that may detract from the
provision of infrastructure.
2 Permitted without consent
Nil
3 Permitted with consent
Aquaculture; The purpose shown on the Land Zoning Map, including any development
that is ordinarily incidental or ancillary to development for that purpose; Environmental
protection works; Flood mitigation works; Recreation areas; Roads
4 Prohibited
Any development not specified in item 2 or 3
Table 2: Provisions of the KLEP2015 SP2 Infrastructure Zone

An ‘Educational Establishment’ including any development that is ordinarily
incidental or ancillary to development for that purpose is permitted with consent
in the SP2 Infrastructure (Educational Establishment) zone under KLEP.
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Figure 9. KLEP 2015 zoning map extract

Clause 5.10 – Heritage Conservation
Clause 5.10 of KLEP relates to heritage conservation and applies to the proposal
as part of the site (Lot 272, DP 608835 known as Nos. 1-3 Billyard Avenue,
Wahroonga) is included in Schedule 5 of KLEP.
The site contains a listed heritage item comprising of the former house and
grounds previously known as ‘Innisfail’ and now known as ‘Ewan House’ and ‘The
Lodge’, which was originally the gardener’s residence attached to the main house.
The heritage listing extends over the whole school campus and includes the
Gillespie Building (see Figure 10).
The site is also located within a Heritage Conservation Area listed in the KLEP,
identified as C28 Wahroonga (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Excerpt from KLEP 2015 heritage map - heritage items are shaded brown and
conservation areas, in this case the Wahroonga Conservation Area, is hatched in red.

The objectives of Clause 5.10 of KLEP are:
(a) to conserve the environmental heritage of Ku-ring-gai,
(b) to conserve the heritage significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas,
including associated fabric, settings and views,
(c) to conserve archaeological sites,
(d) to conserve Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal places of heritage significance.

A Statement of Heritage Impact prepared by NBRSP (Appendix 4) has considered
the heritage impacts of the proposal and concludes that:
‘The proposed alterations to the Oval Building and the Gillespie Hall within the Knox
Preparatory School campus, as described in documentation prepared by Drew Dickson
Architects, in this case proposed as Exempt Development, has no more than a minimal
impact on the heritage significance of the item of local heritage significance or the
heritage conservation area. The minor works do not create additional buildings or built
volume. The works would remove fabric that does not contribute to the statement of
significance for either the heritage item or the conservation area. In heritage terms, there
is no impact on the heritage significance of the Wahroonga Conservation Area, and no
more than a minimal impact on the heritage significance of Ewan House.’

Accordingly, the proposal is satisfactory having regard to Clause 5.10 of KLEP with
respect to heritage conservation.
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Clause 6.3 Biodiversity Protection
Clause 6.3 of KLEP relates to biodiversity protection and applies to the proposal as
the site is included as part of Council’s Terrestrial Biodiversity Map (Figure 11).

Figure 11. KLEP Terrestrial Biodiversity Map

The objectives of Clause 6.3 of KLEP 2014 with respect to biodiversity protection
are:
“…to protect, maintain and improve the diversity and condition of native vegetation
and habitat, including:
(a) protecting biological diversity of native fauna and flora, and
(b) protecting the ecological processes necessary for their continued existence, and
(c) encouraging the recovery of threatened species, communities, populations and
their habitats, and
(d) protecting, restoring and enhancing biodiversity corridors.”

The proposal does not include the removal of any trees and will not impact on any
native vegetation or habitat. It is therefore satisfactory with regard to Clause 6.3.
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8.6

Ku-ring-gai Development Control Plan 2015
Development Control Plans do not apply to development assessed under clause 36
of the Education SEPP, nevertheless an assessment of the proposal against the
relevant provisions of the Ku-ring-gai Development Control Plan (KDCP) is provided
below:
Clause

Requirement

Proposed

Compliance

Site Analysis

Site Plan and Site Analysis
prepared by Drew Dickson
Architects.

Yes

Land contamination

The proposal is satisfactory,
having regard to SEPP 55 –
Remediation of Land.

Yes

No net loss of biodiversity

No critical habitat or
ecological communities,
species or populations
affected.

Yes

Part 2 Site Analysis
2.1

Part 15 Land Contamination
15.1

Part 18 Biodiversity
18.1 – 18.8

Part 19 Heritage Items and Heritage Conservation Areas
19F.1

Local Character and
Streetscape

Refer to the Heritage Impact
Statement prepared in
support of the proposal
(Appendix 4).

Yes

19F.2

Building setbacks

19.3

Gardens and Landscaping

Yes

19F.4

Fencing

Yes

Yes

Part 21 General Site Design
21.1

Earthworks and slope

No earthworks proposed.

Yes

21.2

Landscape Design

No changes to existing
landscaping.

Yes

The proposed minor works
will not increase staff or
student numbers and
therefore will not impact
existing traffic and parking
arrangements.

Yes

Part 22 General Access and Parking
22.1 – 22.7
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Vehicle access and parking

Part 23 General Building Design and Sustainability
23.3

Sustainability of building
materials

Internal windows will
comprise of aluminium
frames.

Yes

External windows will
comprise of timber with new
brick sills.
23.4

Materials and finishes

The proposal incorporates
high quality materials,
finishes and colours to
integrate with the existing
building facade.

Yes

The proposed materials and
finishes are consistent with
the existing Gillespie Hall
and integrate with the
character of the school.
23.8

General acoustic privacy

There will be no
unacceptable acoustic
impacts on surrounding land
uses.

Yes

23.7

Wastement Management

An Operational and
Construction Waste
Management Plan has been
prepared (Appendix 7).

Yes

23.9

General visual privacy

There will be no impacts on
the privacy of surrounding
residential properties.

Yes

23.3

Sustainability of building
materials

Appropriate building
materials have been
selected.

Yes

There are no changes
proposed to the existing
water management on the
site.

Yes

Part 24 Water Management
24A – 24F

Water management,
stormwater, on-site
stormwater management,
existing drainage systems

Table 3 – KDCP assessment table
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9

Consultation
Given that the building is existing and works will not be visible from outside the
school site, the proposal will have minimal environmental impacts and are
classified as class 1 ‘minor school development works’ according to the provisions
of the Code. Therefore the mandatory consultation required for ‘other school
development works’ is not required.
The school is required to place this REF on its website so that the proposal and
relevant parts of the assessment, are publicly available.
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10

Environmental Impact Assessment
The proposal is within the school site and comprises of minor structural changes
and changes to openings that will have minimal impact on the environment. Given
the minor nature of the works, environmental impacts are minimal.

10.1 Clause 228 Consideration
Clause 228 of the EP&A Regulation details factors which must be taken into
account when assessing the impact of an activity on the environment.
Table 4 below lists the factors requiring consideration under clause 228. A
summary of potential environmental impacts is contained in section 11 and
mitigation measures are contained in section 12 of this REF.
Factors for consideration

Response

(a) Any environmental impact on a
community

Given that the proposal is for minor works only
and not visible from neighboring properties, the
proposal will have a negligible effect on the
amenity of the neighbourhood or the function of
the school.

(b) Any transformation of a locality

The proposed works are within an established
school facility within the school grounds. The
proposal will have no impact on the character
of the locality.

(c) Any environmental impact on the
ecosystem of the locality

Nil

(d) Any reduction of the aesthetic,
recreational, scientific or other
environmental quality or value of a locality

The locality does not possess any scientific or
environmental quality that will be reduced given
the existing level of disturbance and current
site conditions and improvements.

(e) Any effect on a locality, place or
building having aesthetic, anthropological,
architectural, cultural, historical, scientific
or social significance or other special
value for present or future generations

The proposal will have no impacts on the
significance of the heritage items located on
the site or the heritage conservation area. The
proposal will contribute positively to the
function of the established facility as a school.

(f) Any impact on the habitat of protected
fauna1

There will be no impact on the habitate of
protected fauna.

(g) Any endangering of any species of
animal, plant or other form of life, whether
living on land or in water or in the air2

The proposal will not have any significant
impact on any flora or fauna habitat. The
location is currently developed with a school
building and is devoid of locally indigenous
vegetation.

Refer to section 7.3 of the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 - Test for determining whether proposed
development or activity likely to significantly affect threatened species or ecological communities, or their habitats
2 See above.
1
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Factors for consideration

Response

(h) any long-term effects on the
environment

The proposed minor works will not have any
long-term effects on the environment.

(i) any degradation of the quality of the
environment

The proposed minor works will not result in the
degradation of the quality of the environment.

(j) any risk to the safety of the
environment

A BCA report (Appendix 5) has been prepared to
certify that, subject to the recommendations in
the report, the works satisfy the requirements
of the Building Code of Australia and the
relevant Australian Standards.

(k) any reduction in the range of beneficial
uses of the environment

There will be no reduction in beneficial uses of
the environment caused by the proposed
works.

(l) any pollution of the environment

Pollution risks are addressed in the Waste
Management Plan (Appendix 7).

(m) any environmental problems
associated with the disposal of waste

Waste disposal is addressed in the the Waste
Management Plan (Appendix 7).

(n) any increased demands on resources
(natural or otherwise) that are, or are likely
to become, in short supply

There will be no increase in demand on
resources as a result of the proposed works.

(o) any cumulative environmental effect
with other existing or likely future activities

No adverse impact with other existing or future
activities is likely. The proposal will be
beneficial in terms of improving the amenity for
users of the established school.

(p) any impact on coastal processes and
coastal hazards, including those under
projected climate change conditions

Not applicable.

(q) other factors/ impacts.

None

Table 4. Factors for consideration under Clause 228 of the EP&A Regulation 2000

It is concluded that the factors for consideration in clause 228 of the EP&A
Regulation are satisfactorily addressed.
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Summary of Impacts
The proposal is within the KGPS site and includes minor internal changes, two
additional window openings and the replacement of six roof tiles with translucent
roof tiles. These works are associated with the refurbishment of an existing building
for use as classrooms.
There will be minimal impact on the environment.
Potential impacts considered in this REF are:
•
•
•

Heritage impacts
Visual impacts
BCA and Accessiblity

Heritage impacts have been addressed in detail in section 9.5 and found to be
satisfactory.
Visual impacts arising from the changed openings are negligible and are only visible
from within the school site. The proposed windows are consistent in size, proportion
and material to those of the existing building
A Building Code of Australia (BCA) Report (Appendix 5) has been prepared to
identify non-compliance matters in the proposed design against the current
Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) Provisions of the BCA and to provide compliance
recommendations to overcome the DTS non-compliances.
The BCA report summarises the identified non-compliance matters and offers
specific recommendations. The report notes that if compliance with the DTS
provisions is not achievable or desirable, alternative solutions can be further
developed and verified by an appropriately qualified BCA Consultant or Fire Safety
Engineer. This will be required to be addressed prior to construction (see condition
2, section 12).
An Access Report (Appendix 6) has been prepared to identify the compliance status
of the design with the relevant accessibility related Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS)
requirements of the BCA, as contained within Part D3 and Clause E3.6 and F2.4 of
the Code.
The Access report concludes that the proposal contains some non-compliances with
the DTS provisions of the BCA, however, they can be readily resolved by minor
design changes or BCA Alternative Solution(s), as nominated at Part 2.0 of the
Access report. These matters will require resolution prior to construction
commencing (see condtion 3, section 12).
Condition 1 of determination will require that the works be constructed in
accordance with the accompanying architectural plans (Appendix 3).
In conclusion, there will be no unreasonable or detrimental impacts resulting from
the minor works proposed in this REF.
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Mitigating measures, modifications or adaptions
To ensure that no environmental impacts result from the proposal the following
condition of determination is recommended:
CONDITIONS
Approved Plans
1. The development shall take place in accordance with the following plans and
documents:
Drawing Number

Date

Prepared By

A-001 Location and site plan

30.04.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-022 Level 2 Demolition Plan

17.05.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-023 Level 3 Demolition Plan

17.05.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-102 Level 2 New work Plan

03.09.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-103 Level 3 New work Plan

03.09.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-202 Level 3 part west elevation

30.04.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-301 Section

30.04.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-302 East west section

11.05.2020

Drew Dickson Architects

A-2501 Windows and doors
schedule

11.05.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

A-2502 Windows and doors
schedule

11.05.2021

Drew Dickson Architects

Document Title

Date

Prepared by

Heritage Impact Statement

5 July 2021

NBRS Architecture

Operational and Construction Waste
Management Plan

May 2021

Waste Audit and Consultancy
Service

Building Code of Australia
Compliance Assessment Report

September
2021

AED Group

Access Compliance Assessment
Report

September
2021

AED Group

Prior to construction – Building Code of Australia
2. Prior to construction commencing, the non-compliance matters and
recommendations identified in the Building Code of Australia Compliance
Report, prepared by AED Group, dated September 2021 are to be addressed. If
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compliance with the deemed-to-satisfy provisions is not achievable or desirable,
alternative Solutions can be further developed and verified by an appropriately
qualified BCA Consultant or Fire Safety Engineer.
Prior to construction – Access Requirements
3. Prior to construction commencing, the non-compliances with the deemed-toSatisfy provisions of the BCA, identified in the Access Compliance Assessment
Report, prepared by AED Group, dated September 2021, are to be resolved by
minor design changes or BCA Alternative Solution(s) and certified by an
appropriately qualified person.
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Conclusion
The assessment documented in this REF finds that the proposed minor internal
changes and additional window openings will not have any impacts on the
environment, threatened species, populations, ecological communities or their
habitats. Consequently, neither an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) nor a
Species Impact Statement (SIS) is required.
These conclusions are based on the impact assessment documented in the body of
this REF and accompanying reports.
The proposal is satisfactory when assessed against the requirements of Clause 228
of the EP&A Regulation and Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act. The minor internal changes
and additional openings will improve the amenity of the school for students and make
a positive contribution to the community. The changes are sympathetic to the design
of the existing building and its school setting. The proposal will not result in any
adverse environmental or amenity impacts.
The determining authority can be satisfied that this REF has been prepared in
accordance with the Code. The authorised person determining the assessment may
discharge the KGPS of their duty to comply with the requirements of the Code.

I, Danielle Deegan, (an agent of Knox Grammar Preparatory School), certify that I have
prepared the contents of this REF and, to the best of my knowledge, it is in accordance with
the Code approved under clause 244N of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Regulation 2000, and the information it contains is neither false nor misleading.

Signed:
Name: Danielle Deegan
DM Planning Pty Ltd
Date: 9 September 2021
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Appendix 1
Last Consent issued by Council DA0345/20
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Contact:

Brodee Gregory

Ref:

DA0345/20

26 November 2020
D.M. Planning
1/9 Narabang Way
BELROSE NSW 2085

Dear Sir/Madam

NOTICE OF DETERMINATION OF DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION
SECTION 4.18 ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & ASSESSMENT ACT 1979

Application No.:
Proposed Development:

Property:

DA0345/20
Construction of an electrical substation and associated minor
earthworks, landscape and fencing - Knox Preparatory
Grammar School - Heritage item in Heritage Conservation
Area
1-3 Billyard Avenue WAHROONGA NSW 2076

Pursuant to Section 4.18 of the Act, notice is given that the above Development Application
has been determined by the granting of consent, subject to the conditions specified in this
Notice.
Reasons for the decision:
The development proposal meets the Objects of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, contained in Section 1.3, having considered the relevant provisions
under s.4.15 of the aforementioned Act. Consequently, the development is considered to be
in the public interest, subject to conditions.
Community views:
The application was notified in accordance with Council’s Community Participation Plan. Any
submissions received representing community views were considered as part of the
assessment of the application. Conditions of consent included within this Notice of
Determination have been applied to ensure that the development satisfies the Objects of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act and will not result in unacceptable
environmental impacts.
Date of determination:
Date from which consent operates:
Date consent lapses:

DA Notice of determination - Approval - 1-3 Billyard Avenue WAHROONGA.DOCX/kl

25/11/2020
26/11/2020
27/11/2025
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The conditions of the consent are set out as follows:
1.

Approved architectural plans and documentation (alterations and additions)

The development must be carried out in accordance with work shown in colour on the plans
and documentation listed below and endorsed with Council’s stamp, except where amended
by other conditions of this Development Consent.
Plan no.
Architectural Plans
20025 A1000 Substation layout, Rev 03
20025 A0001 Site and location plan, Rev
03
20025 A1002 Level 2 floor plan, Rev 06
20025 A1201 Sign wall details, Rev 02
Engineering Plans
201043 Notes and legends, C00, Rev P2
201043 Siteworks, C01, Rev P4
201043 Details sheet 1, C10, Rev P4
201043 Details sheet 2, C11, Rev P4

Drawn by

Dated

Drew Dickson Architects
Drew Dickson Architects
Drew Dickson Architects
Drew Dickson Architects
Drew Dickson Architects

17 August 2020
17 August 2020

TTW
TTW
TTW
TTW

1 May 2020
13 August 2020
13 August 2020
13 August 2020

Document(s)
Geotechnical Report, P2007588JR01V02, prepared by Martens
Consulting
Reason:
2.

17 August 2020
27 April 2020

Dated
August 2020

To ensure that the development is in accordance with the Development
Consent.

Inconsistency between documents

In the event of any inconsistency between conditions of this consent and the
drawings/documents referred to above, the conditions of this Development Consent prevail.
Reason:

To ensure that the development is in accordance with the Development
Consent.

CONDITIONS TO BE SATISFIED PRIOR TO DEMOLITION, EXCAVATION OR
CONSTRUCTION:
3.

Underground cables

Care should be taken to ensure that construction activities within the footpath area do not
interfere with existing cables in the footpath. Ausgrid cannot guarantee the depth of cables
due to possible changes in ground levels from previous activities after the cables were
installed. The developer is to locate and record the depth of all known underground services
prior to any excavation in the area.
Reason:
4.

Ausgrid requirement.

Asbestos works

All work involving asbestos products and materials, including asbestos-cement-sheeting (ie.
fibro), must be carried out in accordance with the guidelines for asbestos work published by
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Safework NSW.
Reason:
5.

To ensure public safety.

Project arborist

Prior to the commencement of any works, a project arborist shall be engaged to ensure all
tree protection measures and works are carried out in accordance with the conditions of this
Development Consent.
The project arborist shall have a minimum AQF Level 5 qualification with a minimum of 5
years experience. Details of the arborist including name, business name and contact details
shall be provided to the Principal Certifier with a copy provided to Council.
Reason:

To protect of existing trees.

CONDITIONS TO BE SATISFIED PRIOR TO THE ISSUE OF THE CONSTRUCTION
CERTIFICATE OR SUBDIVISION WORKS CERTIFICATE:
6.

Long service levy

A Construction Certificate shall not be issued until any long service levy payable under
Section 34 of the Building and Construction Industry Long Service Payments Act 1986 (or
where such levy is payable by instalments, the first instalment of the levy) has been paid.
Council is authorised to accept payment. Where payment has been made elsewhere, proof
of payment is to be provided to Council.
Reason:
7.

Statutory requirement.

Excavation for services

Prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate, the Certifier shall be satisfied that no
proposed underground services (ie: water, sewerage, drainage, gas or other service) unless
previously approved by conditions of consent, are located beneath the canopy of any tree
protected under the Ku-ring-gai Development Control Plan, located on the subject allotment
and adjoining allotments
Reason:

To protect existing trees.

CONDITIONS TO BE SATISFIED PRIOR TO THE ISSUE OF THE CONSTRUCTION
CERTIFICATE, SUBDIVISION WORKS CERTIFICATE OR PRIOR TO DEMOLITION,
EXCAVATION OR CONSTRUCTION (WHICHEVER COMES FIRST):
8.

Infrastructure damage security bond and inspection fee

To ensure that any damage to Council property as a result of construction activity is rectified
in a timely matter:
(a)

All work or activity undertaken pursuant to this development consent must be
undertaken in a manner to avoid damage to Council property and must not jeopardise
the safety of any person using or occupying the adjacent public areas.

(b)

The applicant, builder, developer or any person acting in reliance on this consent shall
be responsible for making good any damage to Council property and for the removal
from Council property of any waste bin, building materials, sediment, silt, or any other
material or article.
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(c)

The Infrastructure damage security bond and infrastructure inspection fee must be
paid to Council by the applicant prior to both the issue of any Construction Certificate
and the commencement of any earthworks or construction.

(d)

In consideration of payment of the infrastructure damage security bond and
infrastructure inspection fee, Council will undertake such inspections of Council
Property as Council considers necessary and will also undertake, on behalf of the
applicant, such restoration work to Council property, if any, that Council considers
necessary as a consequence of the development. The provision of such restoration
work by the Council does not absolve any person of the responsibilities contained in
(a) to (b) above. Restoration work to be undertaken by Council referred to in this
condition is limited to work that can be undertaken by Council at a cost of not more
than the Infrastructure damage security bond payable pursuant to this condition.

(e)

Release of the bond – Upon receipt of an Occupation Certificate, Council will
undertake an inspection of Councils Infrastructure and release the bond if no damage
is found.
For development relating to more than 2 dwellings, there will be a six months holding
period after the receipt of the final occupation certificate, after which you may request
Council to return any bond monies.
If there is damage found to Council property the bond will not be released until the
damage has been rectified to Council’s satisfaction.

(f)

In this condition:
“Council property” includes any road, footway, footpath paving, kerbing, guttering,
crossings, street furniture, seats, letter bins, trees, shrubs, lawns, mounds, bushland,
and similar structures or features on any road or public road within the meaning of the
Local Government Act 1993 (NSW) or any public place; and
“Infrastructure damage security bond and infrastructure inspection fee” means the
Infrastructure damage security bond and infrastructure inspection fee as calculated in
accordance with the Schedule of Fees & Charges adopted by Council as at the date of
payment and the cost of any inspections required by the Council of Council property
associated with this condition.

Reason:
9.

To maintain public infrastructure.

Construction Certificate plans

The Construction Certificate plans must be consistent with the approved plans and
documents referred to in Condition No. 1 of this Development Consent.
Reason:
10.

To ensure that the works are carried out in accordance with the Development
Consent.

Section 7.12 development contributions(For DAs determined on or after 19
December 2010).

Section 7.12 Local infrastructure contributions
This development is subject to a development contribution calculated in accordance with Kuring-gai s94A Contributions Plan 2015, being a Contributions Plan in effect under the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, in the amount of: $8,786.53 based on
DA Notice of determination - Approval - 1-3 Billyard Avenue WAHROONGA.DOCX/kl
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development costs of $878,652.50, which shall be paid to Council to provide for additional
local infrastructure improvements in accordance with the works programme listed in the
s94A Contributions Plan. (Sections of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act have
been renumbered and former s94A is now known as s7.12).
The contribution specified above is subject to indexation and will continue to be indexed to
reflect changes in the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Sydney) until paid in accordance
with Ku-ring-gai s94A Contributions Plan 2015. Inflation is applied on all the Ku-ring-gai
Contributions Plans on the day after the release of the Residential Property Prices Index by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). Prior to payment, please contact Council directly to
verify the current contribution payable. Please see Council’s website for more information
about inflation and paying contributions.
The monetary contribution shall be paid to Council:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

prior to the issue of the Subdivision Certificate where the development is for
subdivision; or
prior to the issue of the first Construction Certificate where the development is for
building work; or
prior to issue of the Subdivision Certificate or first Construction Certificate, whichever
occurs first, where the development involves both subdivision and building work; or
prior to the works commencing where the development does not require a
Construction Certificate or Subdivision Certificate.

Note:

Copies of Council’s Contributions Plan can be viewed at Council Chambers at
818 Pacific Hwy Gordon or on Council’s website at www.kmc.nsw.gov.au
<http://www.kmc.nsw.gov.au>.

Reason:

To cater for the demand for additional infrastructure arising from cumulative
developments in accordance with Ku-ring-gai S94A Contributions Plan 2015.

11.

No demolition of extra fabric

Alterations to, and demolition of, the existing building shall be limited to that documented on
the approved plans (by way of notation). No approval is given or implied for removal and/or
rebuilding of any portion of the existing building which is shown to be retained.
Reason:

To ensure compliance with the Development Consent.

CONDITIONS TO BE SATISFIED DURING THE DEMOLITION, EXCAVATION AND
CONSTRUCTION PHASES:
12.

Underground cables

Safework Australia ‘Excavation Code of Practice’ and Ausgrid’s ‘Network Standard NSW156
outlines the minimum requirements for working around Ausgrid’s underground cables. Should
ground anchors be required in the vicinity of the underground cables, the anchors must not be
installed within 300mm of any cable and the anchors must not pass over the top of any cable.
Reason:
13.

Ausgrid requirement.

Road opening permit

The opening of any footway, roadway, road shoulder or any part of the road reserve shall not
be carried out without a road opening permit being obtained from Council (upon payment of
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the required fee) beforehand.
Reason:
14.

Statutory requirement (Roads Act 1993 Section 138) and to maintain the
integrity of Council’s infrastructure.

Prescribed conditions

The applicant shall comply with any relevant prescribed conditions of development consent
under clause 98 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation. For the
purposes of section 4.17 (11) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, the
following conditions are prescribed in relation to a development consent for development
that involves any building work:
1.

the work must be carried out in accordance with the requirements of the Building Code
of Australia

2.

in the case of residential building work for which the Home Building Act 1989 requires
there to be a contract of insurance in force in accordance with Part 6 of that Act, that
such a contract of insurance is in force before any works commence

3.

if the development involves an excavation that extends below the level of the base of
the footings of a building, structure or work (including any structure or work within a
road or rail corridor) on adjoining land, the person having the benefit of the
development consent must, at the person’s own expense:
(a)

protect and support the building, structure or work from possible damage from
the excavation, and

(b)

where necessary, underpin the building, structure or work to prevent any such
damage.

Reason:
15.

Statutory requirement.

Hours of work

Demolition, construction work and deliveries of building material and equipment must not
take place outside the hours of 7.00am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday and 8.00am to 12 noon
Saturday. No work and no deliveries are to take place on Sundays and public holidays.
Demolition and/or excavation using machinery of any kind must be limited to between
7.00am and 5.00pm Monday to Friday, with a respite break of 45 minutes between 12 noon
and 1.00pm. No demolition and/or excavation using machinery of any kind is to occur on
Saturdays, Sundays or public holidays.
Where it is necessary for works to occur outside of these hours (ie) placement of concrete
for large floor areas on large residential/commercial developments or where building
processes require the use of oversized trucks and/or cranes that are restricted by Transport
for NSW (TfNSW) from travelling during daylight hours to deliver, erect or remove
machinery, tower cranes, pre-cast panels, beams, tanks or service equipment to or from the
site, approval for such activities will be subject to the issue of an "outside of hours works
permit" from Council as well as notification of the surrounding properties likely to be affected
by the proposed works.
Note:
Reason:

Failure to obtain a permit to work outside of the approved hours will result in
regulatory action.
To ensure reasonable standards of amenity for occupants of neighbouring
properties.
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16.

Approved plans to be on site

A copy of all approved and certified plans, specifications and documents incorporating
conditions of consent and certification (including the Construction Certificate if required for
the work) shall be kept on site at all times during the demolition, excavation and construction
phases and must be readily available to any officer of Council or the Principal Certifier.
Reason:
17.

To ensure that the development is in accordance with the determination.

Site notice

A site notice shall be erected on the site prior to any work commencing and shall be
displayed throughout the works period.
The site notice must:
•
be prominently displayed at the boundaries of the site for the purposes of informing the
public that unauthorised entry to the site is not permitted
•
display project details including, but not limited to the details of the builder, Principal
Certifier and structural engineer
•
be durable and weatherproof
•
display the approved hours of work, the name of the site/project manager, the
responsible managing company (if any), its address and 24 hour contact phone
number for any inquiries, including construction/noise complaint are to be displayed on
the site notice
•
be mounted at height of 1.6 metres above natural ground on the perimeter
hoardings/fencing and is to state that unauthorised entry to the site is not permitted
Reason:
18.

To ensure public safety and public information.

Use of road or footpath

During excavation, demolition and construction phases, no building materials, plant or the
like are to be stored on the road or footpath without written approval being obtained from
Council beforehand. The footpath shall be kept in a clean, tidy and safe condition during
building operations. Council reserves the right, without notice, to rectify any such breach and
to charge the cost against the applicant/owner/builder, as the case may be.
Reason:
19.

To ensure safety and amenity of the area.

Recycling of building material (general)

During demolition and construction, the Principal Certifier shall be satisfied that building
materials suitable for recycling have been forwarded to an appropriate registered business
dealing in recycling of materials. Materials to be recycled must be kept in good order.
Reason:
20.
1.
2.

To facilitate recycling of materials.

Garbage receptacle
A garbage receptacle must be provided at the work site before works begin and must
be maintained until all works are completed.
The garbage receptacle must have a tight fitting lid and be suitable for the reception of
food scraps and papers.
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3.

The receptacle lid must be kept closed at all times, other than when garbage is being
deposited.

Reason:
21.

To ensure appropriate construction site waste management and to avoid
injury to wildlife.

Construction signage

All construction signs must comply with the following requirements:
•
•
•
•

are not to cover any mechanical ventilation inlet or outlet vent
are not illuminated, self-illuminated or flashing at any time
are located wholly within a property where construction is being undertaken
refer only to the business(es) undertaking the construction and/or the site at which the
construction is being undertaken
are restricted to one such sign per property
do not exceed 2.5m2
are removed within 14 days of the completion of all construction works

•
•
•

Reason:
22.

To ensure compliance with Council's controls regarding signage.

Road reserve safety

All public footways and roadways fronting and adjacent to the site must be maintained in a
safe condition at all times during the course of the development works. Construction
materials must not be stored in the road reserve. A safe pedestrian circulation route and a
pavement/route free of trip hazards must be maintained at all times on or adjacent to any
public access ways fronting the construction site. Where public infrastructure is damaged,
repair works must be carried out when and as directed by Council officers. Where pedestrian
circulation is diverted on to the roadway or verge areas, clear directional signage and
protective barricades must be installed in accordance with AS1742-3 (2009) “Manual for
Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Work on Roads”. If pedestrian circulation is not
satisfactorily maintained across the site frontage, and action is not taken promptly to rectify
the defects, Council may undertake proceedings to stop work.
Reason:
23.

To ensure safe public footways and roadways during construction.

Services

Where required, the adjustment or inclusion of any new utility service facilities must be
carried out in accordance with the requirements of the relevant utility authority. These works
shall be at no cost to Council. It is the applicant’s responsibility to make contact with the
relevant utility authorities to ascertain the impacts of the proposal upon utility services
(including water, phone, gas and the like). Council accepts no responsibility for any matter
arising from its approval to this application involving any influence upon utility services
provided by another authority.
Reason:
24.

Provision of utility services.

Erosion control

Temporary sediment and erosion control and measures are to be installed prior to the
commencement of any works on the site. These measures must be maintained in working
order during construction works up to completion. All sediment traps must be cleared on a
regular basis and after each major storm and/or as directed by the Principal Certifier and
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Council officers.
Reason:
25.

To protect the environment from erosion and sedimentation.

Drainage to existing system

Stormwater runoff from all new impervious areas and subsoil drainage systems shall be
piped to the existing site drainage system. The installation of new drainage components
must be completed by a licensed contractor in accordance with AS3500.3 (Plumbing Code)
and the NCC (BCA). No stormwater runoff is to be placed into the Sydney Water sewer
system. If an illegal sewer connection is found during construction, the drainage system
must be rectified to the satisfaction of Council and Sydney Water.
Reason:
26.

To protect the environment.

Cutting of tree roots and branches

Where it is unavoidable, tree roots and branches severed for the purposes of constructing
the approved works shall be cut cleanly by hand, by an experienced arborist/horticulturist
with a minimum AQF Level 3 qualification. All pruning works shall be undertaken as
specified in Australian Standard 4373- Pruning of Amenity Trees. The arborist/horticulturalist
shall provide a report to the Certifier confirming compliance with this condition.
Reason:
27.

To protect existing trees.

Retention of tree roots

No tree roots of 50mm or greater in diameter located within the specified radius of the
trunk/s of the following tree/s shall be severed or injured in the process of any works during
the construction period. All pruning of roots less than 50mm in diameter shall be undertaken
by an experienced arborist/horticulturalist, with a minimum AQF Level 3 qualification.
Tree/location
All existing trees/on site and nature strip areas
Reason:
28.

Radius in metres
12 x trunk diameter

To protect existing trees.

No storage of materials beneath trees

No activities, soil compaction, storage or disposal of materials shall take place beneath the
canopy of any tree protected under Council's Development Control Plan at any time unless
specified in other conditions of this consent.
Reason:
29.

To protect existing trees.

Removal of refuse

All builders' refuse, spoil and/or material unsuitable for use in landscape areas shall be
removed from the site on completion of the building works.
Reason:
30.

To protect the environment.

On site retention of waste dockets

All demolition, excavation and construction waste dockets are to be retained on site, or at
suitable location, in order to confirm which facility received materials generated from the site
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for recycling or disposal.
•

each docket is to be an official receipt from a facility authorised to accept the material
type, for disposal or processing
this information is to be made available at the request of an authorised Council officer.

•

Reason:
31.

To protect the environment.

Maintenance of site

All materials and equipment must be stored wholly within the work site unless an approval to
store them elsewhere is held.
Waste materials (including excavation, demolition and construction waste materials) must be
managed on the site and then disposed of at a waste management facility.
Any run-off and erosion control measures required must be maintained within their operating
capacity until the completion of the works to prevent debris escaping from the site into
drainage systems, waterways, adjoining properties and roads.
During construction:
•
all vehicles entering or leaving the site must have their loads covered, and
•
all vehicles, before leaving the site, must be cleaned of dirt, sand and other materials,
to avoid tracking these materials onto public roads.
At the completion of the works, the work site must be left clear of waste and debris.
Reason:
32.

To ensure the site is appropriately maintained.

Site fencing

The site must be secured and fenced prior to works commencing. All excavation, demolition
and construction works shall be properly guarded and protected with hoardings or fencing to
prevent them from being dangerous to life and property.
If the work involved in the excavation, demolition or construction of the development is likely
to cause pedestrian or vehicular traffic in a public place to be obstructed or rendered
inconvenient, or building involves the enclosure of a public place, a hoarding or fence must
be erected between the work site and the public place.
If necessary, a hoarding is to be erected, sufficient to prevent any substance from, or in
connection with, the work falling into the public place (note that separate approval is required
prior to the commencement of works to erect a hoarding or temporary fence on public
property).
The work site must be kept lit between sunset and sunrise if it is likely to be hazardous to
persons on public property.
The site shall be secured/locked to prevent access at the end of each day.
Any hoarding, fence or awning is to be removed when the construction work has been
completed.
Reason:

To ensure public safety.
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CONDITIONS TO BE SATISFIED PRIOR TO THE ISSUE OF AN OCCUPATION
CERTIFICATE:
33.

Completion of landscape works

Prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate, the Principal Certifier is to be satisfied that all
landscape works have been undertaken in accordance with the approved plan(s) and
conditions of this development consent.
Reason:

To ensure that the landscape works are consistent with the Development
Consent.

Reason for conditions
To safeguard the amenity of the locality.
Other approvals
This consent does not include any other approvals granted under Section 4.12 (5) of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Right of appeal
If you are dissatisfied with this decision, Section 8.7 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 gives you the right to appeal to the Land and Environment Court
within twelve (12) months of the date on which you receive this Notice.
Advisings
a)

Council is always prepared to discuss its decisions and in this regard please do not
hesitate to contact Brodee Gregory on telephone 9424 0000.

b)

Section 8.2 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 provides that the
applicant may request a review of the determination. The request must be made in
writing on the Section.8.2 Review application form (refer Council’s website or customer
service centre) within six (6) months of receipt of this Notice of Determination, together
with payment of the appropriate fees. It is recommended that the applicant discuss any
request for a review of determination with Council staff before lodging such a request.
There is no right of review under Section 8.2 of the Act in respect of designated
development or Crown development.

c)

Changes to the external configuration of the building, changes to the site layout,
density and unit configuration internal changes to the proposed building or any
changes to the proposed operation of a use may require the submission of a
modification application under Section 4.55 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979. Any proposed modification to the development consent, must
result in a development that is substantially the same development as that which was
originally approved. It is recommended that the applicant discuss any request for a
review of determination with Council staff before lodging such a request.

d)

Your attention is drawn to the necessity to:
Obtain a Construction Certificate under Section 6.4 (a) of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 in respect of the development consent.

DA Notice of determination - Approval - 1-3 Billyard Avenue WAHROONGA.DOCX/kl
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An application for a Construction Certificate may be lodged with Council.
Alternatively you may apply to an accredited certifier.
All building work must be carried out fully in accordance with the conditions of the
development consent and it is an offence to carry out unauthorised building work that is not
in accordance with the development consent.
An offence under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and Regulations is
subject to a penalty up to $110,000 and $11,000, respectively.
Council may also serve a notice and an order to require the demolition/removal of
unauthorised building work or to require the building to be erected fully in accordance with
the development consent.
On the spot penalties will be imposed for works which are carried out in breach of this
consent, or without consent.
A Section 4.55 application is required to be submitted to and approved by Council, prior to
commencement of any variations from the approved plans and conditions of consent.

S
Signature on behalf of consent authority
per/Team Leader
Development Assessment
cc:

The Uniting Church In Australia Prop Trust (owner)
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with fire dampers and 2hr f/r plaster bulkhead to approved certified and
tested manufacturer's detail per BCA NCC-2019 C3.12, C3.13, C3.15
& C3.16.All to BCA NCC-2019 Section C Part C3 clauses C3.2, C3.3,
C3.4.

STAIR
(4R)

(FORMER STAGE)

INTERNAL ALTERATIONS UNDER SEPARATE CONTRACT.

ERL 203.44

ERL 203.33

All new structure is to be reinforced concrete and fire rated to FRL 120
/ 120 / 120 for floor and roof slabs, and loadbearing walls and columns
forming part of load-bearing walls and FRL 120 / - / - for columns
load-bearing masonry piers.
Non-Load-bearing external walls are un-rated, except as required to
maintain fire separation.

NEW DT2 GLASS DOOR
AND MATCHING SIDE LIGHT

GILLESPIE HALL
EFL 203.35

7

All work is to be in accordance with the NCC and Australian Standards,
the Structural & Services Engineer's drawings and specifications.

EFL 203.62

ROOF TILE LIGHTS ABOVE

ERL 203.44

NOTES

NEW CARPET ON TOPPING TO ENCLOSED CORRIDORS AND STAIRS

NEW 1900mm (MAXIMUM) LONG 190mm (MAX.)
HIGH 1:10 MAX. STEP RAMP TO AS1428.1 UP TO
TILED 1:40 MAX. GRADED TILE CONCRETE
LANDING AND 35mm HIGH BY 280mm LONG TILED
THRESHOLD RAMP WITHIN 20mm OF THE DOOR,
ALL TO AS1428.1

ERL 203.49

EXISTING
OFFICE
106

EXISTING NORTH CORRIDOR

EFL 203.60

ERL 203.39

ERL 203.51

SMOKE DOOR IN
OVAL BUILDING

EFL 203.40

ERL 203.66

4

EFL 203.59

EXISTING CORRIDOR

2

Provide and install portable fire extinguishers as required by the BCA
NCC-2019 to Australian Standards, complete with standard signage.
All floor & ceiling levels as per survey drawing B1796-1.

ERL 203.40
ERL 203.31

Internal joinery by separate contract by Knox

ERL 203.30
ERL 203.30

STAIR
(4R)

8

F/F EXISTING
QUARRY TILES
STRETCHER BOND.

EFL 203.40
ERL 203.27

EFL 203.42

All existing painted timber doors, windows and frames to be cleaned,
rubbed back prepared and painted with a minimum of two coats of
approved exterior premium grade semi gloss white oil-based enamel
paint. All preparation and application to be to the manufacturer's latest
written instructions with a 10year warranty. All existing black painted
exterior metalwork is to be cleaned, rust protected, prepared and
painted with primer undercoat and a minimum of two finish coats of
approved premium grade exterior gloss oil based enamel paint with a
10year warranty. Colour: Black (to match existing)

TUNNEL 117

EFL 203.40

GDD
D1-116/1

ERL 203.25
EFL 203.60
EFL 203.60

NEW CARPET ON TOPPING IN PLACE OF TILES.
TO LOBBY 116 & STAIR. RETAIN EXISTING DOOR
MAT. NEW GLAZED ENTRANCE DOORS AND
CLASSROOM DOORS

9

NEW CARPET
BFD
D2-115/1

LOBBY
116

ERL 203.26

CLASSROOM 115

EXISTING BUILDING
NEW WALL (GLASS)

CLASSROOM 114

NEW CARPET

NEW STUD WALL

NEW CARPET

ERL 203.39
ERL 203.28

LEGEND

GDD
D2-116/2

PHOTO
STAIR
COPY
STORE

ERL 203.39

10

ERL 203.27

NEW CARPET

NEW CARPET, NOSINGS, TACTILE
INDICATORS AND DOUBLE STAINLESS
STEEL HANDRAILS TO EXISTING STAIR
TO CONSTRUCTION DETAIL.A3401 &
3403

EXIT

FH
ERL 203.17

ERL 203.58

NEW DOOR

ERL 203.35

BFD
D2-112/1

ERL 203.16
ERL 203.06
ERL 203.08

LEVEL 2 - GROUND FLOOR

1

SELF-SUSTAINING ILLUMINATED
EXIT SIGN.
FIRE HYDRANT

STAIR

DOOR TYPE
DOOR NUMBER
SHOWS HOW DOOR ELEVATION IS DRAWN

ERL 203.14

NEW WORK PLAN
11
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NOTES
All work is to be in accordance with the NCC and
Australian Standards, the Structural & Services
Engineer's drawings and specifications.

1

All classrooms and office spaces are to be naturally
and/or mechanically ventilated in accordance with
AS1668.

1
A0301

OVAL BUILDING ADJACENT

Air conditioned or heated classrooms are to be insulated
in accordance with NCC Section J.

GLASS SMOKE DOORS & SMOKE SEALS
PART OF OVAL BUILDING PROJECT

SRL 207.17 KERB

All rooms are to be artificially lit using low energy LED
lighting controlled in accordance with Section J of the
NCC.

NEW GLASS BALUSTRADE
2

NEW GLAZED
BI-FOLD DOOR
SEE DETAIL 1 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 2 /A1901 (threshold)

FLASHING

NEW CARPET

1

SEE DETAIL 8 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 10 /A1901 (bench sill)
NEW BI-FOLD
BENCH

A0302
3

LEAN TO
ROOF

EXISTING CLASSROOM
207
BFD
D3-208/1

Non-Load-bearing external walls are un-rated, except
as required to maintain fire separation.

NEW CARPET

BFD
D3-207/1

1

Corridors are to have smoke doors at not more than
45m intervals.

A0302
DT2
D3-208/2

BFW
D3-208/3

DT2
D3-207/2

New slabs and toppings to be smooth steel trowel finish
to receive direct stick carpet.
CLEAR OPENING

New external door thresholds to be tiled, waterproof and
water stopped.

FF

23
EF
L

L3 GILLESPIE HALL NORTH CORRIDOR
NEW CARPET

NEW F/R SUPPORT
BEAM TO STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER'S DETAIL

All new glazing to be compliant with Section J2 of the
BCA.
NEW WINDOW TO
REPLACE EXISTING

All floor & ceiling levels as per survey drawing B1796-1.

EF
L

20

TILES & BEDDING REMOVED IN DEMOLITION
NEW CARPET ON TOPPING TO ENCLOSED CORRIDOR
GRADE NEW CARPET UNDER LAY TOPPING UP FROM
NEW CLASSROOM 208 DOOR WAY IN SHALLOW
GRADE. RAISE CORNER 'LANDING' UP NOMINAL
100mm TO MATCH WEST CORRIDOR (GENERAL)
FLOOR LEVEL EXISTING STEEP RAMP.

NEW GLASS
WALL

7.

7.

GRADE UP

20

23

GRADEEF L 2
L 07
7. UP
20 .3
33

5

NEW GLAZED ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD 'CAFE' WINDOW
WITH 830mm SILL. EXISTING 230 BRICK WALL CUT
DOWN TO SOLDIER COURSE TO REMAIN UNDER

4

NEW GLAZED
BI-FOLD DOOR
SEE DETAIL 1 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 2 /A1901 (threshold)

EXISTING CLASSROOM
208

NEW WEST WINDOWS TO EXISTING CLASSROOM
TO PREVIOUS DETAIL DESIGN

All new structure is to be reinforced concrete and fire
rated to FRL 120 / 120 / 120 for floor and roof slabs,
and loadbearing walls and columns forming part of
load-bearing walls and FRL 120 / - / - for columns
load-bearing masonry piers.

NORTH
STAIR

SEE DETAIL 4 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 5 /A1901 (bench sill)

New tiles to match existing quarry tiles, with contrasting
tactile tile indicators to AS 1428.1 & 4.1

SEE STAIR DETAIL DRAWING A3401-1
AND A3403 STANDARD DETAILS

Patch and paint existing walls, ceilings and re-finish
floors where partitions have been removed.

GILLESPIE HALL

New lighting, power and air conditioning to services
engineers' design and Australian Standards including
emergency lighting and exit signs.

TEACHING & LEARNING
CENTRE

NEW GLAZED ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD 'CAFE' WINDOW
WITH 830mm SILL. EXISTING 230 BRICK WALL CUT
DOWN TO SOLDIER COURSE TO REMAIN UNDER

BFW
D3-209/1

L3 GILLESPIE HALL WEST CORRIDOR

5

NEW 'TILE LIGHT' TILE PATTERN ROOF LIGHTS IN
VERANDAH ROOF BELOW. TO DETAIL.

NEW DOUBLE GLAZED ALUMINIUM HINGED DOORS
TO SUIT ALL EXISTING CLASSROOM AND OFFICE
DOOR FRAMES.
6

NEW 'TILE LIGHT' TILE PATTERN ROOF LIGHTS IN
VERANDAH ROOF BELOW. TO DETAIL.

CLASSROOM
209 NEW CARPET

BCA NCC-2019 compliance
C1.8 all lightweight construction, where required by
C1.8 is to comply by being protected for impacts.
C1.9 all building materials required by the BCA to be
non-combustible are to be non-combustible.
C1.10 fire hazard properties are to be as specified and
in accordance with the BCA.

LOCKERS UNDER SILL
BENCH

DT2
D3-209/2

C2.6 vertical separation of openings in external walls
comply with the BCA.

NEW BI-FOLD DOOR

Fire seal all penetrations in the floor slabs and the base
of air shafts with fire dampers and 2hr f/r plaster
bulkhead to approved certified and tested
manufacturer's detail per BCA NCC-2019 C3.12, C3.13,
C3.15 & C3.16.All to BCA NCC-2019 Section C Part C3
clauses C3.2, C3.3, C3.4.

SEE DETAIL 9 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 2 /A1901 (threshold)
DT2
D3-210/2
BFD
D3-210/3

Provide and install portable fire extinguishers as
required by the BCA NCC-2019 to Australian Standards,
complete with standard signage.

LOCKERS UNDER SILL
BENCH
CLASSROOM

NEW GLAZED ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD 'CAFE' WINDOW
WITH 830mm SILL. EXISTING 230 BRICK WALL CUT
DOWN TO SOLDIER COURSE TO REMAIN UNDER

210

All floor & ceiling levels as per survey drawing B1796-1.

NEW CARPET

SEE DETAIL 4 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 5 /A1901 (bench sill)

Internal joinery by separate contract by Knox

7

NEW CARPET ON TOPPING TO
ENCLOSED CORRIDOR AND STAIR

BFW
D3-210/1

All existing painted timber doors, windows and frames
to be cleaned, rubbed back prepared and painted with a
minimum of two coats of approved exterior premium
grade semi gloss white oil-based enamel paint. All
preparation and application to be to the manufacturer's
latest written instructions with a 10year warranty. All
existing black painted exterior metalwork is to be
cleaned, rust protected, prepared and painted with
primer undercoat and a minimum of two finish coats of
approved premium grade exterior gloss oil based
enamel paint with a 10year warranty. Colour: Black (to
match existing)

CLASSROOM 210
SHEET OVER THE DOOR AND INTERNAL VIEWING PANEL
TO OFFICE 211 WITH PAINTED PLASTERBOARD ON GMS
FRAMING. DO NOT REMOVE THE DOOR OR GLAZING.

OFFICE 211

DT2
D3-211/1

8

OFFICE 211
DT2
D3-211/2

CLASSROOM 213

7.
35

EX. 1m BRICK
BALUSTRADE

SEE DETAIL 7 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 10 /A1901 (sill)

20

NEW GLAZED ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD DOOR
(VOS)

L

SEE DETAIL 7 /A1901 (head)
SEE DETAIL 10 /A1901 (sill)

NEW STUD WALL
NEW CARPET
EXIT

BFD
D3-212/1

BFD
D3-213/1

NEW CARPET

EXISTING BUILDING
NEW WALL (GLASS)

EF

9

LEGEND

GD
D3-212/2

GD
D3-213/2

NEW GLAZED ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD
DOOR (VOS)

SHEET WALLS INTERNALLY WITH PLASTERBOARD,
SHEETING OVER THE INTERNAL WINDOW AND DRRO TO
CLASSROOM 210 AND REOPEN VIEWING WINDOW TO 212 &
REPLACE DOOR WITH GALLS DOOR. REPAIR CEILING &
FLOOR & INSTALL NEW CARPET

CLASSROOM 212
NEW CARPET
FHR

EXISTING WALL TO REMAIN

EXISTING WALL TO REMAIN

FH

SELF-SUSTAINING ILLUMINATED
EXIT SIGN.
FIRE HOSE REEL
FIRE HYDRANT
NEW COLUMN
NEW DOOR

10

SOUTH
STAIR

BFD
D2-112/1

DOOR TYPE
DOOR NUMBER
SHOWS HOW DOOR ELEVATION IS DRAWN

SEE STAIR DETAIL DRAWING A3401-1
AND A3403 STANDARD DETAILS

NEW WINDOW

LEVEL 3 - FIRST FLOOR

1

WINDOW TYPE
WINDOW NUMBER

NEW WORK PLAN
11
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A

B

C

D

E

EXISTING WINDOW
BRICK WINDOW HEAD & WINDOW
SILL TO BE MATCHED

REMOVE BRICKWORK & REPLACE
WITH 2 NEW TIMBER WINDOWS TO
MATCH WINDOW BEYOND
1

F

G

H

SPECIFICATION

J

K

SCOPE OF WORK

Protect all existing adjoining surfaces

External timber is to be painted in an oil-based primer and undercoat. Water based
enamel may be used for finish coats only where the product is specifically warranted
by the manufacturer for use on external woodwork.

Supply and install two new painted timber framed casement and awning sash
multi-pane windows complete with safety opening restrictors and awning and
casement sash latches. All to match existing adjoining windows.

Internal brickwork: primer, undercoat and 2, or more coats of water based washable
PVA (vinyl) paint to an even colour finish..
The painter is not to use water based PVA (Acrylic) paints on external timber
surfaces without the specific consent of the Superintendent.

INSTALLATION

STANDARDS

Ties
All work is to be carried out in accordance the National Construction Code (the BCA)
and appropriate Australia Standards:Install new medium duty stainless steel brick cavity ties at not more than 3 courses
apart to the jambs of the newly formed openings.
Wind loads: AS1170.2 & AS4055
Lintels
Cement type to AS 3972: GP
Insert new lintels to heads of new window openings complete with lintel flashings
White cement: Iron salts content 1%.
complete with folded end upstand stops and form weepholes. All to standard brick
Lime: To AS 1672.1.
window lintel details.
Sand: Fine aggregate with a low clay content and free from efflorescing salts,
selected for colour and grading.
Sand for facework:

Mortar Joints

- Grading:

As required.

All mortar joints are to match existing adjoining joints in shape and colour.

- Source:

Bush Sand

Windows

MATERIALS
Except where specifically note all material are to be new.

Painting

Bricks

The timber windows are to be pre-primed to all surfaces prior to installation and may
be pre-painted to avoid site painting.

Existing external bricks, in sufficient quantity, are to be carefully removed from the
proposed window wall areas, cleaned of mortar and reinstalled in heads, sills and
jambs of the new window openings.
Any removed fair faced clean bricks in excess of immediate requirements in forming
the heads, sills and jambs of the new window opening are to be stacked on a pallet,
wrapped in clear plastic and stored at the direction of Knox maintenance staff, for
future reuse.
Should the reused bricks be insufficient any new fair faced bricks are to match the
existing dry pressed bricks in every respect.
Internal painted bricks may be new, or reused mortar-cleaned, bricks at the
contractor's discretion.
Mortar

6

P

Q

Fair faced brick wall: Lime 'compo' (composition) mortar to match existing. (1:1:6,
cement, lime, sand mix or approved similar).
Do not use Portland cement based mortar (sand cement mix) for any fair faced
(unpainted) face brickwork.

REUSED FACE BRICK 2/3 BATT SOLDIER
COURSE BRICK LINTEL TO MATCH
EXISTING
MORTAR TO MATCH EXISTING.

COS
EXTERNAL

REMOVE VENTS &
BRICK UP WITH REUSED BRICKS.
MORTAR TO MATCH EXISTING.

TOOTH IN
REUSED EXISTING FACE
BRICKS TO FORM NEW WINDOW
OPENINGS TO MATCH EXISTING.
MORTAR TO MATCH EXISTING.
CASEMENT WINDOWS
AT BOTTOM TO MATCH EXISTING

The windows may, at the contractor's discretion, be either bricked in traditionally of
installed into prepared brick openings. In either case the windows must be securely
fixed in place with galvanised, stainless steel or non-ferrous corrosion resistant
fixings of sufficient number and strength to resist the anticipated service and wind
loads and certified by the supplier and install as fit for purpose in accordance with
the relevant Australian Standards as specified above.

Glazing: To AS1288

5

Form sloping brick sills complete with sill flashings and weepholes to standard brick
details.

White

Timber Windows: To AS2047

NTS

Sills

- Colour:

Admixtures: Do not provide admixtures.

NORTH WEST CORNER - NORTH WING - GILLESPIE HALL

O

AWNING TOP HUNG WINDOWS
TO MATCH EXISTING

Provide any excess paint bricks and other usable materials, suitable for future
repairs and maintenance to Knox maintenance staff for safe storage.

2

N

Paint Warranty: External - 7 years +

Certify work is to the required regulations and Australian Standards as noted below.

4

M

Paint

Form two new brick window openings to match adjoining existing windows, as
drawn.

Clean up all mortar droppings, smears, paint spills, drips and dribbles and the like
and leave ready for occupation.

3

L

Internal painted face brickwork: Traditional lime 'compo' (composition) mortar, as
above, or cement -sand mortar if required for greater strength, where appearance is
not significant.

Erect required scaffolding and safety barriers and equipment required to safely
execute the proposed works as detailed below.

2

I

COS
EXTERNAL

A

COS
EXTERNAL DIMENSION
TO MATCH EXISITN

A1

COS
EXTERNAL DIMENSION
TO MATCH EXISITNG

NEW BRICK ON EDGE SILL

3

COS
EXTERNAL DIMENSION
TO MATCH EXISITNG

EXISTING WINDOW,
BRICK WINDOW HEAD
& WINDOW SILL
TO BE MATCHED

PART WEST ELEVATION SHOWING NEW WINDOWS
1:50

They are to be painted with at least one primer coat, one undercoat and 2 or more
finish coats to a smooth and even colour finish free of brush marks drips or spatter.
Colour: White to match existing.

CLASSROOM YR6
208

Repaint the painted internal face brick walls. New or reused brickwork and mortar is
to be painted to match existing in colour and texture and every other respect. The
whole of
Any overpainting, dribbles, drips or spatter on adjoining painted, face brick, tile or
pre-finished surface is to be carefully removed by the Contractor without damaging
the soiled surface.

SILL HIGH - 985mm (COS)
HEAD HIGH - 2995 mm (COS)
COS
INTERNAL DIMENSION
TO MATCH EXISITNG

Cleaning
Clean of all new brick work and adjoining existing surfaces leaving the free of mortar
marks, blobs, smears and the like.
Protect all glass and timber surfaces from mortar smears and physical damage.
Make good any damage including cracks, splits, scratches dints and the like.

EQ

CLASSROOM
207

NEW WINDOW
TO BE CENTERED ON REVEAL
NEW BRICK ON EDGE SILL
4

EQ

SILL HIGH - 985mm (COS)
HEAD HIGH - 2995 mm (COS)
COS
INTERNAL DIMENSION
TO MATCH EXISITNG

EQ

℄

CIRCULATION
COS
INTERNAL

EQ

℄
NEW TIMBER WINDOWS TO
MATCH EXISTING

EXISTING WINDOW ,
BRICK WINDOW HEAD
& WINDOW SILL TO BE
MATCHED

NEW WINDOW
TO BE CENTERED ON REVEAL
NEW BRICK ON EDGE SILL

LEVEL 3 - FIRST FLOOR - NORTH WEST CORNER
1:50

7

NEW BI-FOLD DOOR

NEW BI-FOLD DOOR
8

CLASSROOM
208
9

EXISTING
WINDOWS

STAIR
CLASSROOM
212

OFFICE
211
NEW CARPET ON LEVEL TOPPING

L3 GILLESPIE HALL NORTH CORRIDOR

1&2
1901

CLASSROOM YR 5H
209

CLASSROOM
210

STAIR
LOCKERS

LOCKERS

L3 GILLESPIE HALL WEST CORRIDOR

SEE A103
FOR ADDITIONAL DETAIL

NEW CARPET

10

CLASSROOM
213

TILED ROOF TO VERANDAH BELOW

NEW TIMBER WINDOWS
TO MATCH EXISTING

11

1

LEVEL 3 - FIRST FLOOR PLAN - GILLESPIE HALL
1:100
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A0302

1

2

95mmx50mm COLLAR TIE

EXISTING 152mmx90mm PURLIN

EXISTING ROOF ATTIC
EXISTING ROOF FRAMING UNCHANGED
EXISTING 100mmx100mm RAKING STRUTS
3

EXISTING 145mmx100mm VERTICAL STRUTS
AT FORMER CROSS WALL LOCATIONS

120X50mm RAFTER @460 O/C

8

1

EXISTING 100mmX50mm
INTERMEDIATE KING POST

EXISTING 25Ø STEEL TIE RODS

A1901

A1901

EXISTING 50mmWx300mmH
HANGING BEAM
EXISTING FIBREGLASS CEILING INSULATION TO
REMAIN.

4

EXISTING BIRD STOP,
CLOSING BOARD

EXISTING 250mm UB

EXISTING 120mm x 50mm CEILING JOIST @460C/C
EXISTING A.C (FIBRO) CEILING TO REMOVED.
REPLACE WITH NEW PLASTERBOARD CEILING.

CL NOM. 210.615, 3315mm AFFL V.O.S
EXISTING TIMBER TOP PLATE

5

NEW NOMINAL 3000mm HIGH BULKHEAD
ENCLOSING NEW STEEL HANGING BEAMS AS
NOMINATED BY THE STRUCTURAL ENGINEER TO
SUPPORT THE NEW GLAZED OPERABLE WALLS.
3315 EXISTING CEILING HEIGHT V.O.S

EXISTING 280 FACE BRICK
CAVITY WALLS TO REMAIN.
EXISTING TIMBER FRAMED
WINDOWS TO COURTYARD
TO REMAIN.

NEW ROOF TERRACE TO
EXISTING COURTYARD
EXISTING 280mm CAVITY
BRICK WALL. FACE BRICK
EXTERNALLY. PAINTED
FACE BRICK INTERNALLY

6

NEW CAVITY FLASHING AT
FLOOR SLAB KERB LEVEL,
TO DETAIL.
EXTEND UP TWO COURSES
AND INTO INNER LEAF BED
JOINT

DEMOLISH EXISTING 110mm FACE BRICK
PARTITION WALLS TO CORRIDOR AND INSTALL
NEW DOUBLE GLAZED BI-FOLD PARTITION AS
SCHEDULED AND SPECIFIED EQUAL TO AWS
412 BOTTOM ROLLING. TO OVAL-GILLESPIE
LINK CORRIDOR. SEE A-103, A1901 & A-2500

EXISTING HIGHLIGHT WINDOW
TO REMAIN. INSERT NEW DOOR
FRAME
EXISTING FACE BRICK WALLS TO
L3 NORTH CORRIDOR TO BE
ALTERED AS SHOWN IN PLAN

EXISTING CLASSROOM 208

EXISTING L3 NORTH
CORRIDOR
EXISTING FIRE HOSE REEL
CUPBOARD TO REMAIN

2

NEW CLASSROOM ENTRANCE
DOOR AND CORRIDOR WINDOWS
TO DETAIL.

A1901
EXISTING TIMBER FLOOR. BOARDS
ON TIMBER JOISTS AND STEEL
FLOOR BEAMS. DETAILS UNKNOWN.
RE-CARPET, ON HARDBOARD UNDERLAY.

DEMOUNTABLE COMPOSITE
TIMBER OR TILE DECKING

7

EXISTING RAKING A.C (FIBRO)
CEILING TO BE SEALED
(ENCAPSULATRD) REPAIRED AND
PAINTED.

NEW REINFORCED CONCRETE
ROOF SLAB WITH WPM AND
ABOVE SLAB FOAM THERMAL
INSULATION
RL 207.22

EXISTING TILE FLOOR FINISH TO
CORRIDORS TO BE DEMOLISHED.
TOP AND LEVEL FLOOR SLAB TO
RECEIVE NEW CARPET.
VERIFY RC SLAB ON SITE.

LEVEL 3 FLOOR

EXISTING TIMBER JOISTS SIZE UNKNOWN.

EXISTING ENCASED STEEL FLOOR BEAM (1936) SIZE UNKNOWN.

8

DEMOLISH EXISTING RC
SUN HOOD, LINTEL BEAM
BACK TO EXISTING WALL
FACE. SEE NOTE 2 FOR
FURTHER DETAIL.
NEW 2800mm HIGH
ACOUSTIC PERFORATED
PLASTERBOARD CEILING
WITH BLACK FACED
ACOUSTIC INSULATION
LINING.

9

SUPPORT EXISTING
LINTEL WITH NEW STEEL
LINTEL TO STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER'S DESIGN.

1
1553

REMOVE TWO EXISTING
MULTI-PANE TIMBER FRAME
WINDOWS AND STORE FOR
REUSE, IF SUITABLE. OTHER
WISE TO BE REMOVED
FROM SITE. DEMOLISH
CENTRAL BRICK MULLION
AND SUPPORT LINTEL OVER
TO THE STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER'S DETAIL.

10

EXISTING A.C 'FIBRO' CEILING.
ENCAPSULATE AND EXERCISE DUE
CARE WITH NEW HOLES AND FIXINGS,
OR REMOVE TO HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS WASTE MANAGEMENT
PLAN AND GUIDES, AS SPECIFIED.

EXISTING LOAD-BEARING
BRICK WALL TO REMAIN.
REPAIR AND REPAINT TO
MATCH ADJOINING
WALLS.

NEW 3200mm HIGH ACOUSTIC
PERFORATED PLASTERBOARD CEILING
WITH BLACK FACED ACOUSTIC
INSULATION LINING.

11

1

GILLESPIE HALL SECTION 1

EXISTING A.C (FIBRO) CEILING TO
BE SEALED (ENCAPSULATRD)
REPAIRED AND PAINTED.

EXISTING LOADBEARING BRICK
CROSS WALL REMNANT TO
REMAIN.

REVEALS OF NEW
OPENING AND FIRST
120mm OF EXISTING
ADJOINING WALL TO BE
CEMENT RENDERED AND
PAINTED TO CONCEAL
BRICK CUTTING AND
REPAIRS.

EXISTING FACE BRICK WALLS TO
L2 NORTH CORRIDOR TO REMAIN

1.

No original architectural or structural drawing are known to exist for this
building. Therefore all structural information is based primarily on superficial
visual inspection and supposition based on original design drawing of similar
buildings of a similar vintage and nature, possibly by the same architects,
located elsewhere on the two Knox campuses.

2.

2 It is the Contractor's responsibility to confirm the exact nature of all existing
construction prior to executing the works.

3.

Confirm existing L3 partition walls are non-loadbearing prior to demolition. If
supporting the roof or ceiling. Support these during demolition and rebuilding.
These walls are believed to be non-loadbearing, based solely on visual
inspection.

4.

Exercise all reasonable care and recommended precautions regarding any
work on the existing asbestos cement ceilings. Carefully remove and safely
dispose of in accordance with hazardous material handling standards and
guidelines.

EXISTING LOADBEARING BRICK
CROSS WALL REMNANT TO
REMAIN.

EXISTING L2 NORTH
CORRIDOR

NEW STAFF ROOM 111
EXISTING OPENING IN FORMER INTER-CLASSROOM
WALL.

EXISTING TILE FLOOR TO CORRIDORS
TO BE DEMOLISHED. SLABS,IF ANY, TO
BE RETAINED.
TOP AND LEVEL FLOORS TO RECEIVE
NEW DIRECT STICK CARPET

EXISTING RC SLAB ON FILL, OR
SUSPENDED TIMBER FLOOR.
VERIFY CONSTRUCTION ON SITE.
FLOOR CONTAINS FLOOR
OUTLET BOXES, POSSIBLY WITH
CABLING.

IF REQUIRED INFILL
THRESHOLD OF NEW WALL
OPENING WITH REINFORCED
CONCRETE INFILL SLAB.

NOTES

LEVEL 2 FLOOR
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EXISTING HIGHLIGHT WINDOW
TO REMAIN

STAFF COMMON ROOM 111 (WITHIN GILLESPIE HALL, PART OF OVAL BUILDING CLASSROOM EXPANSION PROJECT

NEW STAFF ROOM 105
DEMOLISH EXISTING BRICK
SILL MULLION AND SPANDREL
WALL TO FORM SINGLE NEW
WIDE OPENING BETWEEN
ROOMS 105 AND 111 FOR THE
NEW STAFF ROOM. RENDER &
PAINT EX. FACE BRICK WALL
WITHIN ROOM 105 AND REVEAL.
NEW RC SLAB ON FILL WITH
WPM. TO STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER'S DETAIL.
RL 203.55

BOX IN EXISTING EXPOSED
STEEL RSJ FLOOR BEAM.
VERIFY SIZE ON SITE.
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1

NORTH CLASSROOM WING EXISTING GILLESPIE HALL & TEACHING LEARNING CENTRE

1
A0301

2

RL 210.59
CEILING LEVEL

NEW TIMBER MULTI-PANE
WINDOWS TO WEST WALL.

PLASTERBOARD
INFILL PANEL

3

EXISTING CLASSROOM 208

1

1

A1901

A1901

2

2

A1901

A1901

NEW STAFF ROOM 111

PART OF OVAL BUILDING EXPANSION PROJECT

NEW BI-FOLD PARTITIONS AND
BULKHEAD TO CORRIDOR
EXISTING BRICK WALL
DEMOLISHED, DOTTED.

EXISTING CLASSROOM 207

MEETING

HALL

RL 207.22
LEVEL 3 FLOOR

OFFICE

RL 203.55
LEVEL 2 FLOOR

4

1

EAST-WEST SECTION - GILLESPIE HALL
1:100

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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NOTES

OVAL BUILDING ADJACENT

All work is to be in accordance with the NCC and Australian Standards,
the Structural & Services Engineer's drawings and specifications.
All new classrooms and office spaces are to be naturally and/or
mechanically ventilated in accordance with AS1668.
Air conditioned or heated classrooms and offices are to be insulated in
accordance with NCC Section J.

EXISTING
OFFICE
NEW STAFF COMMON ROOM
1
1901

REMAINING PORTION OF GILLESPIE NORTH WING ALTERATIONS FORMS
PART OF THE OVAL BUILDING CLASSROOM
EXPANSION PROJECT
111

COPY RM
108B

EXISTING CORRIDOR

2

106

All new rooms are to be artificially lit using low energy LED lighting
controlled in accordance with Section J of the NCC.

EXISTING ROOMS UNCHANGED

All new structure is to be reinforced concrete and fire rated to FRL 120
/ 120 / 120 for floor and roof slabs, and loadbearing walls and columns
forming part of load-bearing walls and FRL 120 / - / - for columns
load-bearing masonry piers.

1
A-302

EXISTING
OFFICE
106A

Non-Load-bearing external walls are un-rated, except as required to
maintain fire separation.
Corridors are to have smoke doors at not more than 45m intervals.

3

New slabs and toppings to be smooth steel trowel finish to receive
direct stick carpet.

EXISTING NORTH CORRIDOR

All internal finishes to have the Fire Hazard Properties required by the
NCC.
WP

EXIT

L1CP-2 BP
3.6mX1.2m WB

NEW ROOF TILE ROOF LIGHTS TO
EXISTING TILED VERANDAH ROOF.
4

CLASSROOM 110

CL

L1

HA

PORCH

COVERED WAY

Replace sections of existing perforated plasterboard ceiling as required
to install new mechanical ducting, a/c units, operable wall tracks &
beams and sound rated baffle walls the extend of which is at the
discretion of the contractor in order to facilitate the work

GILLESPIE HALL

TEACHING & LEARNING CENTRE

Carefully & neatly cut out existing perforated plasterboard ceiling & trim
for new electrical & mechanical ceiling fittings.

GILLESPIE HALL GROUND FLOOR IS AN ORINGINAL 1930's
SINGLE STOREY ASSEMBLY HALL WHICH HAS HAD A
REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR ADDED AT FIRST FLOOR

GILLESPIE HALL
L1

CLASSROOM 112

All existing ceiling grids. Verify existing location on site.

LOCAL CEILING REPAIR
BOX IN NEW STEEL BEAM FOR CEILING & BI-FOLD
DOORHEAD TRACK

All ceiling levels as per survey drawing B1796-1.

CLASSROOM 112

LEGEND NEW:

EXISTING CEILING AND FITTINGS REPLACED WITH
PLASTERBOARD. LIGHTS TO BE REPLACED WITH LED

E

L1

WP

IUST

L1

NEW 6mm FRC CEILING

EXISTING FITTING LAYOUT TO BE CHECKED BY
SERVICES ENGINEERS.

6

HA

New bi-fold door partitions and windows walls complete with support
beams & sound rated bulkheads & baffler walls to manufacturer's
approved workshop drawings or details.
Acoustic seal all the gaps around sound rated partitions.

WC

NEW LIGHT SHELVES
MOUNTED AT TRANSOM RAIL
TO DETAIL

PIR

OFFICE
107

L1

5

All new glazing to be compliant with Section J2 of the BCA.

IUST

EXISTING FLAT PB CEILING
TO REMAIN.
PIR NEW LED STRIP
LIGHTS TO REPLACE DOWN
LIGHTS
E

CUT-IN BETWEEN RAFTERS AND
INSTALL OPAL OR DIRECTIONAL
PRISMATIC LIGHT DIFFUSER S IN
CEILING BOARDING. TRIM ALL
ROUND.

STAIR

LOBBY

NEW PERFORATED PLASTERBOARD CEILING

ALL SERVICES TO SERVICES ENGINEER'S
DRAWINGS

EXIT

NEW WHITE FABRIC (AWNING) LIGHT SHELF
AS SPECIFIED

CP-2

3.6mX1.2m WB

BP

ROOF LIGHT TILE & DIFFUSER
TO DETAIL

STAIR BELOW
OFFICE
113A

7

IT OFFICE
113

DRY FIRE FIXTURE.
REFER TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS

EXISTING CEILING AND FITTINGS REMAIN EXCEPT
LIGHTS TO BE REPLACED WITH LED IN SEPARATE
CONTRACT

(FORMER STAGE)

ELECTRICAL FIXTURE.
REFER TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS
MECHANICAL FIXTURE.
REFER TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS

TUNNEL 117

AUDIO-VIDEO FIXTURE.
REFER TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS
8

GILLESPIE (SOUTH) WING

FHR
WP

EXIT

L1EXIT

NEW EXPANDED DOOR OPENINGS WITH
NEW LINTELS AT EXISTING DOOR HEAD
LEVEL. NO CHANGE TO CEILING

NEW EXPANDED DOOR OPENINGS WITH L1
NEW LINTELS AT EXISTING DOOR HEAD
LEVEL. NO CHANGE TO CEILING.

LOBBY
116

CLASSROOM 115

9

WP

NEW PERFORATED PLASTERBOARD CEILINGS

CLASSROOM 114
L1
CP-2 BP

E
PIR

GILLESPIE SOUTH WING GROUND FLOOR IS AN
ADDITION OF RECENT (LATE 20TH CENTURY)
CONSTRUCTION WITH PLASTERBOARD CEILINGS AND
AN UPPER FLOOR REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR
SLAB.

E

L1

EXISTING FITTING LAYOUT TO BE CHECKED BY SERVICES
ENGINEERS.

BP CP-2

3.6mX1.2m WB
IUST
L1
HA

PHOTO STAIR
COPY
STORE

REPLACE EXISTING LIGHTING WITH LED STRIP LIGHTS
MAKING GOOD ALL EXISTING LIGHTING WIRING
PENETRATIONS

PIR
IUST
3.6mX1.2m WB

L1

ALL SERVICES TO SERVICES ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS

HA

L1

L1

10

LEVEL 2 - GROUND FLOOR CEILING

1

RELECTED CEILING PLAN
11
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NOTES

1

All work is to be in accordance with the NCC and Australian Standards,
the Structural & Services Engineer's drawings and specifications.
All new classrooms and office spaces are to be naturally and/or
mechanically ventilated in accordance with AS1668.

OVAL BUILDING
ADJACENT
NEW SMOKE

Air conditioned or heated classrooms and offices are to be insulated in
accordance with NCC Section J.

DOORS

BP

L1

208

NEW WEST WINDOWS TO
EXISTING CLASSROOM TO
A-202

A

P

A

P
A

A
PIR

P
L1

P

A

P
E

Non-Load-bearing external walls are un-rated, except as required to
maintain fire separation.

L1

PIR

A3

All new structure is to be reinforced concrete and fire rated to FRL 120
/ 120 / 120 for floor and roof slabs, and loadbearing walls and columns
forming part of load-bearing walls and FRL 120 / - / - for columns
load-bearing masonry piers.

E

Corridors are to have smoke doors at not more than 45m intervals.
New slabs and toppings to be smooth steel trowel finish to receive
direct stick carpet.

A3

A3

SAFELY REMOVE
EXISTING ACB "FIBRO"
CEILINGS AND INSTALL
NEW PPB CEILINGS TO
ENCLOSED CORRIDORS

RAKING
CEILING

FLAT
CEILING

FLAT
CEILING

A3

E
A3

A3

A

BOX IN NEW STEEL
BEAM
L1
L1

A3

HA

3.6mX1.2m WB

CP-2 BP

P

IUST

All internal finishes to have the Fire Hazard Properties required by the
NCC.

EX1

EX1

EX1

L1

WP

L1
A

STAIR

RAKING
CEILING

L1

WP

E

4

P

All new rooms are to be artificially lit using low energy LED lighting
controlled in accordance with Section J of the NCC.

EXISTING (ACB) "FIBRO" ASBESTOS
CEMENT BOARD CEILING 3300mm AFFL.
TO BE REMOVED. INSTALL NEW 3300H
PLASTERBOARD CEILING

L1

207

A3
A

EXISTING CLASSROOM 207

P

E

3m HIGH FIXED PLAIN
PLASTERBOARD BULKHEAD
TO NEW 3m HIGH GLAZED
BOTTOM ROLLING BI-FOLD
PARTITIONS SUPPORT TO
MANUFACTURER'S CERTIFIED
ENGINEERING DESIGN.

3

EX1
A

NEW PERFORATED
PLASTERBOARD CEILING (PPB)
3300mm AFFL, AS PER 207

HA

IUST

IUST

CP-2

EXISTING CLASSROOM
208

2

3.6mX1.2m WB

CP-2 BP

HA

3.6mX1.2m WB

BOX IN NEW STEEL BEAM

All new glazing to be compliant with Section J2 of the BCA.

A3

GILLESPIE HALL L3 NORTH CORRIDOR

New bi-fold door partitions and windows walls complete with support
beams & sound rated bulkheads & baffler walls to manufacturer's
approved workshop drawings or details.

EXISTING RAKING TIMBER CEILING
REPLACED BY PPB.

Acoustic seal all the gaps around sound rated partitions.

P

GILLESPIE (NORTH) WING
A

GILLESPIE NORTH WING FIRST FLOOR IS AN ORIGINAL
1930'S EARLY 20TH CENTURY CONSTRUCTION WITH
ASBESTOS CEMENT CEILINGS AND QUEEN POST
TRUSS ROOF FRAMING AND STEEL BEAMED TIMBER
JOIST FLOORS. THE CORRIDOR AND STAIR ARE
REINFORCED CONCRETE

P

A3

PIR

BOX IN NEW STEEL BEAM
FOR ROOF & CEILING
SUPPORT & BI-FOLD
WINDOW HEAD TRACK

P

GILLESPIE HALL L3 WEST CORRIDOR

All ceiling levels as per survey drawing B1796-1.

LEGEND NEW:
WP

NEW 6mm FRC CEILING

L1

NEW PERFORATED PLASTERBOARD CEILING

BOX IN NEW STEEL BEAM FOR
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5 July 2021
Knox Grammar Preparatory School
c/o Ms Bhavna Arumugam
EPM Projects Pty Ltd
PO Box 1034
North Sydney NSW 2059

Dear Ms Arumugam,
RE:

Knox Preparatory Campus – 1-3 Billyard Ave, Wahroonga
Proposed Alterations to Gillespie Hall and the Oval Building - Heritage Impact Statement

This concise Heritage Impact Statement has been prepared in accordance with the standard
guidelines of the NSW Heritage Division to confirm the minor works to the classroom buildings of
Gillespie Hall and the Oval Building, within the Knox Preparatory Campus are permissible as Exempt
Development from a heritage perspective as the proposed development involves no more than a
minimal impact on the heritage significance on the items in the vicinity or the surrounding
conservation area (as assessed below). The buildings assessed include the Oval Building, Gillespie
Hall and Ewan House.
The proposal seeks to undertake small-scale internal changes to the Gillespie Hall and the Oval
Building. The Gillespie Hall would be altered externally with two additional matching windows and the
replacement of approximately six roof tiles with translucent tiles to act as skylights.
The building alterations works have been designed by Drew Dickson Architects.
1.1

HERITAGE STATUS
The Knox Grammar Preparatory School campus is listed as an item of local heritage
significance on the Ku ring gai LEP 2015 based on the inclusion of ‘Ewan House’, two small,
picturesque Federation buildings and the wrought iron entrance gates off Billyard Avenue.
The school buildings that are the subject of the refurbishment works are recent and do not
contribute to the original and historic development phase of the site identified by the listing.

Figure 1 - Excerpt from the
Heritage Map contained within the
Ku ring gai LEP 2015. Heritage
items are shaded brown and
conservation areas, in this case
the Wahroonga Conservation Area
(C1 KLEP) are hatched in red. The
listing for I831 includes the whole
of the Knox Preparatory School
campus, indicated in blue. (Source:
Ku ring gai LEP 2015 HER 006)

1.1.1

SIGNIFICANCE OF ‘EWAN HOUSE’

Item I 831

‘Ewan House (Formerly Innisfail), Lodge, Lanterned Pavilion’
1-3 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga

The following description is sourced from the NSW Heritage Inventory Database entry for the
heritage item, ref: 1880159:
Ewan House is an excellent Federation style mansion, with almost intact interiors to the main
rooms. The house is historically and socially important as an indication of the lifestyle of John
Thomas Toohey, who with his brother founded Toohey's Brewery in the 1870s. The house is
complemented and enhanced by two small and picturesque nearby Federation buildings such as
the lodge and art room. The listing includes the highly decorated wrought iron entrance gates to
Billyard Avenue with their brick piers on stone bases (National Trust of Australia Listing Proposal
1983).
Statement of Significance
Reasons for listing: historic, social, architectural, group value, landmark value, state significance
Note: gardens (esp. gate lodge trees)
Significance of the Wahroonga Conservation Area C1
The following Statement of Significance for the Wahroonga Conservation Area is sourced
from Ku ring gai Municipal Council’s website:
Wahroonga Heritage Conservation Area is of heritage significance for its distinctive residential
streetscapes which evidence the transformation of early subdivisions of the 1890s into the later
rectilinear grid lot street and lot pattern of later subdivisions including the Wahroonga Heights
Estate. The area contains a significant collection of grand residences from the Federation and
Inter-war periods, built following the opening of the North Shore railway line in 1890, many of these

https://nbrsarchitecture.sharepoint.com/PROJECTS/21/21174/02_REPORTS/210705_KnoxPrep_GillespieAlts_HIS.docx
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are the residences of prominent families of this period, and often designed by prominent architects,
for example the 1894 Ewan House (formerly Innisfail) designed by architect Herbert Wardell for
John Thomas Toohey, and eleven houses designed by the architect Howard Joseland. The western
end of Burns Road and western side of Coonanbarra Road are representative streetscapes of intact
more modest Federation period houses.
The through-block pathways and formal avenues of street trees within the area (in Burns Road,
Water Street and Coonanbarra Road) along with the formal landscaping of Wahroonga Park, and its
distinctive John Sulman-designed shops in Coonanbarra Road facing the Park, are a tribute to the
work of the Wahroonga Progress Association in the early 20th century (which included Sulman as
a member), and have resulted in a high-quality and distinctive residential landscape
1.1.2

SIGNIFICANCE OF HERITAGE ITEMS IN THE VICNITY

The following locally listed heritage items, as shown in Figure 1 are in the vicinity of the Knox
Preparatory Campus.
Item I 826

‘Berith Park’, dwelling house
19 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga

Item I 878

Dwelling house
10 Cleveland Street, Wahroonga

Item I 880

Dwelling house
23 Cleveland Street, Wahroonga

Item I 887

‘Rose House’, dwelling house
1-3 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga

All of these properties are sufficiently separated from the subject buildings by topography,
distance, roadways and mature vegetation that they are not physically or visually impacted
by the proposed refurbishment works. For this reason, they are not assessed further in this
report.
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Figure 2 – Junior School Campus map with the Oval Building and the
Gillespie Wing circled in blue. To the lower right are the more significant
‘Ewan House’ and the adjacent small cottages. (Source: Knox Grammar
School)

1.2

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL
The Gillespie Hall is a 1930s classroom building. The works to the Gillespie Hall ground floor
(Level 2) include:
• removing some internal partitions that are from recent decades;
• removing floor tiles from stair halls at the northern and southern ends to enable
carpet to be laid with the treads and risers complying to code. These quarry tiles are
little different from contemporary floor tiles;
Works to the Gillespie Hall first floor (Level 3) include:
• fixing two west-facing windows into the nothern end of the brick building to match
existing design and detailing and to suit the architectural character of the building;
• removing two internal brick walls with high-light windows and rebuilding glazed walls
in their place;
• removing other sections of plain wall among internal walls to enable new openings;
• removing the cleaner’s sink fit-out.
Works to the Oval Building, Level 3 include:
• internal refurbishments to alter existing staged auditorium into new school library;
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removing several brick internal partition walls, and replaceing these with adjustable
wall systems;
• feplacing windows that face an internal courtyard,
• removing raising flooring from the computer room, andmaking good.
Several other minor internal alterations would be made to the late twentieth-century Oval
Building, which makes no historical or aesthetic contribution to the heritage item or
conservation area.
•

1.2.1

THE OVAL BUILDING AND GILLESPIE HALL (THE TEACHING & LEARNING CENTRE)

The subject buildings are the Oval Building, the Teaching & Learning Centre and Gillespie Hall.
The Oval Building was constructed in the late Twentieth Century and Gillespie Hall was
constructed in the 1930s. They are linked and are located to the north-west of Ewan House.
The east facades of the Oval Building and Gillespie Hall are visible in views of Ewan House.

Figure 3: south-west view of the Oval Building from the Ireland Field. NBRS April 2021.

Figure 4: view from the tiered seating, near Ewan House, looking north-west showing a gable of Gillespie Hall on the
left, and the Oval Building. NBRS April 2021.
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Figure 5: the west elevation of the Oval Building. NBRS April 2021.

Figure 6: the auditorium on Level 3 of the Oval Building, demonstrating contemporary construction.

Figure 7 - View from Billyard Avenue showing the relationship between ‘Ewan House’, on the centre-left, and northern
elevation of The Oval Building on the right. This view also describes the topography of the area which has the Knox
Junior School campus located on a high point of the surrounding area. (Source: Google Streetview)
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Figure 8: west view in Level 3 of the Oval Building, demonstrating contemporary construction.

Gillespie Hall was constructed with concrete floors, brick walls and glazed tiled roofs in the
1930s in a style that referenced seventeenth-century building in Scotland, as was appropriate
for a formerly Presbyterian school. The face brick work with prominent gables with arches,
engaged piers in the walls, string courses, oval feature windows and multi-paned cruciform
window design are key features of the ‘Knox style’. The windows are constructed of timber
framing with relatively small panes in sliding sashes. The Oval Building is a much later
building in much the same style, but with a very modern plan about a quarter of a circle.
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Figure 9: Ewan House is on the left, and Gillespie Hall is shown in the centre. NBRS April 2021.

Figure 10: the north-west corner of Gillespie Hall, showing two blind arches in brickwork that would have a window
inserted in each. NBRS April 2021.
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Figure 11: Southern view along the corridor on the west side of NBRS April 2021.

Figure 12: sample of fenestration affected on Level 3,
showing new doors and earlier glazing.

Figure 13: sample of tiled steps and floors to be
stripped of tiles and carpeted.
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Figure 14: southward view along the stair hall on Level 3 of Gillespie Hall.

1.3

ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE IMPACTS
The following assessment is based on the assessment criteria set out in the NSW Heritage
Office (now Heritage Division) publication ‘Statements of Heritage Impact’, contained within
the NSW Heritage Manual. The standard format has been adapted to suit the circumstances
of this application.
The following aspects of the proposal respect or enhance the heritage significance of the item or
conservation area for the following reasons:
•

•
•

The proposed works would remove no original stylistic fabric from the outside of the
Gillespie Hall. The new windows remove only plain brickwork. The proposed
windows are well designed to fit comfortably in the façade, matching the original
materials and details. The translucent roof tiles would be a small-scale change and
a reversible one.
The proposed internal work would remove unremarkable plain brick walls, relatively
new doors and some original internal glazing that is represented well in the building.
The Oval has no heritage significance, and so internal works to this building will have
no adverse impact on the heritage item or the conservation area.

The following aspects of the proposal could detrimentally impact on heritage significance. The
reasons are explained as well as the measures to be taken to minimise impacts:
•

•

There are no aspects of the proposal which would have a detrimental impact on the
surrounding heritage conservation area, the historic ‘Ewan House’, cottages and
entry gate nor on heritage items in the nearby vicinity.
The removal of 1930s plain brickwork, some internal glazing and quarry tiles of
generic twentieth-century styling would make for a small set of changes to Gillespie
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Hall. These changes would have no impact on the aspects of significance that
contribute to the statement of significance.
1.4

CONCLUSION

The proposed alterations to the Oval Building and the Gillespie Hall within the Knox Preparatory
School campus, as described in documentation prepared by Drew Dickson Architects, in this case
proposed as development that could be permitted without consent, has no more than a minimal
impact on the heritage significance of the item of local heritage significance or the heritage
conservation area. The minor works do not create additional buildings or built volume. The works
would remove fabric that does not contribute to the statement of significance for either the heritage
item or the conservation area. In heritage terms, there is no impact on the heritage significance of the
Wahroonga Conservation Area, and no more than a minimal impact on the heritage significance of
Ewan House.
There is no applicable heritage conservation management plan to be considered.

NBRSARCHITECTURE

Brad Vale
Senior Heritage Consultant
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Appendix A – ‘Ewan House’ NSW Heritage Inventory database listing sheet.

2.0 EWAN HOUSE (FORMERLY INNISFAIL), LODGE, LANTERNED PAVILLION
2.1.1

ITEM DETAILS

Name of item:
Type of item:
Group/Collection:
Category:
Primary address:
Local govt. area:
Property description

Ewan House (formerly Innisfail), Lodge, Lanterned Pavillion
Built
Residential buildings (private)
House
1-3 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga, NSW 2076
Ku-Ring-Gai

Lot/Volume Code

Lot/Volume Number

Section Number

Plan/Folio Code

Plan/Folio Number

All addresses
Street Address
1-3 Billyard Avenue

Suburb/town
Wahroonga

LGA
Ku-Ring-Gai

cnr Cleveland Street

Wahroonga

Ku-Ring-Gai

2.1.2

Parish

County

Type
Primary Address
Alternate Address

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE:
Reasons for listing; historic, social, architectural, group value, landmark value, state
significance Note: gardens (esp. gatelodge trees)
Note: The State Heritage Inventory provides information about heritage items listed by
local and State government agencies. The State Heritage Inventory is continually being
updated by local and State agencies as new information becomes available.

2.1.3

DESCRIPTION

Designer/Maker:
Herbert Wardell (in 1894)
Construction years: 1896Physical description: Ewan House is an excellent Federation style mansion, with almost intact interiors to
the main rooms. The house is historically and socially important as an indication of the
lifestyle of John Thomas Toohey, who with his brother founded Toohey's Brewery in
the 1870s. The house is complemented and enhanced by two small and picturesque
nearby Federation buildings such as the lodge and art room. The listing includes the
highly decorated wrought iron entrance gates to Billyard Avenue with their brick piers
on stone bases ( National Trust of Australia Listing Proposal 1983).
Modifications and
Various Altered or extended unsympathetically
dates:
2.1.4

HISTORY

Historical notes:
2.1.5

Historical period: Pre-1900.
LISTINGS

Heritage Listing

Listing Title

Listing Number Gazette Date Gazette Number Gazette Page
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Local Environmental Plan

Local Environmental Plan No 2

01 Mar 91

Heritage study

2.1.6

STUDY DETAILS

Title
Year Number
Author
Ku-ring-gai Heritage Study 1987 09:054 Robert Moore, Penelope Pike and Helen Proudfoot

2.1.7
Type

Inspected by Guidelines used
SB
Yes

REFERENCES, INTERNET LINKS & IMAGES
Author

Year

Title

Written

Local History Sources

Written

RAIA 20th Century Buildings of Significance.

Internet
Links

Note: internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

2.1.8

DATA SOURCE

The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:
Local Government
Database number: 1880159
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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report provides a Building Code of Australia (BCA) 2019 Amendment 1 assessment of Gillespie Building
alterations and refurbishment, located at Knox Grammar preparatory school at 1-13 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga.
The primary purpose of this report is to identify the non-compliance matters contained in the proposed design against
the current Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) Provisions of the BCA and to provide compliance recommendations to overcome
the DTS non-compliances.
1.1

Recommendations

The following is a list of Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions that should be addressed either by design amendments,
additional information OR by way of an Alternative Solution:
BCA Clause
C1.1
Type of
Required

Construction

Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision to be addressed
The Gillespie building is a Class 9b building with a rise of 2 storeys and is connected to
the Oval Building which is 3 storeys and is therefore required to be constructed as per
the requirements applicable to Type A construction. However, a Performance Solution
is to be developed for the Oval building, to fire separate the Level 1 - lower ground floor
from the remainder of the building, allowing the type of construction for the Gillespie
Building to be reduced to Type B construction on Levels 1 and 2.
The lower ground floor of the Oval building is to be fire separated with construction of
120/120/120 FRL with -/120/-30 FRL fire doors being provided between the two
compartments.

THE COMPLIANCE DEPARTURES ABOVE WILL BE ADDRESSED BY A
PERFORMANCE SOLUTION
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BCA Clause

Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision to be addressed

C3.2
Protection of openings in
external walls

Comment:

D1.13
Number of Persons
Accommodated
Note NSW Table D1.13
Area
per
person
according to use

Comment:

D2.17
Handrails

As the building is a primary school it is required to have a second handrail fixed at a
height between 665 mm and 750 mm, measured above the nosings of stair treads and
the floor surface of the landing.

Confirmation is to be provided that the existing openings of the Gillespie Building
located within 6m from the K-2 Building are protected in accordance with Clause C3.4
& Specification C3.4

Student, teacher and staff occupancy numbers have been provided by the client and
are as follows:
Level 2:
▪ Classrooms – 1 staff and 25 students per classroom (4 classrooms)
▪ Offices – 1 staff per office
▪ IT Server Room – 2 staff
Level 3:
▪ Classrooms – 1 staff and 25 students per classroom (6 classrooms)
▪ Office – 1 staff

Confirmation is to be provided that double handrails are provided to the stairs as per
Clause D2.17.
D2.20
Swinging Doors

Comment:

E1.3
Fire Hydrants

Non-compliances:

The existing door providing exit from the building via the IT Office 113 does not swing
in the direction of egress, as such a hold open device is to be fitted to the door to satisfy
Clause D2.20(b)(i), as the room is under 200m2. This is an existing rooms and no works
are proposed to be undertaken within the room

The total building area exceeds 500m², therefore a hydrant system must be provided
on site as per AS2419.1-2005.
The following non-compliances have been identified:
•

The hydrant booster is located in an area that is not visible from the main entry
point to the site and it not adjacent to the main vehicular entryway.

•

The external fire hydrant pump enclosure serving the Oval and Gillespie
buildings is located up to 30m away from the hardstand location in lieu of 20m
permitted.

•

Two of the external hydrants serving the Oval and Gillespie Buildings are
located against the external walls of the buildings in a position that is less than
10m from the building.

•

Two of the external hydrants serving the Oval and Gillespie building are 99m
and 81m away from the hardstand location in lieu of 50m permitted.
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BCA Clause

Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision to be addressed

THE COMPLIANCE DEPARTURES RELATED TO THE FIRE HYDRANT SYSTEM
WILL BE ADDRESSED BY A PERFORMANCE SOLUTION
E2.2
General Requirements
(inclusive of Table E2.2a
/ Table E2.2b & NSW
amendments)

The building must be provided with automatic shutdown of any air-handling system
which does not form part of the smoke hazard management system, on the activation
of smoke detectors installed complying with Clause 6 of Specification E2.2a and any
other installed fire detection and alarm system.

E3.1 – Lift Installations

An electric passenger lift installation and an electrohydraulic passenger lift installation
must comply with Specification E3.1
Note: the building is required to be provided with a lift to service the first-floor
portion of the building under D3.3 of the BCA (see separate AED Access Report).

F2.2
Calculation of number of
occupants and fixtures &
F2.3
Facilities for Class 3 to 9
Buildings

Comment:
Based on the advice received from the client the sanitary facilities provided to the
adjacent buildings are sufficient to accommodate the occupant numbers calculated
under Clause D1.13.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION

This report provides a Building Code of Australia (BCA) 2019 Amendment 1 assessment of Gillespie Building
alterations and refurbishment, located at 1-13 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga.
This report provides a BCA assessment table in Section 3.0 that summarises the identified non-compliance matters
and offers specific recommendations.

Image Source: Google Maps

2.1

Basis of Report

The key basis of this report is to address compliance with the Building Code of Australia (BCA) 2019 Amendment 1.
The scope of services is limited to Sections C – “Fire Resistance”, Section D – “Access & Egress”, Section E –
“Services & Equipment”, Section F “Health and Amenity”
This report is based on a desktop assessment of the proposed plans, with specific reference to the following:
•

Architectural plans prepared by Drew Dickson Architects, Drawing Numbers:
Drawing Title

Drawing No.

Revision

Dated

Location & Site Plan

A-001

05

26.03.2021

Level 2 Demolition Plan

A-022

08

06.05.2020

Level 3 Demolition Plan

A-023

08

06.05.2020

Level 2 New Work Plan

A-102

09

24.04.2020

Level 3 First Floor Plan New Work

A-103

09

26.03.2021

Level 2 Reflected Ceiling Plan

A-1102

05

09.04.2021

Level 3 Reflected Ceiling Plan

A-1103

09

07.05.2020

Level 2 Demolition
Ceiling Plan

A-1122

01

17.02.2020

Reflected
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Drawing Title

Drawing No.

Revision

Dated

Reflected

A-1123

01

16.10.2018

Level 3 First Floor Plan, Part West
Elevation Gillespie Hall – New
Windows

A-202

06

07.05.2020

Level 3 Demolition
Ceiling Plan

•

The Building Code of Australia 2019 Amendment 1 prepared by the Australian Building Codes Board.

•

The Guide to the BCA 2019 Amendment 1, prepared by the Australian Building Codes Board.

2.2

Purpose of the Report

The purpose of this report is to assess the following:
•

Assessment under the current Building Code of Australia 2019 Amendment 1 and list any departures from the
BCA 2019 Amendment 1.

•

Provide recommendations to address identified non-compliances, and/or identify potential alternative
solutions.

2.3

Limitations of the Report

This report does not assess the following:
•

The report is based on the assumption that the Gillespie Building and Levels 2 and 3 form one fire
compartment and are fire separated from the Level 1 – Lower Ground Floor of the Oval Building. This report
and the 11305-BCA Report-Oval Building-Knox Prep-1-13 Billyard Ave, Wahroonga prepared by AED Group
are to be read in conjunction with each other.

•

Access and facilities for people with disabilities is addressed however compliance with Disability Discrimination
Act 1992 (DDA) is outside the scope of this report. It should be noted that BCA compliance does not
necessarily meet the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA).

•

Reporting on hazardous materials, OH&S matters or site contamination

•

Assessment of any structural elements or geotechnical matters relating to the building, including any structural
or other assessment of the existing fire resistant levels of the building

•

Consideration of any fire services operations (including hydraulic, electrical or other systems)

•

Assessment of plumbing and drainage installations, including stormwater

•

Assessment of mechanical plant operations, electrical systems or security systems

•

Heritage significance

•

Consideration of energy or water authority requirements

•

Consideration of Council’s local planning policies

•

Environmental or planning issues

•

Requirements of statutory authorities

•

Pest inspection or assessment building damage caused by pests (general/visual pest invasion or damage will
be reported, however invasive or intrusive inspections have not be carried out)

•

Sections B, G, H, I & Part D3 of the BCA are not considered.

•

Provision of any construction approvals or certification under Part 4A or Part 5 of the Environmental Planning
& Assessment Act 1979.

•

Glazing, shading, lighting calculations and the like required by Section J of the BCA not been carried out

•

This assessment excludes BCA clauses D3.0-3.12 (Inclusive), E3.6 and F2.4. Refer to separate access
consultant’s report.
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•

BCA 2019 Amendment 1 does not directly specify slip-resistance classification(s) for all accessible paths of
travel; however, we highlight the need under AS 1428.1-2009 for all accessible paths of travel to have a slipresistant surface. We recommend you should seek surface finish advice from an independent specialist slip
safety consultant.
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3.0

BCA ASSESSMENT DATA

The following data is provided in respect to review of the building under the Building Code of Australia 2019
Amendment 1 in respect to the compliance assessment of the Gillespie Building alterations and refurbishment, located
at Knox Grammar preparatory school at 1-13 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga.
BCA Building Classifications:

Class 9b

Building rise in storeys:

Gillespie Building Portion - 2 storeys
Oval Building Portion connected to the Gillespie Building - 2
storeys
(determined in accordance with C1.2 of the BCA).

Type of Construction:

Type B (determined in accordance with C1.1 of the BCA)*

General Floor area limitations:

Max Floor Area – 5 500m²
Max Volume – 33 000m³

Effective Height (m):

Less than 12m

Climate Zone (Thermal Design)

Zone 5 (determined in accordance with Table 2 of the BCA)

Please Note: A Performance Solution is proposed to fire and smoke separate Level 1 of the Oval Building from
Levels 2 and 3 of the Oval Building and the Gillespie Building, as such the entire Gillespie Building and Levels
2 and 3 of the Oval Building form one building.
3.1

Location of Fire Source features

The potential fire source features to be considered for this building are the external wall of another building on the
allotment which is not a Class 10 building, the side or rear of the allotment boundary or the far side of the road.
In this instance the following setbacks are determined in respect to the fire source features applicable to the building
•

North – Billyard Avenue

•

South – Single dwelling homes

•

East – Bear Cottage & Sutherland Avenue

•

West – K-2 Building & Cleveland Street

3.2

Summary of Fire Services Required

Summarised below are the BCA deemed to satisfy fire services required for the building which has an effective height
of less than 12m:
•

Fire hydrants are required to serve all areas and be provided in accordance with BCA E1.3 and
AS 2419.1-2005 as applicable to a building under 12m in effective height.

•

Portable fire extinguishers must be provided in accordance with BCA E1.6 & Table E1.6 and must be selected,
located and distributed in accordance with Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 of AS 2444-2001.

•

Automatic smoke and fire detection to be provided throughout the building in accordance with Part E2 and
BCA NSW Specification E2.2b.

•

An emergency lighting system must be installed throughout the building in accordance with BCA E4.2 of the
BCA and AS 2293.1-2018.

•

Exit signs must be installed throughout the building in accordance with BCA E4.5 and AS 2293.1-2018.

•

Signage to be provided exits in accordance with D2.23 and Clause 183 of Environmental Planning &
Assessment Regulation 2000.
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4.0

BCA ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

The following table details the BCA compliance of the assessed design.
Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

SECTION C
FIRE RESISTANCE
Part C1 - Fire Resistance & Stability
C1.1
Type of
Required

X
Construction

Refer to Spec C1.1 and Attachment B for Schedule of FRLs for Type
B Construction. These are to be certified by the architect and
structural engineer as having been met, based on the proposed
design.
Please note that specification C1.1 also requires design compliance
with the following:
1.

Where a combustible material is used as a finish or lining to a
wall or roof, or sunscreen, or awning, to a building element
required to have an FRL the material must be exempted or
comply with the fire hazard properties prescribed under C1.10
and must not otherwise constitute an undue risk of fire spread
via the façade of the building or compromise egress from the
building. This includes any aluminum panels which where
containing plastic strengthening elements would not be noncombustible.
2. Fire isolated shafts are required to be enclosed at the top and
bottom of the shaft with fire rated construction as per
specification C1.1. This fire rating is required in two directions.
3. External walls, common walls and the flooring and floor framing
of lift pits must be non- combustible construction.
4. Internal lightweight walls to be fire rated, as well as non-load
bearing lift, ventilating, pipe, garbage or similar shaft wall must
be of non-combustible construction.
5. The walls to fire rated shafts must achieve the fire rating from
both directions i.e. from inside and outside the shaft.
6. Roof: The roof of the building does not need an FRL, provided
the roof covering is non-combustible (as per the concession in
Clause 3.5 of Specification C1.1 of the BCA).
7. Bounding construction to residential units must comply with the
fire rating requirements of table 3.
8. Floors: see clause C2.9. In addition floors require an FRL of
90/90/90 where between residential levels.
Comment:
The Gillespie building is a Class 9b building with a rise of 2
storeys and is connected to the Oval Building which is 3
storeys and is therefore required to be constructed as per the
requirements applicable to Type A construction. However, a
Performance Solution is to be developed for the Oval building,
to fire separate the Level 1 - lower ground floor from the
remainder of the building, allowing the type of construction for
the Gillespie Building to be reduced to Type B construction on
Levels 1 and 2.
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

The lower ground floor of the Oval building is to be fire
separated with construction of 120/120/120 FRL with -/120/-30
FRL fire doors being provided between the two compartments.

THE COMPLIANCE DEPARTURES ABOVE
ADDRESSED BY A PERFORMANCE SOLUTION

WILL

BE

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification (and structural details)
C1.2
Calculation of Rise In
Storeys

X

Refer to Section 2.0 of this report for further details

C1.3
Buildings of
Classifications

X

Not Applicable

X

A building may be of mixed Types of construction where it is
separated in accordance with C2.7 and the type of construction is
determined in accordance with C1.1 or C1.3.

C1.5
Two Storey Class 2, 3 or
9c buildings

X

Not Applicable

C1.6
Class 4 Parts

X

Not Applicable

C1.7
Open Spectator Stands

X

Not Applicable

Multiple

C1.4
Mixed
Types
Construction

of
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X

Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

C1.8
Lightweight Construction

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(a) Where it is proposed to use lightweight construction (within
the meaning of the BCA) this must comply with Specification
C1.8 if it is used in a wall system—
(i)

that is required to have an FRL; or

(ii)

for a lift shaft, stair shaft or service shaft or an external
wall bounding a public corridor including a non fireisolated passageway or non fire-isolated ramp.

(b) If lightweight construction is used for the fire-resisting
covering of a steel column or the like, and if —
(i)

the covering is not in continuous contact with the column,
then the void must be filled solid, to a height of not less
than 1.2 m above the floor to prevent indenting; and

(ii)

the column is liable to be damaged from the movement
of vehicles, materials or equipment, then the covering
must be protected by steel or other suitable material.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
C1.9
Non
combustible
building elements

X

(a) In a building required to be of Type B construction, the
following building elements and their components must be
non-combustible:
(i)

External walls and common walls, including all
components incorporated in them including the facade
covering, framing and insulation.

(ii)

The flooring and floor framing of lift pits.

(iii) Non-loadbearing internal walls where they are required
to be fire-resisting.
(b) A shaft, being a lift, ventilating, pipe, garbage, or similar shaft
that is not for the discharge of hot products of combustion,
that is non-loadbearing, must be of non-combustible
construction in—
(ii)

a building required to be Type B construction, subject
C2.10, in(A) a Class, 2, 3 or 9 building; and
(B) a Class 5, 6, 7 or 8 building if the shaft connects
more than 2 storeys.

(c) A loadbearing internal wall and a loadbearing fire wall,
including those that are part of a loadbearing shaft, must
comply with Specification C1.1.
(d) The requirements of (a) and (b) do not apply to gaskets,
caulking, sealants, termite management systems, glass
including laminated glass, thermal breaks associated with
glazing systems, damp-proof courses.
(e) The following materials may be used wherever a noncombustible material is required:
(i)

Plasterboard.
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(ii)

Perforated gypsum lath with a normal paper finish.

(iii) Fibrous-plaster sheet.
(iv) Fibre-reinforced cement sheeting.
(v) Pre-finished metal sheeting having a combustible
surface finish not exceeding 1 mm thickness and where
the Spread-of-Flame Index of the product is not greater
than 0.
(vi) Sarking type materials that do not exceed 1mm in
thickness and have a Flammability Index not greater
than 5.
(vii) Bonded laminated materials where—
(A) each lamina, including
combustible; and

any

core,

is

non-

(B) each adhesive layer does not exceed 1 mm in
thickness and the total thickness of the adhesive
layers does not exceed 2mm; and
(C) the Spread-of-Flame Index and the SmokeDeveloped Index of the bonded laminated material
as a whole do not exceed 0 and 3 respectively.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
C1.10
Fire Hazard Properties

X

(a) The fire hazard properties of the following internal linings,
materials and assemblies must comply with Specification
C1.10 by way of test reports / certificates provided from a
registered testing authority (within the meaning of the BCA):
(i)

Floor linings and floor coverings.

(ii)

Wall linings and ceiling linings.

(iii) Air-handling ductwork.
(vi) Escalators, moving walkways and non required non fire
isolated stairways or pedestrian ramps subject to
Specification D1.12.
(vii) Sarking type materials.
(viii) Attachments to floors, ceilings, internal walls and the
internal linings of external walls.
(ix) Other materials including insulation materials other than
sarking type materials.
(b) NSW: Paint or fire -retardant coatings must not be used in
order to make a material comply with the required fire hazard
property, except in respect to a material referred to in NSW
Specifications C1.10, NSW Table 4 and to which Notes 4 and
5 are applicable.
(c) The requirement s of (a) do not apply to a material or
assembly if it is –
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(i)

plaster, cement render, concrete, terrazzo, ceramic tile
or the like; or

(ii)

a fire protective covering; or

(iii) a timber framed window; or
(iv) a solid timber handrail or skirting; or
(v) a timber-faced door; or
(vi) an electrical switch, socket-outlet, cover plate or the like;
or
(vii) a material used –
(A) a roof insulating material applied in continuous
contact with a substrate; or
(B) an adhesive; or
(C) a damp-proof course, flashing, caulking, sealing,
ground moisture barrier or the like; or
(viii) a paint, varnish, lacquer or similar finish, other than nitrocellulose lacquer; or
(ix) a clear or translucent roof light of glass fibre-reinforced
polyester if –
(B) the material is used as part of the roof covering; and
(C) it is no closer than 1.5m from another roof light of
the same type; and
(D) each roof light is not more than 14m² in area; and
(E) the area of the roof lights per 70m² of roof surface
is not more than 14m² in area; or
(x) a face plate or neck adaptor of supply and return air
outlets of an air handling system; or
(xi) a face plate or diffuser plate of light fitting and emergency
exit signs and associated electrical wiring and electrical
components; or
(xii) a joinery unit, cupboard, shelving or the like; or
(xiii) NSW: an attached non-building fixture and fitting such as
–
(A) A curtain, blind, or similar décor, other than(aa) a proscenium curtain required by Specification
H1.3; or.
(A) A whiteboard, window treatment or the like; or
(xiv) Timber treads, risers, landings and associated
supporting framework installed in accordance with D2.25
where the Spread-of-Flame Index and the SmokeDeveloped Index of the timber does not exceed 9 and
respectively; or
(xv) Any other material that does not significantly increase
the hazards of the fire.
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
C1.11
Performance of External
Walls in Fire

X

Not Applicable

C1.12
Combustible materials

X

Deleted.

C1.13
Fire protected
concession

X

Not Applicable

X

Not Applicable

timber:

C1.14
Ancillary elements

Part C2 - Compartmentation & Separation
C2.1
Application of Part

C2.2
General Floor Area &
Volume Limitations

X

C2.2, C2.3 and C2.4 do not apply to a carpark provided with a
sprinkler system (other than a FPAA101D or FPAA101H system
complying with Specification E1.5, an open-deck carpark or an open
spectator stand.
The size of any fire compartment or atrium in a Class 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9
building must not exceed the relevant maximum floor area and
maximum volume set out in Table C2.2 & C2.5, except as permitted
in C2.3.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

X

C2.3
Large Isolated Buildings

X

Not Applicable

C2.4
Requirements for Open
Space

X

Not Applicable

C2.5
Class 9a & 9c Buildings

X

Not Applicable

C2.6
Vertical Separation of
openings in external
walls

X

Not Applicable

C2.7
Separation by Fire Walls

X

(a) Construction – a fire wall must be constructed in accordance
with the following:
(i)

The fire wall has the relevant FRL prescribed by
Specification C1.1 for each of the adjoining parts, and if
these are different, the greater FRL; except where
Tables 3.9, 4.2 and 5.2 of Specification C1.1 permit a
lower FRL on the carpark side.
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(ii)

Any openings in the fire wall must not reduce the FRL
required by Specification C1.1 for the fire wall, except
where permitted by the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions of
Part C3.

(iii) Building elements, other than roof battens with
dimensions of 75 mm x 50 mm or less or sarking-type
material, must not pass through or cross the fire wall
unless the required fire resisting performance of the fire
wall is maintained.
(b) Separation of buildings – a part of a building separated from
the remainder of the building by a fire wall may be treated as
a separate building for the DTS provisions of Sections C, D &
E if it is constructed in accordance with (a) and the following:
(i)

The fire wall extends through all storeys and spaces in
the nature of storeys that are common to that part and
any adjoining part of the building.

(ii)

The fire wall is carried through to the underside of the
roof covering.

(iii) Where the roof of one of the adjoining parts is lower than
the roof of the other part, the fire wall extends to the
underside of –
(A) The covering of the higher roof, or not less than 6m
above the covering of the lower roof; or
(B) The lower roof if it has an FRL not less than that of
a fire wall and no openings closer than 3m to any
wall above the lower roof; or
(C) The lower roof if its covering is non combustible and
the lower part has a sprinkler system (other than a
FPAA101D or FPAA101H system complying with
Specification E1.5.
(c) Separation of fire compartments – a part of a building
separated from the remainder of the building by a fire wall
may be treated as a separate fire compartment if it is
constructed in accordance with (a) and the fire wall extends
to the underside of –
(i)

A floor having an FRL required for a fire wall; or

(ii)

The roof covering.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
C2.8
Separation
Classifications
same storey
C2.9
Separation
Classifications
different storeys

in

X

Not Applicable

X

Not Applicable

of
the

of
in
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

C2.10
Separation of lifts shafts

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(a) Any lift connecting more than 2 storeys, or more than 3
storeys where the building is sprinkler protected must be
separated from the remainder of the building by enclosure in
a shaft in which –

X

(ii)

In a building to be of Type B construction the walls –
(A) If loadbearing, have the relevant FRL prescribed by
Table 4 of Specification; or
(B) If non-loadbearing,
construction

be

of

no-combustible

(d) Openings for lift landing doors and services must be protected
in accordance with the DTS provisions of Part C3.
The building is required to be provided with a lfit to service the
building in accordance with D3.3.

C2.11
Stairways and lifts in one
shaft
C2.12
Separation of Equipment

X

Not Applicable

X

(a) Equipment other than that described in (b) and (c) must be
separated from the remainder of the building with
construction complying with (d), if that equipment comprises
–
(i)

lift motors and lift control panels or

(ii)

Emergency generators used to sustain emergency
equipment operating in the emergency mode; or

(iii) Central smoke control plant; or
(iv) Boilers; or
(v) A battery system installed in that building that has a total
voltage of 12 volts or more and a storage capacity of
200kWh or more.
(b) Equipment need not be separated in accordance with (a) if
the equipment comprises(i)

Smoke control exhaust fans located in the air stream
which are constructed for high temperature operation in
accordance with Specification E2.2b; or

(ii)

Stair pressurizing equipment installed in compliance with
AS 1668.1; or

(iii) A lift installation without a machine room; or
(iv) Equipment otherwise adequately separated from the
remainder of the building.
(c) Separation of onsite fire pumps must comply with the
requirements of AS2419.1.
(d) Separating construction must have –
(i)

Except as provided by (ii) –
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(A) An FRL is required by Specification C1.1, but not
less than 120/120/120; and
(B) Any doorway protected with a -/120/30 self-closing
fire door; or
(ii)

When separating a lift shaft and lift motor room, an FRL
not less than 120/-/-.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
C2.13
Electrical Supply

X

(a) An electricity sub-station must be separated from the building
in accordance with the Energy Authority Requirements (i.e.
Ausgrid).
(b) A main switchboard located within the building (and which
sustains emergency equipment operating in the emergency
mode) must –
(i)

be separated from any other part of the building by
construction having an FRL of not less than
120/120/120; and

(ii)

have any doorway in that construction protected with a
self-closing fire door having an FRL of not less than
–
/120/30.

(c) Electrical conductors located within the building that supply –
(i)

a substation located within the building which supplies a
main switchboard covered by (b); or

(ii)

a main switchboard covered by (b), must—

(iii) have a classification in accordance with AS/NZS 30132005 of not less than—
(A) if located in a position that could be subject to
damage by motor vehicles — WS53W; or
(B) otherwise — WS52W; or
(iv) be enclosed or otherwise protected by construction
having an FRL of not less than 120/120/120
(d) where emergency equipment is required in a building, all
switchboards in the electrical installation, which sustain the
electricity supply to the emergency equipment, must be
constructed so that emergency equipment switchgear is
separated from non-emergency equipment switchgear by
metal partitions designed to minimise the spread of a fault
from the non-emergency equipment switchgear.
(e) For the purposes of (d), emergency equipment includes but it
is not limited to –
(i)

Fire hydrant booster pumps

(ii)

Pumps for automatic sprinkler systems, water spray,
chemical fluid suppression systems or the like.
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Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(iii) Pumps for fire hose reels where such pumps and fire
hose reels form the sole means of fire protection in the
building.
(iv) Air handling systems designed to exhaust and control
the spread of fire and smoke.
(v) Emergency lifts.
(vi) Control and indicating equipment.
(vii) Emergency warning and intercom systems (EWIS).
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
C2.14
Public corridors in Class
2 & 3 Buildings

X

Not Applicable

Part C3 - Protection of Openings
C3.1
Application of Part

X

(a) The DTS provisions of this Part do not apply to(i)

Control joints, weep holes and the like in external walls
of masonry construction and joints between panels in
external walls of pre -cast concrete panel construction if,
in all cases they are not larger than necessary for the
purpose; and

(ii)

Non-combustible ventilators for subfloor or cavity
ventilation, if each does not exceed 45000m in face area
and spaced not less than 2m from any other ventilator in
the same wall; and

(iii) Openings in the vertical plane formed between building
elements at the construction edge or perimeter of a
balcony or verandah, colonnade, terrace, or the like and
(iv) In a carpark –
(A) Service penetrations through; and
(B) Openings formed by a vehicle ramp in, a floor other
than a floor that separates a part not uses as a
carpark, providing the connected floors comply as a
single fire compartment for the purposes of all other
requirements of the DTS provisions of Sections C,
D & E.
(b) For the purposes of DTS provisions of this Part, openings in
building elements required to be fire resisting include
doorways, windows (including any associated fanlight), infill
panels and fixed or openable glazed areas that do not have
the required FRL.
(c) For the purposes of the DTS provisions of this part, openings
other than those covered under (a)(iii), between building
elements such as columns, beams and the like, in the plane
formed at the construction edge of the perimeter of the
building, are deemed to openings in the external wall.
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C3.2
Protection of openings in
external walls

Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

X

COMMENTS

(a) Openings in an external wall that is required to have an FRL
must be protected in accordance with C3.4:
(i)

if the distance between the opening and the fire-source
feature is less than 3 m from a side or rear boundary; or

(ii)

less than 6 m from the far boundary of a road, river, lake
or the like adjoining the allotment, if not located in a
storey at or near ground level; or

(iii) less than 6 m from another building on the allotment that
is not Class 10;
If wall wetting sprinklers are to be used they are to be located
externally.
(b) if required to be protected under (a), not occupy more than
1/3 of the area of the external wall of the storey in which it is
located unless they are in a Class 9b building used as an
open spectator stand.
Comment:
Confirmation is to be provided that the existing openings of the
Gillespie Building located within 6m from the K-2 Building are
protected in accordance with Clause C3.4 & Specification C3.4.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
C3.3
Separation of external
walls and associated
openings in different fire
compartments

The distance between parts of external walls and any openings
within them in different fire compartments separated by a fire wall
must not be less than that set out in Table C3.3, unless—

X

(a) those parts of each wall have an FRL not less than 60/60/60;
and
(b) any openings protected in accordance with C3.4.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

C3.4
Acceptable Methods of
Protection

X

(a) Where protection is required to doorways and windows and
other openings they must be protected as follows:
(i)

Doorways
❖ Internal or external wall wetting sprinklers as
appropriate used with doors that are self-closing or
automatic closing; or
❖ -/60/30 fire doors that are self-closing or automatic
closing

(ii)

Windows
❖ Internal or external wall wetting sprinklers as
appropriate used with windows that are automatic
closing or permanently fixed in the closed position or;
❖ -/60- fire windows that are automatic closing or
permanently fixed in the closed position or
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❖ -/60- automatic closing fire shutters.
(iii) Other openings –
❖ Excluding voids – internal or external wall wetting
sprinklers as appropriate or
❖ Construction having a FRL not less than -/60/-.
(b) Fire doors, fire windows and fire shutters must comply with
Specification C3.4.
C3.5
Doorways in Fire Walls

X

(a) The aggregate width of openings for doorways in a fire wall,
which are not part of a horizontal exit, must not exceed ½ the
length of the fire wall, and each doorway must be protected
by –
(i)

2 fire doors or fire shutters, one on each

(ii)

side of the doorway, each of which has an FRL not less
than ½ that required by Specification C1.1 for the fire wall
except that each door or shutter must have an insulation
level of at least 30; or

(iii) A fire door on one side and a fire shutter on the other
side of the doorway, each of which complies with (i); or
(iv) A single fire door or fire shutter which has an FRL of not
less than that required by Specification C1.1 for the fire
wall except that each door or shutter must have an
insulation level of at least 30.
(b) A fire door or fire shutter required by (a)(i), (ii) or (iii) must be
self-closing, or automatic closing in accordance with (c) & (d).
(c) The automatic closing operation required by (b) must be
initiated by the activation of a smoke detector, or any other
detector deemed suitable in accordance with AS1670.1 if
smoke detectors are unsuitable in the atmosphere, installed
in accordance with AS1670.1 and located on each side of the
fire wall not more than 1.5m horizontal distance from the
opening.
(d) Where any other required suitable fire alarm system,
including a sprinkler system (other than a FPAA101D)
complying with Specification E1.5, is installed in the building,
activation of the system in either fire compartment separated
by the fire wall must also initiate the automatic closing
operation.
C3.6
Sliding Fire Doors

X

Not Applicable

C3.7
Protection of Doorways
in horizontal exits

X

Not Applicable

C3.8
Openings in fire isolated
exits

X

Not Applicable

C3.9

X

Not Applicable
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Service Penetrations in
fire-isolated exits
C3.10
Openings in Fire isolated
lift shafts

X

Not Applicable

C3.11
Bounding Construction

X

Not Applicable

C3.12
Openings in floors and
ceilings for services

X

Where services pass through a floor which is required to achieve a
FRL or a ceiling required to have a RISF, the service must be
enclosed within a fire resisting shaft or fire protected in accordance
with Clause C3.15.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

C3.13
Openings in Shafts
C3.15
Openings for
Installations

Not Applicable.

X
X

Service

Where services pass through an element which is required to
achieve a FRL (other than an external wall or roof), the service must
be fire stopped by a tested system or Specification C3.15.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

C3.16
Construction Joints

X

Construction joints, spaces and the like in and between building
elements required to be fire-resisting with respect to integrity and
insulation must be protected in a manner identical with a prototype
tested in accordance with AS 1530.4 to achieve the required FRL.
The requirements above do not apply where joints, spaces and the
like between fire protected timber elements are provided with cavity
barriers in accordance with Specification C1.13.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

C3.17
Columns protected in
lightweight construction
to achieve an FRL

X

Any column protected by lightweight construction to achieve an FRL
which passes through a building element that is required to have an
FRL or a resistance to the incipient spread of fire, must be installed
using a method and materials identical with a prototype assembly of
construction which has achieved the required FRL or resistance to
the incipient spread of fire.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

SECTION D
ACCESS & EGRESS
Part D1 - Provision for Escape
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The DTS provisions of this Part do not apply to the internal parts of
a sole occupancy unit in a Class 2 or 3 building or Class 4 part of a
building.

X

(d) Class 9 buildings — In addition to any horizontal exit, not
less than 2 exits must be provided from the following:

X

(v) Each storey in a primary or secondary school with a rise
in storeys of 2 or more.
(vi) Any storey or mezzanine that accommodates more than
50 persons, calculated under D1.13.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D1.3
When Fire Isolated exits
are required
D1.4
Exit Travel Distances

Not Applicable

X

(c) Class 9 buildings —

X

(i)

no point on a floor must be more than 20 m from an exit,
or a point from which travel in different directions to 2
exits is available, in which case the maximum distance
to one of those exits must not exceed 40 m; and

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
D1.5
Distance
Between
Alternative Exits

X

Exits that are required as alternative means of egress must be—
(a) distributed as uniformly as practicable within or around the
storey served and in positions where unobstructed access to
at least 2 exits is readily available from all points on the floor
including lift lobby areas; and
(b) not less than 9 m apart; and
(c) not more than—
(iii) — 60 m apart; and
(d) located so that alternative paths of travel do not converge
such that they become less than 6 m apart.

D1.6
Dimensions of Exits and
paths of Travel to Exits

X

In a required exit or path of travel to an exit—
(a) the unobstructed height throughout must be not less than 2
m, except the unobstructed height of any doorway may be
reduced to not less than 1980 mm; and
(b) the unobstructed width of each exit or path of travel to an exit,
except for doorways, must be not less than—
(i)

1 m; or

(ii)

1.8 m in a passageway, corridor or ramp normally used
for the transportation of patients in beds within a
treatment area or ward area; and

(c) if the storey or mezzanine accommodates more than 100
persons but not more than 200 persons, the aggregate
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unobstructed width, except for doorways, must be not less
than—
(i)

1 m plus 250 mm for each 25 persons (or part) in excess
of 100; or

(ii)

1.8 m in a passageway, corridor or ramp normally used
for the transportation of patients in beds within a
treatment area or ward area; and

(d) if the storey or mezzanine accommodates more than 200
persons, the aggregate unobstructed width, except for
doorways, must be increased to—
(i)

2 m plus 500 mm for every 60 persons (or part) in excess
of 200 persons if egress involves a change in floor level
by a stairway or ramp with a gradient steeper than 1 in
12; or

(ii)

in any other case, 2 m plus 500 mm for every 75 persons
(or part) in excess of 200; and

((f) the unobstructed width of a doorway must be not less than—
(iii) the unobstructed width of each exit provided to comply
with (b), (c), or (d), minus 250 mm; or
(v) in any other case except where it opens to a sanitary
compartment or bathroom — 750 mm wide; and
(g) the unobstructed width of a required exit must not diminish in
the direction of travel to a road or open space, except where
the width is increased in accordance with (b)(ii) or (f)(i); and
(h) the required width of a stairway or ramp must—

(i)

(i)

be measured clear of all obstructions such as handrails,
projecting parts of balustrades or other barriers and the
like; and

(ii)

extend without interruption, except for ceiling cornices,
to a height not less than 2 m vertically above a line along
the nosings of the treads or the floor surface of the ramp
or landing.

to determine the aggregate unobstructed width, the number
of persons accommodated must be calculated according to
D1.13; and

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D1.7
Travel via Fire Isolated
Stairs

X

Not Applicable

D1.8
External Stairways or
ramps in lieu of Fire
Isolated Stairs

X

Not Applicable

D1.9

X

(a) A non-fire-isolated stairway or non-fire-isolated ramp serving
as a required exit must provide a continuous means of travel
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by its own flights and landings from every storey served to the
level at which egress to a road or open space is provided.
(c) In a Class 9 building, the distance from any point on a floor to
a point of egress to a road or open space by way of a required
non-fire-isolated stairway or non-fire-isolated ramp must not
exceed 80 m.
(e) In a Class 9b building, a required non-fire-isolated stairway or
non-fire-isolated ramp must discharge at a point not more
than—
(i)

20 m from a doorway providing egress to a road or open
space or from a fire isolated passageway leading to a
road or open space; or

(ii)

40 m from one of 2 such doorways or passageways if
travel to each of them from the non-fire-isolated stairway
or non-fire-isolated ramp is in opposite or approximately
opposite directions.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
D1.10
Discharge from Exits

X

(a) An exit must not be blocked at the point of discharge and
where necessary, suitable barriers must be provided to
prevent vehicles from blocking the exit, or access to it.
(b) If a required exit leads to an open space, the path of travel to
the road must have an unobstructed width throughout of not
less than—
(i)

the minimum width of the required exit;

(ii)

or 1 m,

whichever is the greater.
(c) If an exit discharges to open space that is at a different level
than the public road to which it is connected, the path of travel
to the road must be by—
(i)

a ramp or other incline having a gradient not steeper than
1:8 at any part, or not steeper than 1:14 if required by the
Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions of Part D3; or

(ii)

except if the exit is from a Class 9a building, a stairway
complying with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions of the
BCA.

(d) The discharge point of alternative exits must be located as far
apart as practical.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D1.11
Horizontal Exits

X

Not Applicable
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An escalator, moving walkway or non-required non-fire-isolated
stairway or pedestrian ramp—

X

(a) must not be used between storeys in—
(i)

a patient care area in a Class 9a health-care building; or

(ii)

a resident use area in a Class 9c aged care building; and

(b) may connect any number of storeys if it is—
(i)

in an open spectator stand or indoor sports stadium;

(ii)

or in a carpark or an atrium;

(iii) or outside a building; or
(iv) in a Class 5 or 6 building that is sprinklered throughout,
where the escalator, walkway, stairway or ramp
complies with Specification D1.12; and
(c) except where permitted in (b) must not connect more than—
(i)

3 storeys if each of those storeys is provided with a
sprinkler protection system (other than a FPAA101D
system) complying with Specification E1.5 throughout; or

(ii)

2 storeys,

provided that in each case, those storeys must be
consecutive, and one of those storeys is situated at a level at
which there is direct egress to a road or open space; and
(d) except where permitted in (b) or (c), must not connect, directly
or indirectly, more than 2 storeys at any level in a Class 5, 6,
7, 8 or 9 building and those storeys must be consecutive.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D1.13
Number of
Persons
Accommodated
Note NSW Table D1.13
Area
per
person
according to use

X

For the purpose of the Deemed-to-Satisfy provisions, the number of
persons accommodated in a storey, room or mezzanine must be
determined with consideration to the purpose for which it is used and
the layout of the floor area by—
(a) calculating the sum of the numbers obtained by dividing the
floor area of each part of the storey by the number of square
metres per person listed in Table D1.13 according to the use
of that part, excluding spaces set aside for—
(i)

lifts, stairways, ramps and escalators,
hallways, lobbies and the like; and

corridors,

(ii)

service ducts and the like, sanitary compartments or
other ancillary uses; or

(b) reference to the seating capacity in an assembly building or
room; or
(c) any other suitable means of assessing its capacity.
Refer NSW Table D1.13 to calculate area per person according to use.

Comment:
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Student, teacher and staff occupancy numbers have been
provided by the client and are as follows:
Level 2:
▪ Classrooms – 1 staff and 25 students per classroom (4
classrooms)
▪ Offices – 1 staff per office
▪ IT Server Room – 2 staff
Level 3:
▪ Classrooms – 1 staff and 25 students per classroom (6
classrooms)
▪ Office – 1 staff
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D1.14
Measurement
Distances

X
of

The nearest part of an exit means in the case of—
(a) a fire-isolated stairway, fire-isolated passageway, or fireisolated ramp, the nearest part of the doorway providing
access to them; and
(b) a non-fire-isolated stairway, the nearest part of the nearest
riser; and
(c) a non-fire-isolated ramp, the nearest part of the junction of the
floor of the ramp and the floor of the storey; and
(d) a doorway opening to a road or open space, the nearest part
of the doorway; and
(e) a horizontal exit, the nearest part of the doorway.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

D1.15
Method of Measurement

X

The following rules apply:
(a) In the case of a room that is not a sole occupancy unit in a
Class 2 or 3 building or Class 4 part of a building, the distance
includes the straight-line measurement from any point of the
floor of the room to the nearest part of the doorway leading
from it, together with the distance from the part of the doorway
to the single required exit or point from which travel in different
directions to 2 required exits is available.
(c) Subject to (d), the distance between exits is measured in a
straight line between the nearest parts of those exits.
(d) Only the shortest distance is taken along a corridor, hallway,
external balcony or other path of travel that curves or changes
direction.
(e) If more than one corridor, hallway, or other internal path of
travel connects required exits, for the purposes of D1.5(c) the
measurement is along the path of travel through the point at
which travel in different directions to those exits is available,
as determined in accordance with D1.4.
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(f)

If a wall (including a demountable internal wall) that does not
bound –
(i)

A room; or

(ii)

A corridor, hallway or the like, causes a change in
direction in proceeding to a required exit, the distance is
measured along the path of travel past the wall.

(iii) If permanent fixed seating is provided, the distance is
measured along the path of travel between the rows of
seats.
(iv) In the case of a non-fire isolated stairway or non-fire
isolated ramp, the distance is measured along a line
connecting the nosings of the treads, along the slope of
the ramp, together with the distance connecting those
lines across any intermediate landing.
D1.16
Plant Rooms and lift
Motor
Rooms:
Concession

X

Not Applicable

D1.17
Access to lift pits

X

Not Applicable

D2.1
Application of Part

X

Except for D2.13, D2.14 (a), D2.16, D2.17(d), D2.17(e) and D2.18,
the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions of this Part do not apply to the
internal parts of the Class 2 sole-occupancy units.

D2.2
Fire-Isolated
and ramps

X

Not Applicable

Part D2 - Construction of Exits

stairways

D2.3
Non-fire
Isolated
stairways and ramps

X

In a building having a rise in storeys of more than 2, required stairs
and ramps (including any landings and any supporting building
elements) which are not required to be within a fire resisting shaft,
must be constructed according to D2.2, or only of (a) reinforced or prestressed concrete; or
(b) steel in no part less than 6 mm thick; or
(c) timber that—
(i)

has a finished thickness of not less than 44 mm; and

(ii)

has an average density of not less than 800 kg/m3 at a
moisture content of 12%; and

(iii) has not been joined by means of glue unless it has been
laminated and glued with resorcinol formaldehyde or
resorcinol phenol formaldehyde glue”.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.4

X

Not Applicable
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Separation of Rising and
Descending Stairs
D2.5
Open Access ramps and
balconies

X

Not Applicable

D2.6
Smoke Lobbies

X

Not Applicable

D2.7
Installations in Exits and
Paths of Travel

X

(a) Access to service shafts and services other than to firefighting or detection equipment as permitted in the Deemedto-Satisfy Provisions of Section E, must not be provided from
a fire-isolated stairway.
(b) An opening to any chute or duct intended to convey hot
products of combustion from a boiler, incinerator, fireplace or
the like must not be located in any part of a required exit or
any corridor, hallway, lobby or the like leading to a required
exit.
(c) Gas or other fuel services must not be installed in a required
exit
(d) Services or equipment comprising –
(i)

Electricity meters, distribution boards or cuts; or

(ii)

Central telecommunications distribution boards or
equipment; or

(iii) Electrical motors or other motors service equipment in
the building,
May be installed in –
A required exit, except for fire-isolated exits specified
in (a); or
In any corridor, hallway, lobby or the like leading to a
required exit,
If the services or equipment are enclosed by non-combustible
construction or a fire-protective covering with doorways or
openings suitably sealed against smoke spreading from the
enclosure
(e) Electrical wiring may be installed in a fire-isolated exit if the
wiring is associated with;
(i)

A lighting, detection, or pressurization system serving
the exit; or

(ii)

A security, surveillance or management system serving
the exit; or

(iii) An intercommunication system or an audible or visual
alarm system in accordance with D2.22; or
(iv) The monitoring of hydrant or sprinkler isolating valves.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans / specification
D2.8

X

(b) Non fire-isolated stairways and ramps — The space below a
required non fire-isolated stairway (including an external
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stairway) or non fire-isolated ramp must not be enclosed to
form a cupboard or other enclosed space
unless—
(i)

the enclosing walls and ceilings have an FRL of not less
than 60/60/60; and

(ii)

any access doorway to the enclosed space is fitted with
a self-closing –/60/30 fire door.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.9
Width of Stairs

A required stairway or ramp that exceeds 2 m in width is counted as
having a width of only 2 m unless it is divided by a handrail,
balustrade or other barrier continuous between landings and each
division has a width of not more than 2 m.

X

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.10
Pedestrian Ramps

X

Not Applicable

D2.11
Fire-Isolated
Passageways

X

Not Applicable

D2.12
Roof as Open Space

X

Not Applicable

D2.13
Goings & Risers

X

(a) A stairway must have—
(i)

not more than 18 and not less than 2 risers in each flight;
and

(ii)

going (G), riser (R) and quantity (2R + G) in accordance
with Table D2.13, except as permitted by (b) and (c); and

(iii) constant goings and risers throughout each flight, except
as permitted by (b) and (c), and the dimensions of goings
(G) and risers (R) in accordance with (a)(ii) are
considered constant if the variation between—
(A) adjacent risers, or between adjacent goings, is no
greater than 5 mm; and
(B) the largest and smallest riser within a flight, or the
largest and smallest going within a flight, does not
exceed 10 mm; and
(iv) risers which do not have any openings that would allow
a 125 mm sphere to pass through between the treads;
and
(v) treads which have—
(A) a surface with a slip-resistance classification not
less than that listed in Table D2.14 when tested in
accordance with AS 4586; or
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(B) a nosing strip with a slip-resistance classification
not less than that listed in Table D2.14 when tested
in accordance with AS 4586; and
(vi) treads of solid construction (not mesh or other perforated
material) if the stairway is more than 10 m high or
connects more than 3 storeys; and
(vii) in a Class 9b building, not more than 36 risers in
consecutive flights without a change in direction of at
least 30°; and
(viii) in the case of a required stairway, no winders in lieu of a
landing.
(b) In the case of a non-required stairway—
(i)

the stairway must have—
(A) not more than 3 winders in lieu of a quarter landing;
and
(B) not more than 6 winders in lieu of a half landing; and

(ii)

the going of all straight treads must be constant
throughout the same flight and the dimensions of goings
(G) is considered constant if the variation between—
(A) adjacent goings, is no greater than 5 mm; and
(B) the largest and smallest going within a flight, does
not exceed 10 mm; and

(iii) the going of all winders in lieu of a quarter or half landing
may vary from the going of the straight treads within the
same flight provided that the going of all such winders is
constant.
(c) Where a stairway discharges to a sloping public walkway or
public road—
(i)

the riser (R) may be reduced to account for the slope of
the walkway or road; and

(ii)

the quantity (2R+G) may vary at that location.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.14
Landings

X

In a stairway
(a) Landings having a maximum gradient of 1:50 may be used in
any building to limit the number of risers in each flight and
each landing must –
(i)

Be not less than 750 mm long, and where this involves a
change in direction, the length is measured 500 mm from
the inside edge of the landing; and

(ii)

Have –
(A) A surface with a slip-resistance classification not
less than that listed in Table D2.14 when tested in
accordance with AS4586; or
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(B) A strip at the edge of the landing with a slipresistance classification not less than that listed in
Table D2.14 when tested in accordance with
AS4586, where the edge leads to a flight below; and
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.15
Thresholds

X

The threshold of a doorway must not incorporate a step or ramp at
any point closer to the doorway than the width of the door leaf
unless—
(c) in a building required to be accessible by Part D3, the
doorway—
(i)

opens to a road or open space; and

(ii)

is provided with a threshold ramp or step ramp in
accordance with AS 1428.1; or

(e) in other cases—
(i)

the doorway opens to a road or open space, external
stair landing or external balcony; and

(ii)

the door sill is not more than 190 mm above the finished
surface of the ground, balcony, or the like, to which the
doorway opens.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.16
Balustrades and other
Barriers
Note NSW D2.16

X

(a) A continuous barrier must be provided along the side of—
(i)

a roof to which general access is provided; and

(ii)

a stairway or ramp; and

(iii) a floor, corridor, hallway, balcony, deck, verandah,
mezzanine, access bridge or the like; and
(iv) any delineated path of access to a building, if the
trafficable surface is 1 m or more above the surface
beneath.
(b) The requirements of (a) do not apply to—
(i)

the perimeter of a stage, rigging loft, loading dock or the
like; or

(ii)

areas referred to in D2.18; or

(iii) a retaining wall unless the retaining wall forms part of, or
is directly associated with a delineated path of access to
a building from the road, or a delineated path of access
between buildings; or
(iv) a barrier provided to an openable window covered by
D2.24.
(c) A barrier required by (a) must be constructed in accordance
with NSW Table D2.16a 1.
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Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.17
Handrails

X

(a) Except for handrails referred to in D2.18, handrails must be—
(i)

located along at least one side of the ramp or flight; and

(iii) located along each side if the total width of the stairway
or ramp is 2 m or more; and
(iii) in a Class 9b building used as a primary school—
(A) have one handrail fixed at a height of not less than
865 mm; and
(B) have a second handrail fixed at a height between
665 mm and 750 mm, measured above the nosings
of stair treads and the floor surface of the ramp,
landing or the like; and
(iv) in any other case, fixed at a height of not less than 865
mm measured above the nosings of stair treads and the
floor surface of the ramp, landing, or the like; and
(v) continuous between stair flight landings and have no
obstruction on or above them that will tend to break a
hand-hold; and
(vi) in a required exit serving an area required to be
accessible, designed and constructed to comply with
clause 12 of AS 1428.1, except that clause 12(d) does
not apply to a handrail required by (a)(iii)(B).
(c) Handrails required to assist people with a disability must be
provided in accordance with D3.3.
Comment:
As the building is a primary school it is required to have a
second handrail fixed at a height between 665 mm and 750 mm,
measured above the nosings of stair treads and the floor
surface of the landing.
Confirmation is to be provided that double handrails are
provided to the stairs as per Clause D2.17.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
D2.18
Fixed
Platforms,
walkways and ladders

X

A fixed platform, walkway, stairway, ladder and any going and riser,
landing, handrail or barrier attached thereto may comply with
AS1657 in lieu of D2.13, D2.14 D2.16 and D2.17 if it only serves:
(a) Machinery rooms, boiler houses, lift machine rooms, plantrooms and the like; or
(b) Non-habitable rooms, such as attics, storerooms and the like
that are not used on a frequent or daily basis in the internal
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parts of a sole occupancy unit in a Class 2 building or Class
4 part of the building.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
D2.19
Doorways & Doors
D2.20
Swinging Doors

Not Applicable.

X

X

A swinging door in a required exit or forming part of a required exit
–
(a) Must not encroach –
(i)

At any part of its swing by more than 500mm of the
require width (including any landings) of a required –
(A) Stairway; or
(B) Ramp; or
(C) Passageway,
If it is likely to impede the path of travel of the people
already using the exit; and

(ii)

When fully open, by more than 100 mm on the required
width of the required exit, and

The measurement of encroachment in each case is to include
door handles or other furniture or attachments to the door;
and
(b) Must swing in the direction of egress unless
(i)

It serves a building part with a floor area not more than
200m2, it is the only required exit from the building part
and it is fitted with a device for holding it in the open
position; or

(ii)

It serves a sanitary compartment or airlock (in which
case it may swing in either direction; and

(c) Must not otherwise impede the path or direction of egress.
Comment:
The existing door providing exit from the building via the IT
Office 113 does not swing in the direction of egress, as such a
hold open device is to be fitted to the door to satisfy Clause
D2.20(b)(i), as the room is under 200m2. This is an existing
rooms and no works are proposed to be undertaken within the
room.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
D2.21
Operation of Latch

X

(a) A door in a required exit, forming part of a required exit or in
the path of travel to a required exit must be readily openable
without a key from the side that faces a person seeking
egress by –
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(i)

A single hand downward action or pushing action on a
single device which is located between 900mm and 1.1
m from the floor and if serving an area required to be
accessible by Part D3 –
(A) be such that the hand of a person who cannot grip
will not slip from the handle during the operation of
the latch; and
(B) have a clearance between the handle and the back
plate or door face at the center grip section of the
handle of not less than 35mm and not more than
45mm; or

(ii)

a single hand pushing action on a single device which is
located between 900mm and 1.2m from the door; and

(iii) where the latch operation device referred to in (ii) is not
located on the door leaf itself –
(A) manual controls to power operated doors must be
at least 25mm wide, proud of the surrounding
surface and located –
(aa) not less than 500mm from an internal corner;
and
(bb) for a hinged door, between 1m and 2m from
the door leaf in any position; and
(cc) for a sliding door, within 2m of the doorway and
clear of a surface mounted door in the open
position.
(B) Braille and tactile signage complying with Clause 3
and 6 of Specification D3.6 must identify the latch
operation device.
(b) The requirements of (a) do not apply to a door that –
(i)

Serves a vault, strong-room, sanitary compartment, or
the like; or

(ii)

Serves only, or is within –
(D) A space which is otherwise inaccessible to persons
at all times when the door is locked; or

(iii) Serves –
(A) Australian Government Security Zones 4 or 5; or
(B) The secure parts of banks, detention centre, mental
health facility, early childhood centre or the like; and
it can be immediately unlocked –
(C) By operating a fail-safe control switch, not
contained within the protective enclosure, to
actuate a device to unlock the door; or
(D) By hand by a person or persons, specifically
nominated by the owner, properly instructed as to
the duties and responsibilities involved and
available at all times when the building is lawfully
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occupied so that persons in the building or part may
immediately escape if there is a fire; or
(iv) Is fitted with a fail-safe device which automatically
unlocks the door upon the activation of any sprinkler
system (other than a FPAA101D system) complying with
Specification E1.5, or smoke , or any other detector
system deemed suitable in accordance with AS1670.1
installed throughout the building, and is readily operable
when unlocked; or
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.22
Re-entry
from
isolated exits
D2.23
Signs on Doors

Not Applicable

X
Fire
X

(a) A sign, to alert persons that the operation of certain doors
must not be impaired, must be installed where it can readily
be seen on, or adjacent to—
(i)

a required—
(A) fire door providing direct access to a fire-isolated
exit
(B) smoke door,
on the side of the door that faces a person seeking
egress and, if the door is fitted with a device for holding
it in the open position, on either the wall adjacent to the
doorway or both sides of the door; and

(ii)

a—
(A) fire door forming part of a horizontal exit; and
(B) smoke door that swings in both directions; and
(C) door leading from a fire isolated exit to a road or
open space, on each side of the door.

(b) A sign referred to in (a) must be in capital letters not less than
20 mm high in a colour contrasting with the background and
state—
(i)

for an automatic door held open by an automatic holdopen device—

“FIRE SAFETY DOOR—DO NOT OBSTRUCT”; or
(ii)

for a self-closing door—

“FIRE SAFETY DOOR
DO NOT OBSTRUCT
DO NOT KEEP OPEN”; or
(iii) for a door discharging from a fire-isolated exit—
“FIRE SAFETY DOOR—DO NOT OBSTRUCT”.
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Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
D2.24
Protection of openable
windows

X

Not Applicable

D2.25
Timber
concession

X

Not Applicable

stairways

Part D3 - Access for People with Disabilities
Refer to AED’s Access Report.
SECTION E
SERVICES & EQUIPMENT
Part E1 - Fire Fighting Equipment
E1.3
Fire Hydrants

X

(a) A hydrant system must be provided to serve a building –
(i)

Having a total floor area greater than 500m²; and

(ii)

Where a fire brigade station is –
(A) No more than 50 km from the building as measured
along roads; and
(B) Equipped with equipment capable of utilising a fire
hydrant.

(b) The fire hydrant system(i)

Must be installed in accordance with AS2419.1, except
–
(B) Where a sprinkler system is installed throughout a
building in accordance with AS 2118.1, AS 2118.4,
AS 2118.6, FPAA101H or FPAA101D the fire
hydrant booster protection requirements of Clause
7.3(c)(ii) and 7.3(d)(iii) of AS 2419.1 do not apply,
and
(C) A fire hydrant booster assembly may be located
between 3.5m and 10m of the building, and need
not comply with Clause 7.3(d)(iii) of AS 2419.1
where the assembly is protected by an adjacent fire
rated freestanding wall that –
(aa) achieves an FRL of not less than 90/90/90; and
(bb) extends not less than 1m each side of the
outermost fire hydrant booster risers within the
assembly and is not less than 3m wide; and
(cc) extends to a height of not less than 2m above
finished ground level; and

(ii)

Where internal fire hydrants are provided, they must
serve only the storey on which they are located

Non-compliances:
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The total building area exceeds 500m², therefore a hydrant
system must be provided on site as per AS2419.1-2005.
The following non-compliances have been identified:
•

The hydrant booster is located in an area that is not
visible from the main entry point to the site and it not
adjacent to the main vehicular entryway.

•

The external fire hydrant pump enclosure serving the
Oval and Gillespie buildings is located up to 30m away
from the hardstand location in lieu of 20m permitted.

•

Two of the external hydrants serving the Oval and
Gillespie Buildings are located against the external
walls of the buildings in a position that is less than 10m
from the building.

•

Two of the external hydrants serving the Oval and
Gillespie building are 99m and 81m away from the
hardstand location in lieu of 50m permitted.

THE COMPLIANCE DEPARTURES RELATED TO THE FIRE
HYDRANT SYSTEM WILL BE ADDRESSED BY A
PERFORMANCE SOLUTION
Hydraulic Services Design Certification and associated plans
must be incorporated into the compliance certificate
specification.
E1.4
Fire Hose Reels

Not Applicable.

X

(a) E1.4 does not apply to –
(iv) Classrooms and associated corridors in a primary or a
secondary school.

E1.5
Sprinklers
E1.6

Not Applicable

X
X

(a) Portable fire extinguishers must be –
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(i)

Provided as listed in Table E1.6

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

E1.8
Fire Control Centre

X

Not Applicable

E1.9
Fire Precautions during
construction

X

Not Applicable

E1.10
Provision
Hazards

X

Not Applicable

for

Special

Part E2
Smoke Hazard Management
E2.2
General Requirements
(inclusive of Table E2.2a
/ Table E2.2b & NSW
amendments)

X

General smoke hazard management requirements
(a) A building must comply with (b), (c), (d) and—
(i)

Table E2.2a as applicable to Class 2 to 9 buildings such
that each separate part complies with the relevant
provisions for the classification; and

(ii)

Table E2.2b as applicable to Class 6 and 9b buildings
such that each separate part complies with the relevant
provisions for the classification.

(b) An air-handling system which does not form part of a smoke
hazard management system in accordance with Table E2.2a
or Table E2.2b and which recycles air from one fire
compartment to another fire compartment or operates in a
manner that may unduly contribute to the spread of smoke
from one fire compartment to another fire compartment
must—
(i)

be designed and installed to operate as a smoke control
system in accordance with AS 1668.1; or

(ii)
(A) incorporate smoke dampers where the air-handling
ducts penetrate any elements separating the fire
compartments served; and
(B) be arranged such that the air-handling system is
shut down and the smoke dampers are activated to
close automatically by smoke detectors complying
with clause 7.5 of AS 1670.1; and
for the purposes of this provision, each sole-occupancy
unit in a Class 2 or 3 building is treated as a separate fire
compartment.
(c) Miscellaneous air-handling systems covered by Sections 5
and 6 of AS 1668.1 serving more than one fire compartment
(other than a carpark ventilation system) and not forming part
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of a smoke hazard management system must comply with
that Section of the Standard.
(d) A smoke detection system must be installed in accordance
with Clause 6 of Specification E2.2a to operate AS 1668.1
systems that are provided for zone pressurisation and
automatic air pressurisation for fire-isolated exits.
NSW Table E2.2b
Class 9b
Automatic Shutdown:
A building or part of a building used as an assembly building must
be provided with automatic shutdown of any air-handling system
(other than non-ducted individual room units with a capacity not
more than 1000L/s and miscellaneous exhaust air systems installed
in accordance with Section 5 & 6 of AS 1668.1) which does not form
part of the smoke hazard management system, on the activation of
–
(i)

Smoke detectors installed complying with Clause 6 of
Specification E2.2a; and

(ii)

Any other installed fire detection and alarm system,
including a sprinkler system (other than a FPAA101D or
FPAA101H system) complying with Specification E1.5

Any areas in the building that are not used as School Classrooms,
where the floor area of a fire compartment is more than 2000m²,
then the fire compartment must be provided with –
(i)

An automatic smoke exhaust system complying with
Specification E2.2b; or

(ii)

Roof mounted automatic smoke-and-heat vents
complying with Specification E2.2c, in a single storey
building or the top storey of a multi storey building;

(iii)

If the floor area of the fire-compartment is not more than
5000m² and the building has a rise in storeys of not
more than 2 –
(A) An automatic smoke detection and alarm system
complying with Specification E2.2a; or
(B) A sprinkler systems (other than FPAA101D or
FPAA101H system) complying with Specification
E1.5.

Comment:
The building must be provided with automatic shutdown of any
air-handling system which does not form part of the smoke
hazard management system, on the activation of smoke
detectors installed complying with Clause 6 of Specification
E2.2a and any other installed fire detection and alarm system.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
E2.3

X

Not Application.
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X

An electric passenger lift installation and an electrohydraulic
passenger lift installation must comply with Specification E3.1

Special

Part E3 - Lift Installations
E3.1
Lift installations

Note: the building is required to be provided with a lift to
service the first-floor portion of the building under D3.3 of the
BCA (see separate AED Access Report).
E3.2
Stretcher Facility in Lifts

Not Applicable.

X

E3.3
Warning Against the use
of lifts in Fire

X

A warning sign must—
(a) be displayed where it can be readily seen—
(i)

near every call button for a passenger lift or group of lifts
throughout a building; except

(ii)

a small lift such as a dumb-waiter or the like that is for
the transport of goods only; and

(b) comply with the details and dimensions of Figure E3.3 and
consist of—
(i)

incised, inlaid or embossed letters on a metal, wood,
plastic or similar plate securely and permanently
attached to the wall; or

(ii)

letters incised or inlaid directly into the surface of the
material forming the wall.

“DO NOT USE LIFTS IF THERE IS A FIRE”
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.
E3.4
Emergency Lifts

Not Applicable.

X

E3.5
Landings

X

Access and egress to and from lift-well landings must comply with
the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions of Section D.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

E3.6
Facilities for People with
Disabilities

X

Refer to AED’s Access Report.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification.

E3.7
Fire Service Controls

X

Not Applicable.

E3.8
Residential
Buildings

X

Not Applicable.

Care
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X

Not Applicable.

X

Not Applicable.

recall

E3.10
Lift car fire service drive
control switch

Part E4 - Visibility in an Emergency, Exit signs and Warning Systems
E4.2
Emergency
Requirements

X
Lighting

An emergency lighting system must be installed—
(b) in every storey of a Class 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 building where the
storey has a floor area more than 300 m2—
(i)

in every passageway, corridor, hallway, or the like, that
is part of the path of travel to an exit; and

(ii)

in any room having a floor area more than 100 m2 that
does not open to a corridor or space that has emergency
lighting or to a road or open space; and

(iii) in any room having a floor area more than 300 m2; and
(d) in every required non-fire-isolated stairway; and
(f)

in every room or space to which there is public access in
every storey in a Class 6 or 9b building if—
(i)

the floor area in that storey is more than 300 m2; or

(ii)

any point on the floor of that storey is more than 20 m
from the nearest doorway leading directly to a stairway,
ramp, passageway, road or open space; or

(iii) egress from that storey involves a vertical rise within the
building of more than 1.5 m, or any vertical rise if the
storey concerned does not admit sufficient light; or
(iv) the storey provides a path of travel from any other storey
required by (i), (ii) or (iii) to have emergency lighting; and

Electrical Design Certification must be incorporated into the
compliance certificate specification
E4.3
Measurement
Distance

Distances, other than vertical rise, must be measured along the
shortest path of travel whether by straight lines, curves or a
combination of both.

X

The emergency lighting system must comply with AS/NZS 2293.12018

of

E4.4
Design and Operation of
Emergency Lighting
E4.5
Exit Signs

X

X

An exit sign must be clearly visible to persons approaching the exit,
and must be installed on, above or adjacent to each—
(a) door providing direct egress from a storey to—
(i)

an enclosed stairway, passageway or ramp serving as a
required exit; and
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COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

(ii)

an external stairway, passageway or ramp serving as a
required exit; and

(iii) an external access balcony leading to a required exit;
and
(b) door from an enclosed stairway, passageway or ramp at
every level of discharge to a road or open space; and
(c) horizontal exit; and
(d) door serving as, or forming part of, a required exit in a storey
required to be provided with emergency lighting in
accordance with E4.2.
Electrical design plans and certification must be incorporated
into the compliance certificate specification
E4.6
Direction Signs
(inclusive of NSW E4.6)

X

If an exit is not readily apparent to persons occupying or visiting the
building, then exit signs must be installed—
(a) in appropriate positions in corridors, hallways, lobbies, foyers,
auditoria, and the like, indicating the direction to a required
exit;
Electrical Design Certification must be incorporated into the
compliance certificate specification and directional exit sign
locations must be illustrated on the architectural floor plans

E4.7
Class 2 & 3 Buildings &
Class 4 Parts: Exemption

Not Applicable.

X

E4.8
Design & Operation of
Exit Signs

X

Exit signs must comply with:
(a) AS/NZS 2293.1-2018; or
(b) For a photoluminescent exit sign, Specification E4.8.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

E4.9
Emergency Warning &
Intercom Systems

X

Not Applicable.

X

Performance Requirements FP1.4, for the prevention of the
penetration of water through external wall, must be complied.

SECTION F
HEALTH & AMENITY
Part F1 - Damp & Weatherproofing
F1.0
Deemed-to-Satisfy
Provisions

There are no Deemed-to Satisfy Provisions for this Performance
Solution in respect to external walls.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

F1.1
Stormwater Drainage

X

Not Applicable.
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F1.4
External above ground
membranes

F1.5
Roof coverings

Compliance
Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

X

Any external above ground membranes must be waterproofed as
per AS 4654 Parts 1 and 2-2012.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
Not Applicable.

X

F1.6
Sarking

COMMENTS

X

Sarking-type materials used for weatherproofing must comply with
AS/NZS 4200.1 and AS 4200.2.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

F1.7
Waterproofing
area

Not Applicable.

X
of

wet

F1.9
Damp-proofing

X

Where a damp-proof course is required, it must consist of a material
that complies with AS/NZS 2904-1995; or impervious sheet material
in accordance with AS 3660.1-2000
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

F1.10
Damp-proofing of floors
on the ground

X

If a floor of a room is laid on the ground or on fill, moisture from the
ground must be prevented from reaching the upper surface of the
floor and adjacent walls by the insertion of a vapour barrier in
accordance with AS 2870-2011 (N/A to areas that do not require
weatherproofing – refer specific clause exemptions).
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

F1.11
Provision
Wastes

of

X

Not Applicable.

X

Information relevant to the ventilation of sub-floor spaces located
between a suspended floor of a building and the ground.

Floor

F1.12
Sub Floor Ventilation

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
F1.13
Glazed Assemblies

X

Information relevant to the provision of glazed assemblies within
external walls in accordance with AS 2047-2014.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

Part F2 - Sanitary & Other Facilities
F2.1

X

Not Applicable.
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Facilities in residential
buildings
F2.2
Calculation of number of
occupants and fixtures

X

❖ The number of persons accommodated must be calculated
according to D1.13 if it cannot be more accurately determined by
other means.
❖ Unless the premises are used predominantly by one sex,
sanitary facilities must be provided on the basis of equal
numbers of males and females.
❖ In calculating the number of sanitary facilities to be provided
under F2.1 and F2.3, a unisex facility required for people with a
disability may be counted once for each sex.
❖ For the purposes of this Part, a unisex facility comprises one
closet pan, one washbasin and means for the disposal of
sanitary towels.

F2.3
Facilities for Class 3 to 9
Buildings

X

(a) Except where permitted by (b), (c), F2.4(a) and F2.4(b),
separate sanitary facilities for males and females must
be provided for Class 9 buildings in accordance with
Table F2.3.
(b) If not more than 10 people are employed, a unisex facility
may be provided instead of separate facilities for each
sex.
(c) If the majority of employees are of one sex, not more
than 2 employees of the other sex may share toilet
facilities if the facilities are separated by means of walls,
partitions and doors to afford privacy.
(e) Adequate means of disposal of sanitary towels must be
provided in sanitary facilities for use by females.
(i) Not less than one washbasin must be provided where
jjjjjjjjjjcloset pans or urinals are provided.
Comment:
Based on the advice received from the client the sanitary
facilities provided to the adjacent buildings are sufficient to
accommodate the occupant numbers calculated under Clause
D1.13.

F2.4
Facilities for People with
Disabilities

X

Not Applicable. Refer to AED’s Access Report.

F2.5
Construction of Sanitary
Compartments

X

Not Applicable. No works have been proposed to the Sanitary
Facilities.

F2.6
Interpretation:
Urinals
and washbasins

X

Not Applicable. No works have been proposed to the Sanitary
Facilities.

F2.7
Microbial Control
Note NSW F2.7 (Clause
Deleted)

X

N/A Clause Deleted in NSW.
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Required

NA or
Informational

DOES NOT
COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
PROVISION

COMMENTS

F2.8
Waste Management

X

Not Applicable.

F2.9
Accessible adult change
facilities

X

Not Applicable.

Part F3
Room Sizes
F3.1
Height of Rooms and
other spaces

X

The ceiling height must be not less than—
(d) in a Class 9b building—
(i)

a school classroom or other assembly building or part
that accommodates not more than 100 persons — 2.4
m; and

(iii) a corridor—
(A) that serves an assembly building or part that
accommodates not more than 100 persons — 2.4
m; or
(B) that serves an assembly building or part that
accommodates more than 100 persons — 2.7 m;
and
(iv) the number of persons accommodated must be
calculated according to D1.13; and
(f)

In any building—
(i)

a bathroom, shower room, sanitary compartment,
airlock, tea preparation room, pantry, store room,
garage, car parking area, or the like — 2.1 m; and

(ii)

a commercial kitchen & required accessible change
room facility — 2.4 m; and

(iii) above a stairway, ramp, landing or the like — 2 m
measured vertically above the nosing line of stairway
treads or the floor surface of the ramp, landing or the like.
Part F4 - Light & Ventilation
F4.1
Provision of natural light

X

Natural lighting must be provided to:
❖

Class 9b buildings – to all general-purpose classrooms in
primary and secondary schools and all playrooms or the like
for the use of children in an early childhood centre.

Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
F4.2
Methods and extent of
natural lighting

X

(a) Required natural lighting must be provided by—
(i)

windows, excluding roof lights, that—
(A) have an aggregate light transmitting area measured
exclusive of framing members, glazing bars or other
obstructions of not less than 10% of the floor area
of the room; and
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(B) are open to the sky or face a court or other space
open to the sky or an open verandah, carport or the
like; or
(ii)

roof lights, that—
(A) have an aggregate light transmitting area measured
exclusive of framing members, glazing bars or other
obstructions of not less than 3% of the floor area of
the room; and
(B) are open to the sky; or

(iii) a proportional combination of windows and roof lights
required by (i) and (ii).
(b) Except in a Class 9c aged care building, in a Class 2, 3 or 9
building or Class 4 part of a building a required window that
faces a boundary of an adjoining allotment or a wall of the
same building or another building on the allotment must not
be less than a horizontal distance from that boundary or wall
that is the greater of—
(i)

generally — 1 m; and

(ii)

in a patient care area or other room used for sleeping
purposes in a Class 9a building — 3 m; and

(iii) 50% of the square root of the exterior height of the wall
in which the window is located, measured in metres from
its sill.
F4.3
Natural light borrowed
from adjoining room

Not Applicable.

X

F4.4
Artificial lighting

X

Information relevant to the provision of artificial lighting in
accordance with AS/NZS 1680.0-2009 to specific building areas.
Electrical Design Certification must be incorporated into the
compliance certificate specification

F4.5
Ventilation of Rooms

X

All rooms to be provided with Clause F4.6 compliant natural
ventilation OR a mechanical ventilation or air-conditioning system
complying with AS 1668.2-2012.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification

F4.6
Natural Ventilation

X

(a) Natural ventilation provided in accordance with F4.5(a) must
consist of permanent openings, windows, doors or other
devices which can be opened—
(i)

with ventilating area not less than 5% of the floor area of
the room required to be ventilated; and

(ii)

open to—
(A) a suitably sized court, or space open to the sky; or
(B) an open verandah, carport, or the like; or
(C) an adjoining room in accordance with F4.7.
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(b) The requirements of (a)(i) do not apply to a Class 8 electricity
network substation.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
F4.7
Ventilation
borrowed
from adjoining room

X

Natural ventilation to a room may come through a window, opening,
ventilating door or other device from an adjoining room (including an
enclosed verandah) if both rooms are within the same soleoccupancy unit or the enclosed verandah is common property,
and—
(b) in a Class 5, 6, 7, 8 (except a Class 8 electricity network
substation) or 9 building—
(i)

the window, opening, door or other device has a
ventilating area of not less than 10% of the floor area of
the room to be ventilated, measured not more than 3.6
m above the floor; and

(ii)

the adjoining room has a window, opening, door or other
device with a ventilating area of not less than 10% of the
combined floor areas of both rooms; and

(c) the ventilating areas specified in (b) may be reduced as
appropriate if direct natural ventilation is provided from
another source.
Details demonstrating compliance with this clause must be
incorporated into the compliance certificate plans /
specification
F4.8
Restriction of position of
water closets and urinals

X

Not Applicable.

F4.9
Airlocks

X

Not Applicable.

F4.11
Carparks

X

Not Applicable.

F4.12
Kitchen local exhaust

X

Not Applicable.
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5.0

CONCLUSION

This report provides a Building Code of Australia 2019 Amendment 1 (BCA) assessment of the proposed Gillespie
Building alterations and refurbishment, located at Knox Grammar preparatory school at 1-13 Billyard Avenue,
Wahroonga.
The primary purpose of this report was to identify the non-compliance matters contained in the proposed design
philosophy against the current Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) Provisions of the BCA and to provide compliance
recommendations to overcome the DTS non-compliances.
This report provided a BCA assessment table in Section 3.0 that summarises the identified non-compliance matters
and offers specific recommendations that are also outlined in the Executive Summary.
Further, if compliance with the deemed-to-satisfy provisions is not achievable or desirable, Alternative Solutions could
be further developed and verified by an appropriately qualified BCA Consultant or Fire Safety Engineer.

Prepared by:

Reviewed by:

Dariya Vovnenko

Adam Whitehouse

Building Surveyor/Fire Safety Officer
Bachelor of Construction Project Management and
Property (UNSW)
Accredited Practitioner – Fire Safety Assessment
(FPASF054573A)

Senior Associate
Building Surveyor – Unrestricted
BDC3257
Diploma Health and Building Surveying
Grad Dip Build Surv (UWS)

For AED

for AE&D
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6.0
6.1

ATTACHMENT A - INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE
Fire Safety Measures

The fire safety measures within the building must be maintained to ensure correct operation at all times the building is
occupied. All firefighting equipment should be tagged when tested/inspected and log books kept up-to-date for all
smoke detection, warning systems and sprinkler systems (where installed).
An annual fire safety certificate must be submitted to the local consent authority and the NSW Fire Brigade each year
indicating satisfactory performance of the fire safety measures contained within the building. The annual fire safety
statement should be displayed in a prominent place within the building (i.e. the main entry foyer)
The correct operation and maintenance of the buildings fire safety measures is critical in affording an adequate level
of fire safety.
6.2

Good Housekeeping

The ongoing management of the building should ensure good housekeeping procedures. The following matters should
be considered by building management:
❖

Ensure exits and paths of travel to exits remain unobstructed (in particular stairways)

❖

Avoid storage of materials in unoccupied areas

❖

Limit storage of flammable/combustible materials to designated and approved areas

❖

Prevent chocking open fire/smoke doors

❖

Prevent storage of materials that could hinder access to firefighting equipment
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8.0

ATTACHMENT B -Type B Fire-Resisting Construction

4.1 Fire-resistance of building elements
In a building required to be of Type B construction—
each building element listed in Table 4, and any beam or column incorporated in it, must have an FRL not
less than that listed in the Table for the particular Class of building concerned; and
*****
if a stair shaft supports any floor or a structural part of it—
the floor or part must have an FRL of 60/–/– or more; or
the junction of the stair shaft must be constructed so that the floor or part will be free to sag or fall in a
fire without causing structural damage to the shaft; and
any internal wall which is required to have an FRL with respect to integrity and insulation, except a wall that
bounds a sole-occupancy unit in the topmost (or only) storey and there is only one unit in that storey, must
extend to—
the underside of the floor next above if that floor has an FRL of at least 30/30/30; or
the underside of a ceiling having a resistance to the incipient spread of fire to the space above itself of
not less than 60 minutes; or
the underside of the roof covering if it is non-combustible and, except for roof battens with dimensions
of 75 mm x 50 mm or less or sarking-type material, must not be crossed by timber or other combustible
building elements; or
450 mm above the roof covering if it is combustible; and
a loadbearing internal wall and a loadbearing fire wall (including those that are part of a loadbearing shaft)
must be constructed from—
concrete; or
masonry; or
fire-protected timber, provided that—
the building is—
(aa) a separate building; or
(bb) a part of a building—
(AA) which only occupies part of a storey, and is separated from the remaining part by a fire
wall; or
(BB) which is located above or below a part not containing fire-protected timber and the floor
between the adjoining parts is provided with an FRL not less than that prescribed for a
fire wall for the lower storey; and
the building has an effective height of not more than 25 m; and
the building has a sprinkler system (other than a FPAA101D or FPAA101H system) throughout
complying with Specification E1.5; and
any insulation installed in the cavity of the timber building element required to have an FRL is noncombustible; and
cavity barriers are provided in accordance with Specification C1.13; or
any combination of (i) to (iii); and
*****
in a Class 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 building, in the storey immediately below the roof, internal columns and internal
walls other than fire walls and shaft walls, need not comply with Table 4; and
*****
in a Class 2 or 3 building, except where within the one sole-occupancy units, or a Class 9a health-care
building or a Class 9b building, a floor separating storeys or above a space for the accommodation of motor
vehicles or used for storage or any other ancillary purpose, must—
be constructed so that it is at least of the standard achieved by a floor/ceiling system incorporating a
ceiling which has a resistance to the incipient spread of fire to the space above itself of not less than 60
minutes; or
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have an FRL of at least 30/30/30; or
have a fire-protective covering on the underside of the floor, including beams incorporated in it, if the
floor is combustible or of metal; and
in a Class 9c building a floor above a space for the accommodation of motor vehicles or used for storage or
any other ancillary purpose, and any column supporting the floor must—
be constructed so that it is at least of the standard achieved by a floor/ceiling system incorporating a
ceiling which has a resistance to the incipient spread of fire to the space above itself of not less than 60
minutes; or
have an FRL of at least 30/30/30; or
have a fire-protective covering on the underside of the floor, including beams incorporated in it, if the
floor is combustible or of metal.
Table 4 Type B construction: FRL of building elements

Building element

Class of building—FRL: (in minutes)
Structural adequacy/Integrity/Insulation
2, 3 or 4 part

5, 7a or 9

6

7b or 8

EXTERNAL WALL (including any column and other building element incorporated within it) or other external
building element, where the distance from any fire-source feature to which it is exposed is—
For loadbearing parts—
less than 1.5 m

90/ 90/ 90

120/120/120

180/180/180

240/240/240

1.5 to less than 3 m

90/ 60/ 30

120/ 90/ 60

180/120/ 90

240/180/120

3 to less than 9 m

90/ 30/ 30

120/ 30/ 30

180/ 90/ 60

240/ 90/ 60

9 to less than 18 m

90/ 30/–

120/ 30/–

180/ 60/–

240/ 60/–

18 m or more

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

less than 1.5 m

–/ 90/ 90

–/120/120

–/180/180

–/240/240

1.5 to less than 3 m

–/ 60/ 30

–/ 90/ 60

–/120/ 90

–/180/120

3 m or more

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

For non-loadbearing parts—

EXTERNAL COLUMN not incorporated in an external wall, where the distance from any fire-source feature to
which it is exposed is—
For loadbearing columns—
less than 18 m

90/–/–

120/–/–

180/–/–

240/–/–

18 m or more

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

For non-loadbearing columns—

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

COMMON WALLS and FIRE WALLS—

90/ 90 / 90

120/120/120

180/180/180

240/240/240

90/ 90/ 90

120/120/120

180/120/120

240/120/120

–/ 90/ 90

–/120/120

–/120/120

–/120/120

180/–/–

240/–/–

For non-loadbearing columns—

INTERNAL WALLS—
Fire-resisting lift and stair shafts—
Loadbearing
Fire-resisting stair shafts—
Non-loadbearing

Bounding public corridors, public lobbies and the like—
Loadbearing

60/ 60/ 60

120/–/–
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–/ 60/ 60

Non-loadbearing

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

Between or bounding sole-occupancy units—
Loadbearing

60/ 60/ 60

120/–/–

180/–/–

240/–/–

Non-loadbearing

–/ 60/ 60

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

120/–/–

180/–/–

240/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

–/–/–

OTHER LOADBEARING
WALLS and COLUMNS—

INTERNAL 60/–/–
–/–/–

ROOFS
4.2 Carparks

Notwithstanding Clause 4.1, a carpark may comply with Table 4.2 if it is an open-deck carpark or is protected
with a sprinkler system (other than a FPAA101D or FPAA101H system) complying with Specification E1.5
and is—
a separate building; or
a part of a building, and if occupying only part of a storey, is separated from the remaining part by a
fire wall.
For the purposes of this Clause, a carpark—
includes—
an administration area associated with the functioning of the carpark; and
There the carpark is sprinklered, is associated with a Class 2 or 3 building and provides carparking
for separate sole-occupancy units, each carparking area with an area not greater than 10% of its
floor area for purposes ancillary to the sole-occupancy units; but
excludes—
except for (b)(i), any area of another classification, or other part of a Class 7 building not used for
carparking; and
a building or part of a building specifically intended for the parking of trucks, buses, vans and the
like.
Table 4.2 Requirements for carparks

Note to Table 4.2: ESA/M means the ratio of exposed surface area to mass per unit length.
4.3 Class 2 and 3 buildings: Concession
A Class 2 or 3 building having a rise in storeys of not more than 2 need not comply with Clause 4.1(e) of
Specification C1.1 and the requirements of C1.9(a) and (b) for non-combustible materials if it is constructed
using—
timber framing throughout; or
non-combustible material throughout; or
a combination of (i) and (ii), provided—
*****
any insulation installed in the cavity of a wall required to have an FRL is non-combustible; and
the building is fitted with an automatic smoke alarm system complying with Specification E2.2a.
A Class 2 or 3 building having a rise in storeys of not more than 2 may have the top storey constructed in
accordance with (a) provided—
the lowest storey is used solely for the purpose of parking motor vehicles or for some other ancillary
purpose; and
the lowest storey is constructed of concrete or masonry including the floor between it and the Class 2
or 3 part of the building above; and
the lowest storey and the storey above are separated by construction having an FRL of not less than
90/90/90 with no openings or penetrations that would reduce the fire-resisting performance of that
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construction except that a doorway in that construction may be protected by a –/60/30 self-closing fire
door.
In a Class 2 or 3 building complying with (a) or (b) and fitted with a sprinkler system (other than a FPAA101D
or FPAA101H system) complying with Specification E1.5, any FRL criterion prescribed in Table 4—
for any loadbearing wall, may be reduced to 60, except any FRL criterion of 90 for an external wall
must be maintained when tested from the outside; and
for any non-loadbearing internal wall, need not apply, if—
it is lined on both sides with 13 mm standard grade plasterboard or similar non-combustible
material; and
it extends—
(aa) to the underside of the floor next above if that floor has an FRL of at least 30/30/30 or is lined
on the underside with a fire-protective covering; or
(bb) to the underside of a ceiling with a resistance to the incipient spread of fire of 60 minutes; or
(cc) to the underside of a non-combustible roof covering; and
any insulation installed in the cavity of the wall is non-combustible; and
any construction joints, spaces and the like between the top of the wall and the floor, ceiling or roof
is smoke sealed with intumescent putty or other suitable material.
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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

This report provides an accessibility design assessment for Development Application Phase documentation of the
proposed Gillespie Hall Alterations and Refurbishment located at Knox Grammar preparatory school at 1-13 Billyard
Avenue, Wahroonga.
The purpose of this report is to identify the compliance status of the design with the following:
•

Relevant accessibility related Deemed-to-Satisfy (DtS) requirements of the Building Code of Australia
(BCA) 2019 Amendment 1, as are contained within Part D3 and Clause E3.6 and F2.4 of the Code.

A detailed “Technical Review and Commentary” is provided at Part 2.0 and Part 3.0 of this Report, which includes all
appropriate technical assessment results and commentary and concludes that, whilst some compliance departures do
exist in the current design, such can be remedied in all instances to achieve compliance with the BCA.
1.1

Recommendations

The following is a list of Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions that should be addressed either by design amendments,
additional information OR by way of an Alternative Solution:
BCA Clause

Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision to be addressed

D3.1 - General building
access requirements

Non-compliance:
The first floor of the building is not accessible. The Disability (Access to Premises –
Building) Standards 2010 require a continuous accessible path of travel to the new
works on the first floor.
Recommendations:
A lift is to be installed to allow access to the first floor from the ground floor as per Part
E3.

D3.2 Buildings

Access

to

The Disability (Access to Premises – Building) Standards 2010 Assessment:
The Guideline on the application of the Premises Standards Version 2 dated February
2013 states the following:
“Where new work on an existing building triggers the “affected part” upgrade a
continuous accessible path of travel is only required from the principal
pedestrian entrance to the area of the new work. This does not extend to the
allotment boundary”
Non-compliance:
The single leaf of the double doors at the main pedestrian entry into Gillespie Hall and
Wing Building is 690mm in lieu of 850mm.
Recommendation:
The door is to be provided with 850mm clear opening for a single leaf.
Comment:
The Gillespie building portion only has one main entryway, all other entries are through
adjacent Ewan House building portion connected via a tunnel walkway from the
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BCA Clause

Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision to be addressed
Gillespie Hall. The Principal pedestrian entrance of the Gillespie portion of the building
is not accessible, as it incorporates a three step stairway.
Confirmation is required of the location of the accessible entry to the building.
Note: At least 50% of the pedestrian entrances throughout the building, including the
pedestrian entrance are required to be accessible. Additionally, as building is more than
500m², a pedestrian entrance which is not accessible must not be located more than
50m from an accessible pedestrian entrance.

D3.3 – Parts of the
building to be accessible

Non-compliance:
The stairways throughout the development are not provided with accessible features in
accordance with AS1428.1.
Recommendation:
The stairways throughout the development are to be provided with accessible features
as outlined above including TGSI’s, compliant handrails, and minimum clearances as
depicted.
Non-compliance:
The building is not provided with a lift enabling access to all areas of the building.
Recommendation:
Design development is required to provide lift access between levels with an accessible
compliant lift installation.

D3.5
carparking

Accessible

Comment:
A school building requires 1 accessible carparking for every 100 carparking spaces or
part thereof provided.
Recommendation:
Confirmation is to be provided that sufficient accessible parking has been provided for
the building in accordance with AS2890.6-2009
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BCA Clause

F2.4
Accessible
sanitary facilities

Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision to be addressed

Non-compliance:
No accessible sanitary compartments or associated ambulant facilities have been
nominated on the plans.
Recommendation:
Accessible unisex sanitary facilities and ambulant facilities must be provided on every
storey containing sanitary compartments and where the storey has more than 1 bank
of sanitary compartments containing male and female sanitary compartments, at not
less than 50% of those banks.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION

This report provides an accessibility design assessment for Development Application Phase documentation of the
proposed Gillespie Hall Alterations and Refurbishment located at 1-13 Billyard Avenue, Wahroonga.
The purpose of this report is to identify the compliance status of the design with the following:
•

Relevant accessibility related Deemed-to-Satisfy (DtS) requirements of the Building Code of Australia
(BCA) 2019 Amendment 1, as are contained within Part D3 and Clause E3.6 and F2.4 of the Code.

2.1 Basis of Report
This assessment is based upon:
1. Architectural plans prepared by Drew Dickson Architects as follows:
Drawing No.
Location & Site Plan

Revision
A-001

Dated
05

Drawing Title
26.03.2021

Level 2 Demolition Plan

A-022

08

06.05.2020

Level 3 Demolition Plan

A-023

08

06.05.2020

Level 2 New Work Plan

A-102

09

24.04.2020

Level 3 First Floor Plan New Work

A-103

09

26.03.2021

Level 2 Reflected Ceiling Plan

A-1102

05

09.04.2021

Level 3 Reflected Ceiling Plan

A-1103

09

07.05.2020

Level 2 Demolition
Ceiling Plan

Reflected

A-1122

01

17.02.2020

Level 3 Demolition
Ceiling Plan

Reflected

A-1123

01

16.10.2018

Level 3 First Floor Plan, Part West
Elevation Gillespie Hall – New
Windows

A-202

06

07.05.2020

2. The Building Code of Australia (BCA) 2019 Amendment 1 prepared by the Australian Building Codes Board.
3. The Guide to the BCA 2019 Amendment 1, prepared by the Australian Building Codes Board.
4. The Disability (Access to Premises – Building) Standards 2010.
5. Australian Standards AS1428.1-2009 - Design for Access and Mobility – Part 1: General requirements for
access - New building work.
6. Australian Standards AS1428.4.1-2009 - Design for Access and Mobility – Part 4.1: Means to assist the
orientation of people with vision impairment – Tactile ground surface indicators.
2.2 Limitations of the Report
This report does not assess / include the following:
•

Review of Construction Certificate (CC) documentation. This review covers early design concepts and additional
detailed design assessments are required for CC phase.

•

Any parts of the BCA not directly referenced in this report.

•

Review of the fitouts associated with the retail / commercial spaces.

•

Standards not directly referenced in this report.
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•

Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA focuses on results and does not offer prescriptive compliance options).

•

Work Health & Safety considerations.

•

Work Cover Authority requirements.

•

Local planning policies and/or guidelines, other than those identified.

•

This report is not a Part 4A compliance certificate under the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 or
Regulation 2000.

•

No furniture has been indicated on the plans as such, the person/s responsible for furnishing the building (parts)
should ensure their furnishing layout/s do not cause AS1428.1 circulation deficiencies.

•

Does not provide concessions, alternative solutions, or exemptions from the requirements of the BCA, other than
any directly identified in the Executive Summary of this report.

2.3 BCA Assessment Data
Our understanding of the Building Code of Australia 2019 Amendment 1 classification(s) in relation to the subject
building is as follows (to be confirmed by the BCA Consultant):
BCA Building Classification

Class 9b

Assembly Building – Primary School

A3.3 Multiple Classification
Where parts have different purposes if not more than 10% of the floor area of a storey, being the minor use, is used
for a purpose which is a different classification, the classification applying to the major use may apply to the whole
storey.
A1.7 Language
A reference to a building in the BCA is a reference to an entire building or part of a building, as the case requires.
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3.0

BCA-TECHNICAL REVIEW ASSESSMENT AND COMMENTARY

The following table details the compliance status of the architectural design in terms of the prescriptive accessibility
provisions of BCA 2019 Amendment 1, as are contained within Part D3 and Clauses E3.6 and F2.4 of the code.
The table identifies compliance assessment outcomes into one of four (4) categories, as follows:

Complies

BCA design compliance is achieved

Does Not Comply

A BCA compliance departure requires rectification.
provided.

N/A or Informational

Either not applicable or not directly relevant to the project. Detail provided for
information purposes only. No action required.

Design Detail

A detailed commentary is provided within the report. Such instances should not
be considered deficiencies, but matters for consideration by the design
team/assessment authority at relevant stages of design.

Resolution options are

BCA Interpretation Note(s):
(i)

No furniture has been identified on the drawing. The person/s responsible for furnishing the building (parts) should
ensure their furnishing layout/s do not cause AS1428.1 circulation deficiencies.

DESIGN DETAIL

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

SECTION D
ACCESS & EGRESS
PART D3 - ACCESS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
D3.1 - General building access
requirements
Buildings and parts of buildings
must be accessible as required
by Table D3.1, as follows:

X

Access is required to and throughout the building in accordance
with AS1428.1-2009, to the following extent –
▪ To and within all areas used by the occupants including
classrooms, corridors, office rooms, lobbies and the like
Slip-resistant floor surface/s

Class 9b
Access must be provided to and
within all areas normally used
by the occupants.

BCA 2019 Amendment 1 does not directly specify slip-resistance
classification(s) for all accessible paths of travel; however, we
highlight the need under AS1428.1-2009 for all accessible paths
of travel to have a slip-resistant surface. We recommend you
should seek surface finish advice from an independent specialist
slip safety consultant.
Non-compliance:
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DESIGN DETAIL

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

The first floor of the building is not accessible. The Disability
(Access to Premises – Building) Standards 2010 require a
continuous accessible path of travel to the new works on the first
floor.
Recommendations:
A lift is to be installed to allow access to the first floor from the
ground floor as per Part E3.
Spatial allowance in the current design indicates that compliance
with AS1428.1-2009 is readily achievable.
The following summary of AS1428.1-2009 requirements for
accessways is provided to assist the project team.

Summary of AS1428.1-2009 Requirements for accessways
Continuous accessible path of travel –
All paths of travel shall achieve unobstructed heights and widths in accordance with cl. 6 of AS 1428.1 – see diagram
below for detail.

Doorways / Doors –
(i)
All doorways shall have a minimum luminance contrast of 30% between –
▪ door leaf and door jamb;
▪ door leaf and adjacent wall;
▪ architrave and wall;
▪ door leaf and architrave;
▪ door jamb and adjacent wall.
(ii)
The minimum width of the area of luminance contrast shall be 50mm,
(iii)
Door hardware should be generally located between 900-1100mm from the floor and be of lever type with a
clearance between the handle and the door face at the centre of the handle being not less than 35mm and
not more than 45mm in accordance with AS1428.1-2009,
(iv) Doors shall have a clear opening width of 850mm.
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(x)
(xi)

(xii)

DESIGN DETAIL

(ix)

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

DOES NOT COMPLY

(v)

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

Door handles and related hardware shall be of the type that allows the door to be unlocked and opened with
one hand. The handle shall be such that the hand of a person who cannot grip will not slip from the handle
during the operation of the latch.
‘D’ type handles shall be provided on sliding doors.
Any snibs shall have a lever handle of a minimum length of 45 mm from the centre of the spindle.
For doors (other than fire doors and smoke doors) where a door closer is fitted, the force required at the door
handle to operate the door shall not exceed the 20N,
Where an outward opening door is not self-closing, a horizontal handrail or pull bar shall be fixed on the
closing face of a side-hung door,
The location of controls for doors and gates above a level surface shall be provided as per Clause 13.5.3.
Manual controls for power-operated doors shall be located no closer than 500 mm from an internal corner
and between 1000 mm to 2000 mm from the hinged door leaf in any position or clear of a surface-mounted
sliding door in the open position.
Push-button controls shall have a minimum dimension of 25 mm diameter and be proud of the surface and
shall activate the door before the button becomes level with the surrounding surface.

Floor or ground surfaces on continuous accessible paths of travel and circulation spaces –
(i)
A continuous accessible path of travel and any circulation spaces shall have a slip-resistant surface. The
texture of the surface shall be traversable by people who use a wheelchair and those with ambulant or
sensory disability.
(ii)
Abutment of surfaces shall have a smooth transition. Design transition shall be 0mm, however, construction
tolerances are as follows –
▪ 0 ±3mm vertical change in level – see Figure 1
▪ 0 ±5mm change in level provided the edges have a beveled or rounded edge to reduce the likelihood of
tripping – see Figure 2
▪ Various tolerances for raked joint pavers – see Figure/s 3a - level surfaces, 3b - irregular surfaces & 3c domed surfaces.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3a – For continuous paving units – level surfaces

Figure 3b – For continuous paving units – irregular surfaces
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DESIGN DETAIL

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

Figure 3c – For continuous paving units – domed surfaces
(iii)

(iv)

Where carpets or any soft flexible materials are used on the ground or floor surface –
▪ The pile height or pile thickness, shall not exceed 11mm and the carpet backing thickness shall not exceed
4mm,
▪ Exposed edges of floor covering shall be fastened to the floor surface and shall have a trim along the
entire length of any exposed edge,
▪ At the leading edges, carpet trims and any soft flexible materials shall have a vertical face no higher than
3mm or a rounded beveled edge no higher than 5mm or above that height a gradient of 1:8 up to a total
maximum height of 10mm.
Matting recessed within an accessible path of travel –
▪ Where of metal and bristle type construction or similar, its surface shall be no more than 3mm if vertical
or 5mm if rounded or beveled, above or below the surrounding surface; and
▪ Where of a mat or carpet type material, shall have the fully compressed surface level with or above the
surrounding surface with a level difference no greater than 3mm if vertical or 5mm if rounded or beveled.

Switches and Controls –
(i)
All new switches and controls, other than power points, shall be located not less than 900mm nor more than
1100mm above the finished floor and not less than 500mm from internal corners.
(ii) Rocker action and toggle switches shall be provided an accordance with Clause 14.2 in accessible residential
sole-occupancy units.
D3.2 - Access to Buildings

X

Main entry point are indicated as accessible, as required.

An accessway must be
provided to a building required
to be accessible:

The Disability (Access to Premises – Building) Standards 2010
Assessment:

▪

The Guideline on the application of the Premises Standards
Version 2 dated February 2013 states the following:

From the main points of
pedestrian entry at the
allotment boundary; and
▪ From another accessible
building connected by a
pedestrian link; and
▪ From
any
required
accessible
carparking
space on the allotment.
An accessway must be
provided through the principal
pedestrian entrance, and:
▪

▪

through not less than 50%
of all pedestrian entrances
including
the
principal
pedestrian entrance; and
in a building with a floor
area more than 500m², a

“Where new work on an existing building triggers the
“affected part” upgrade a continuous accessible path of
travel is only required from the principal pedestrian
entrance to the area of the new work. This does not
extend to the allotment boundary”
Non-compliance:
The single leaf of the double doors at the main pedestrian entry
into Gillespie Hall and Wing Building is 690mm in lieu of 850mm.
Recommendation:
The door is to be provided with 850mm clear opening for a single
leaf.
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DESIGN DETAIL

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

pedestrian entrance which
is not accessible must not
be located more than 50m
from
an
accessible
pedestrian entrance.
Doorway on an accessway
having multiple leaves must
have a clear opening width of
not less than 850mm for a
single leaf.

COMMENTS

Comment:
The Gillespie building portion only has one main entryway, all
other entries are through adjacent Ewan House building portion
connected via a tunnel walkway from the Gillespie Hall. The
Principal pedestrian entrance of the Gillespie portion of the
building is not accessible, as it incorporates a three step
stairway.
Confirmation is required of the location of the accessible entry to
the building.
At least 50% of the pedestrian entrances throughout the building,
including the pedestrian entrance are required to be accessible.
Additionally, as building is more than 500m², a pedestrian
entrance which is not accessible must not be located more than
50m from an accessible pedestrian entrance.

We refer to the AS1428.1-2009 summary at Clause D3.1 to
assist the design team with detailed design and/or construction.
D3.3 - Parts of buildings to be
accessible
In a building required to be
accessible:
▪

▪

every ramp & walkway
(except fire-isolated) must
comply with Clause 10 of
AS1428.1-2009;
every stairway (except fireisolated) must comply with
Clause 11 of AS1428.12009;

X

X

All stairs and ramps (other than required fire-isolated stairs and
ramps) are to be design detailed to comply with the relevant
requirements of Clause 10 and 11 of AS1428.1-2009.
Design development required for proposed stairs to ensure
appropriate features (handrails, projections, TGSIs) are provided
as required.
Design development required for proposed stairs and ramps to
ensure appropriate features (handrails, projections, TGSIs) are
provided as required. This includes the below:
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▪

DESIGN DETAIL

▪

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

▪

DOES NOT COMPLY

▪

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

All fire-isolated stairways
are required to comply with
Clause 11.1(f) and (g) of AS
1428.1-2009.
accessways must have
passing spaces complying
with AS1428.1 at max 20m
intervals where a direct line
of sight is not available; and
turning spaces complying
with AS1428.1 within 2m of
the end of accessways
where it is not possible to
continue travelling along
the accessway, and at max.
20m intervals along the
accessway.
the carpet pile height or pile
thickness
dimension,
carpet backing thickness
dimension
and
their
combined dimension shall
be 11mm, 4mm & 15mm
respectively.

Suitable passing and turning spaces are to be provided in the
building to comply with this clause and AS1428.1-2009.
Specifically, the following needs attention:
The following Clause 10 & Clause 11 summary of AS1428.12009 is provided to assist the project team.
Non-compliance:
The stairways throughout the development are not provided with
accessible features as outlined above.
Recommendation:
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NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

The stairways throughout the development are to be provided
with accessible features as outlined above including TGSI’s,
compliant handrails, and minimum clearances as depicted.
Non-compliance:
The building is not provided with a lift enabling access to all areas
of the building.
Recommendation:
Design development is required to provide lift access between
levels with an accessible compliant lift installation.
We note that a separate access consultant has been
engaged to prepare a performance solution for the required
lift access throughout the building.

Summary of AS1428.1-2009; Clause 10 & 11 Requirements (Ramps & Stairs)
Clause 10.2 – Walkways
Walkways shall comply with the following:
▪

▪

▪

The floor or ground surface abutting the sides of the walkway shall provide a firm and level surface of a different
material to that of the walkway at the same level of the walkway, follow the grade of the walkway and extend
horizontally for a minimum of 600 mm unless one of the following is provided:
- Kerb in accordance with Figure 18.
- Kerb rail and handrail in accordance with Figure 19.
- A wall not less than 450 mm in height.
Landings at top and bottom and at:
- 25m intervals or less for 1:33,
- 15m intervals or less for 1:20,
For walkways shallower than 1 in 33, no landings are required.

Clause 10.3 – Ramps
Ramps shall comply with the following:
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Max 1:14 gradient for ramps exceeding 1.9m,
Gradient constant throughout with max. 3% tolerance and max 1:14 gradient,
Landings at top and bottom and at:
- 9m intervals or less for 1:14,
- 15m intervals or less for 1:20,
Change in direction to have 90° angle of approach as per Figure 13,
Handrails on each side as per Clause 12,
Set back min. 900mm from boundary,
Intersections at internal corridors to be set back min. 0.4m,
Handrails to extend min. 300mm horizontally past transition point at top and bottom, except where inner handrail
is continuous at intermediate landings,
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▪

DOES NOT COMPLY

▪

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

Kerbs and kerb rails on both sides at min. height of 65mm, not be between 75mm and 150mm high and have no
gaps or slots greater than 20mm within the range of 75mm to 150mm,
Kerbs and kerb rails to be located so that ramp-side face is either flush or no greater than 100mm away from
handrail (Figure 19), min. 150mm high if handrails has vertical posts (Figure 19 a, b, c), and be min. 200mm
between 65mm-75mm kerb to support posts (Figure 19 d).

Clause 10.5 - Threshold ramps
▪
▪

Threshold ramps at doorways to have a max. rise of 35mm, max length of 280mm, max gradient of 1:8 and be
located within 20mm of the door leaf.
Edges of the threshold ramp shall be tapered or splayed at max 45 o if not abutting a wall.

Clause 10.6 - Step ramps
▪
▪
▪

Step ramps shall have max. rise of 190mm, max. length of 1.9m, max. gradient of 1:10.
Edges of the step ramp to have 45o splay where there is pedestrian traffic or otherwise be protected by suitable
barrier such as a min. 450mm wall or kerb / kerb rail with open balustrade.
Step ramps to have slip-resistant surfaces.

Clause 10.8 - Landings
Landings for walkways (up to 1:33) and ramps shall comply with one of the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

min. 1.2m if no change in direction as per Figure 25(A),
min. 1.5m where change in direction not exceeding 90 o internal corner to be truncated for min. 500mm in both
directions as per Figure 25(B),
180o turn, landing as per Figure 25(C).
Landings for step ramps shall be min. 1.2m in length as per Figure 22(A) and (B). Where a change in direction,
the length of the step ramp landing to be min. 1.5m as per Figure 22(A). At doorways, landings as per Clause
13.3 for circulation spaces at doorways shown in Figure 25(D).
Landings at kerb ramps shall be min. 1.2m in length, or 1.5m X 2.0m at ‘T’ junctions. Where a single change in
direction is required, landings to be min. 1.5m X 1.5m.

Clause 11.1 - Stair construction
Stairs to be constructed as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Set back min. 0.9m from boundary,
Where intersection is at an internal corridor, the stair to be set back as per Figure 26(A),
Have opaque risers,
Nosings shall not project beyond the face of the riser and the riser may be vertical of 25mm backwards splay,
Nosing profiles to have a sharp intersection, be rounded up to 5mm radius or be chamfered up to 5mm x 5mm,
50mm – 75mm strip to full length of nosing, set back a max. 15mm from the front of the nosing, with a 30% min.
luminance contrast. If not set back, luminance contrast to extend down the riser by max 10mm.
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NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

▪

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

TGSIs installed as per AS1428.4.1.

Clause 11.2 - Stairway handrails
Handrails to be continuous throughout the stair flight and around landings and have no obstructions 0.6m above,
and as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Design & construction as per Clause 12,
Installed both sides,
No vertical sections and shall follow angle of the stairway nosings,
Extend at bottom of stairs one stair tread depth and min. 300mm horizontally, (300mm extension not required if
handrail is continuous,
Dimensions of heights of handrails taken vertically from the nosing or landing to the top of the handrail.

Clause 12 - Handrails
Design and construction to comply with:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Handrails and balustrades shall not encroach into required circulation,
Circular or elliptical cross-section, not less than 30mm or more than 50mm for more than 270o. Elliptical handrails
to have greater horizontal dimensions,
Exposed edges or corners have min. radius of 5mm,
Top of handrail to be between 865mm and 1.0m above nosing or landing,
Height to be constant throughout,
If balustrade is required at a height greater than the handrail, both shall be provided,
Handrails to be securely fixed and rigid with ends turned through a total of 180o, or to the ground, or returned
fully to end post or wall face (Figures 26 C and D),
Min. 50mm clearance to adjacent wall or other obstruction, for a height of 600mm,
Handrails to have no obstructions to the passage of a hand along the rail,
Inside handrail at landings to always be continuous as per Figure 28(a).

D3.4 - Exemptions

X

Exemptions are to be reviewed on a case by case basis and
when detailed design is achieved.

An area where access would be
inappropriate because of the
particular purpose for which the
area is used, or would pose a
health or safety risk for people
with a disability; is not required
to be accessible.
D3.5 - Accessible carparking
Accessible carparking spaces
complying with AS2890.6-2009
must be provided in accordance
with Table D3.5 in a Class 9b
building
required
to
be
accessible and on the same

Although, we do highlight that the following parts of the building
have been offered access exemption:
▪
▪
X

X

Server Room 113A
IT Office 113

Comment:
A school building requires 1 accessible carparking for every 100
carparking spaces or part thereof provided.
Recommendation:
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DESIGN DETAIL

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

allotment as a building required
to be accessible.

D3.6 – Signage
Accessible buildings must have
signage
to
comply
with
AS1428.1-2009 and as follows
–
▪ braille and tactile signage
incorporating
the
international
symbol
of
access or deafness, must
identify each sanitary facility
and space with hearing
augmentation system; and

COMMENTS

Confirmation is to be provided that sufficient accessible parking
has been provided for the building in accordance with AS2890.62009.
X

Signage shall be installed in this project as necessary, but shall
include as a minimum:
▪

identify each door required by Clause E4.5 to be provided
with an exit sign and state “Exit” and “Level” followed by the
floor number, as includes braille and tactile signage;

▪

directional signage where a bank of sanitary facilities are not
provided with an accessible sanitary facility.

All signage is to be design detailed to comply with the relevant
requirements of Specification D3.6. In this regard, the following
Specification D3.6 summary is provided to assist the project
team.

▪ identify each door required by
Clause E4.5 to be provided
with an exit sign and state
“Exit” and “Level” followed
by the floor number;
▪ signage incorporating the
international
symbol
of
access or deafness, must be
provided within a room
containing
a
hearing
augmentation
system
identifying
the
hearing
augmentation type, area
covered and location of
receivers;
▪ signage in accordance with
AS1428.1 must be provided
for accessible unisex sanitary
facilities to identify left or right
handed use;
▪ signage
to
ambulant
accessible facility must be on
the door of the facility;
▪ directional signage where a
pedestrian entrance is not
accessible,
▪ directional signage where a
bank of sanitary facilities are
not
provided
with
an
accessible sanitary facility.

Summary of Specification D3.6; Braille and tactile signs
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DESIGN DETAIL

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

Part 2 – Location of braille and tactile signs
Signage must be designed and installed as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Braille and tactile components located not less than 1.2m or greater than 1.6m;
Single line signs to have tactile characters not less than 1.25m or greater than 1.35m;
Signs identifying room features or facilities located on wall on the latch side of the door with edge of sign 50mm
to 300mm from the architrave (or on the door itself if not possible to have adjacent).
Signs identifying a door required by E4.5 to be provided with an exit sign, must be located on the side that faces
a person seeking egress, and on the wall on the latch side of the door with the leading edge of the sign located
between 50mm and 300mm from the architrave (or on the door itself if not possible adjacent).

Part 3 – Braille and tactile sign specification
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Tactile characters to be raised or embossed to a height between 1mm and 1.5mm;
Sentence case must be used, with 15mm to 50mm high characters for capitals and 50% high for the lower case;
Tactile characters, symbols and the entire sign / frame to have rounded edges;
The entire sign including characters, background, negative space or fill of signs to be matt or low gloss finish;
Min. letter spacing to be 2mm;
Min. word spacing to be 10mm;
Thickness of letter strokes between 2mm and 7mm and of Arial typeface;
Tactile text to be left justified (excluding single words).

Part 4 – Luminance contrast
▪
▪
▪

Background, negative space and fill to be min. 30% luminance contrast to the mounted surface,
Tactile characters icons & symbols to be min 30% luminance contrast to the background or mount surface,
Luminance contrasts must be met under the lighting conditions of its surrounds.

Part 5 – Lighting
Braille and tactile signs must be illuminated to ensure luminance contrast requirements are met at all times during
which the sign is required to be read.

Part 6 – Braille
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Grade 1 braille (uncontracted) as per Australian Braille Authority,
Raised and domed, and left justified,
Located 8mm below bottom line of text,
Solid arrow, if arrow provided,
On signs with multiple lines, semicircular braille locator at the left margin must be horizontally aligned with the
first line of braille text.
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DESIGN DETAIL

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

D3.7 – Hearing augmentation

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

X

COMMENTS

Not applicable.

Hearing augmentation system
must be provided where an
inbuilt amplification system
(other
than
emergency
warning) is installed:
▪ In a room in a Class 9b
building; or
▪ Meeting room, conference
room, auditorium, or room for
judicatory purposes; or
▪ At any ticket office, tellers
booth, reception area or the
like, where the public is
screened from the service
provider.
D3.8 – Tactile ground surface
indicators (TGSI)

X

▪ any overhead obstruction less than 2m above floor level.

Accessible buildings must have
TGSI’s complying with Sections
1 & 2 of AS/NZS1428.4.1-2009
to warn blind or vision impaired
people
of
approaching
stairways (other than fireisolated), escalators, ramps
(other than fire-isolated, step or
kerb ramp), any overhead
obstruction less than 2m above
floor level and an accessway
meeting a vehicular way
adjacent to any pedestrian
entrance to a building.
D3.9 – Wheelchair seating
spaces in Class 9b assembly
buildings

TGSI’s are to be provided to –

▪ top and bottom of all stairways and ramps (except fireisolated stairways).
▪ where an accessway meets a vehicular way adjacent to any
pedestrian entrance to a building

X

Not applicable.

X

Not applicable.

Where fixed seating is provided
in a Class 9b assembly
building, wheelchair seating
spaces
complying
with
AS 1428.1 must be provided in
accordance with Table D3.9.
D3.10 - Swimming pools
Not less than one means of
accessible water entry/exit in
accordance with Specification
D3.10 for each swimming pool
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COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

COMMENTS

required by Table D3.1 to be
accessible.
X

D3.11 - Ramps

Not applicable.

On an accessway; a series of
connected ramps must not
have a combined vertical rise of
more than 3.6 m; and a landing
for a step ramp must not
overlap a landing for another
step ramp or ramp.
D3.12 - Glazing
accessway

on

an

X

Any such glazing on an accessway must be clearly marked in
accordance with AS 1428.1-2009.

Where there is no chair rail,
handrail
or
transom,
all
frameless or fully glazed doors,
sidelights, including any glazing
capable of being mistaken for a
doorway or opening, shall be
clearly marked for their full
width with a solid contrasting
line.
The contrasting line shall be not
less than 75mm wide and shall
extend across the full width the
glazing panel. The lower edge
of the contrasting line shall be
located between 900mm and
1000mm above the plane of the
finished floor level.
Any contrasting line on the
glazing shall provide a minimum
of 30% luminance contrast
when viewed against the floor
surface or surfaces within 2m of
the glazing on the opposite
side.
SECTION E
SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT
PART E3
LIFT INSTALLATIONS
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Every passenger lift must:
▪ be one of the types identified
in Table E3.6a, subject to the
limitations on use specified in
the Table; and
▪ have accessible features in
accordance with Table E3.6b;
and
▪ not rely on a constant
pressure device for its
operation if the lift car is fully
enclosed.

DESIGN DETAIL

X

E3.6 - Passenger lifts

NA OR INFORMATIONAL

DOES NOT COMPLY

COMPLIES

BCA DEEMED-TO-SATISFY PROVISION

X

COMMENTS

A passenger lift is to be included in the design to satisfy the
requirements of The Disability (Access to Premises – Building)
Standards 2010 Assessment and shall have the following
features –
(i)
Handrail complying with the mandatory handrail
provisions of AS1735.12,
(ii)
Lift floor dimensions not less than 1,400mm x 1,600mm
as the lifts vertical travel are greater than 12m,
(iii)
Minimum clear door opening complying with AS1735.12,
(iv) Passenger protection system complying with AS1735.12,
(v)
Lift landing doors at the upper landing,
(vi) Lift car and landing control buttons complying with
AS1735.12,
(vii) Lighting in accordance with AS1735.12,
(viii) Emergency hands-free communication, including a button
that alerts a call centre of a problem and a light to signal
that the call has been received.
The lifts shall be detail designed to ensure compliance with the
above and AS1428.1.
A design compliance certificate should be obtained from the lift
designer to confirm compliance with the relevant provisions of
the BCA and Australian Standards.
Consideration should be given to lift control buttons and the like
(no less than 500mm from an internal corner).

SECTION F
HEALTH AND AMENITY
PART F2
SANITARY AND OTHER FACILITIES
F2.4 facilities

Accessible

sanitary

In a building required to be
accessible:

X

Non-compliance:
No accessible sanitary compartments or ambulant facilities have
been nominated on the plans.
Recommendation:

▪ Accessible unisex sanitary
compartments
must
be
provided as per Table
F2.4(a),

Accessible unisex sanitary facilities and ambulant facilities must
be provided on every storey containing sanitary compartments
and where the storey has more than 1 bank of sanitary
compartments containing male and female sanitary
compartments, at not less than 50% of those banks.
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4.0

CONCLUSION

This report identifies the compliance status of the design with the relevant accessibility
Deemed-to-Satisfy (DtS) requirements of the Building Code of Australia (BCA) 2019 Amendment 1.

related

The outcome of the report highlights that the current design contains some non-compliances with the DtS provisions
of the BCA, however, such can be readily resolved by minor design changes or BCA Alternative Solution(s), as
nominated at Part 2.0 of this report.

Prepared by:

Dariya Vovnenko
Building Surveyor/Fire Safety Officer
Bachelor of Construction Project Management and
Property (UNSW)
Accredited Practitioner – Fire Safety Assessment
(FPASF054573A)

For AED

Reviewed by:

Adam Whitehouse
Senior Associate
Building Surveyor – Unrestricted
BDC3257
Diploma Health and Building Surveying
Grad Dip Build Surv (UWS)
for AE&D
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This report contains confidential information. It has been compiled by Waste Audit and
Consultancy Services (Aust) Pty Ltd for the Knox Grammar School (Gillespie and Oval
Buildings) development.
This Operational Waste Management Plan is not a substitute for legal advice on the
relevant environmental legislation, which applies to Knox Grammar School, contractors
or other bodies. Accordingly, Waste Audit and Consultancy Services (Aust) Pty Ltd will
not be liable for any loss or damage that may arise out of this project, other than loss or
damage caused as a direct result of Waste Audit and Consultancy Services (Aust) Pty
Ltd’s negligence.
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1. Introduction
This Operational and Construction Waste Management Plan has been prepared on behalf of Knox
Grammar School for the Gillespie and Oval Buildings development. The development works for both
buildings are, in summary, internal refurbishments.
This Plan has been developed with consideration of Ku-ring-gai Council’s Ku-ring-gai Development
Control Plan 2020 (specifically Parts 23.7 Waste Management and 23R.7/8/9), other Authority’s
requirements. Further guidance has been obtained from the NSW Environment Protection
Authority’s Better Practice Guide for Waste Management and Recycling in Commercial and Industrial
Facilities
These have been used to inform the design of the waste services by identifying the estimated waste
profile for the development and providing the total area required for the recommended
equipment/systems.
Waste audit and management strategies are recommended for new developments to provide
support for the building design and promote strong sustainability outcomes for the building. All
recommended waste management plans will comply with council codes and any statutory
requirements. The waste management plan has three key objectives:
i.

Ensure waste is managed to reduce the amount of waste and recyclables which are to
minimise the environmental impacts of the operations of the development – this will be
achieved by ensuring maximum diversion of waste from landfill; correct containerisation and
transport of materials; correct segregation of materials into appropriate management
streams; awareness among tenants of waste avoidance practices.

ii.

to minimise the impact of the management of waste within the development on local
residents – this will be achieved by ensuring waste is managed so as to avoid odour and litter
and collected during suitable times.

iii. to ensure waste is managed so as to reduce the amount landfilled and to minimise the
overall quantity generated – this will be achieved by implementing systems that assist
tenants to segregate appropriate materials that can be recycled; displaying signage in all
tenant areas to remind and encourage avoidance and recycling to staff; and through
associated signage in the commercial areas to reinforce these messages.
The Construction Waste Management Plan has been developed to ensure that all waste resulting
from construction activities are managed in an effective, safe and environmentally aware manner.
Specifically,


To minimise the generation of waste to landfill



To maximise waste material avoidance and reuse on site



To ensure that where practicable, an efficient recycling procedure is applied to waste
materials



To raise awareness among employees and subcontractors of their waste management
responsibilities
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Management strategies reflect current best-practice requirements, and relevant Sections of the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and the NSW Environment Protection Authority
Waste Classification Guidelines, Part 1: Classifying Waste, as well as consideration of industry best
practice for this type of development.
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2. Waste Generation
2.1 Waste Streams
Based on the development profile (as per Section 1), the following are the predominant waste
streams that would be expected on a regular basis:


Paper/Cardboard recycling;



Commingled recycling;



Organics; and



General waste.

Paper and cardboard recycling will be consolidated into the one bin provided by the appointed
contractor for recycling – this is to ensure that the system is economically viable. Other wastes may
be generated, but these would be irregular in terms of when generated and as such the quantities
not able to be estimated.

2.2 Waste Generation Estimates
It is estimated that the development will generate a total of approximately 1.9 m3 of waste per day.
This is approximately 1.4 m3 for the Gillespie Building and 0.5 m3 for the Oval Building.
In regards to commingled recycling, this is estimated to be approximately 40 litres per day for both
buildings and paper/cardboard 30 litres per day.
These estimates are based on averages for quantity of waste generated and composition as
determined by industry data (ie., data/information provided by WACS’ waste audits conducted in
the education sectors) as well as consideration of waste generation rates as detailed in the Council’s
DCP and other Authority’s publications.
There will be seasonality – in that wastes/recyclables will be reduced significantly during nonteaching periods (with other issues such as commingled recyclables generated more in the warmer
times, than the cooler ones). In addition, at the end of terms (and particularly end of year, there will
be increases in waste and recyclables generated due to “clean-ups”.
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3. Waste Management System
The following summarises the waste management system that is used for these two Buildings (and
the Knox Grammar Preparatory School).


A private contractor (Suez), is used for the collection of wastes and recyclables. This
servicing is described below. However, additional services can be arranged as required.
-

General Waste – 5 times/week

-

Commingled Recycling – on-call

-

Paper/Cardboard Recycling – weekly collection

-

Confidential Documents – on-call



Bins for waste and recyclables are located around the Preparatory School grounds for use by
staff and students.



Relevant rooms within the classrooms, office area and other areas will be provided with
small (15 litre) bins for both waste and recyclables in each room.



All waste bins are managed by Preparatory School cleaning staff.



Students are responsible for managing the commingled recycling and paper/cardboard bins.



Staff and students will be provided with information on the proper use of the waste
management system and all will be encouraged to maximise the separation of general waste
and mixed recyclables to aid the proper disposal of all materials.



All waste and recyclables are transported to the collection area from their locations on
Preparatory School grounds by cleaning staff or students.



In keeping with best practice sustainability programs, all waste areas and waste and
recycling bins will be clearly differentiated through appropriate signage and colour coding to
Australia Standards to reflect the materials contained. Each stream will be located in a
designated area. This will assist in easy identification of correct bins by those with
authorised access.



It will be the responsibility of site management and cleaners to ensure that waste areas
remain clean and that waste and recyclables are disposed of correctly into the bins provided.
They will, in turn, ensure that bins are then accessible on collection day. The commercial
waste contractor will service bins from the compound.



All service vehicles arrive and depart the site outside of the peak hours to minimise
disruption to the local road network as well as to ensure safety for staff and students.
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The location of the collection area is illustrated below (on Billyard Avenue):
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4. Staff and Student Education
All staff and students will receive information regarding the waste collection systems including how
to use the system, which items are appropriate for each stream and collection regimes. Appropriate
signage and updated information will also be provided.
All waste receptacles will be appropriately signed and additional room signage is usually provided
from most waste contractors during implementation of the waste contract. Examples of signage are
included in Appendix A.
It is recommended that all signs should;






Clearly identify the waste/recycling stream;
Use correct waste/recycling stream colour coding;
Identify what can and cannot be disposed of in the receptacle; and
Include highly visual elements to accommodate for individuals with inadequate English
literacy.
As part of the staff induction process, a waste and recycling toolkit will be provided. This
toolkit will include the details of each of the systems in place; acceptance criteria for each
stream and how each stream is managed.

On a six-monthly basis waste and recycling performance reports should be reported back to staff
and students so that they are aware of their performance and areas for improvement.
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5. Construction Waste Management Principles
5.1 Waste Management Principles
The following waste hierarchy will be used as a guiding principle:

Avoid and Reduce
Minimise the production of waste materials in the construction process by:




Assessing and taking into consideration the resultant waste from different design and
construction options
Purchasing materials that will result in less waste, which have minimal packaging, are pre-cut
or fabricated.
Not over ordering products and materials

Reuse
Ensure that where ever possible, materials are reused either on site or offsite.




Identify all waste products that can be reused
Put systems in place to separate and store reusable items
Identify the potential applications for reuse both onsite and offsite and facilitate reuse

Recycling
Identify all recyclable waste products to be produced on site.




Provide systems for separating and stockpiling of recyclables
Provide clear signage to ensure recyclable materials are separated
Process the material for recycling either onsite or offsite

Note: In some cases, it may be more economical to send the unsorted waste to specialised waste
contractors who will separate and recycle materials at an offsite location.
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Disposal
Waste products which cannot be reused or recycled will be removed and disposed of. The following
will need to be considered:



Ensure the chosen waste disposal contractor complies with regulatory requirements
Implement regular collection of bins

Section 143 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 requires waste to be
transported to a place that can lawfully accept it. It will be the responsibility of the site developers
to ensure all contractors clearly specify where all wastes are to be transported, the capacity of the
nominated facilities to receive/manage the waste and to ensure that reports on management
aspects (types, quantities and disposal pathways) are provided.

5.2 Liquid Waste
Liquid waste may be produced on site for environmental control measures such as:



Site and vehicle cleaning
Dust control waste

The following measures will be taken to minimise the impact of liquid waste:




Ensure water is used in moderation and no taps are left continuously running
Use any grey water produced on site for irrigation or for dust suppression
Only discharge clean water into storm water

5.3 Stormwater Pollution Prevention
All actions will be undertaken to avoid pollution entering stormwater drains and for litter
generation. The following will be initiated:
i.

Prior to commencement of any works a Safe Work Method Statement will be completed and
reviewed to determine potential for stormwater pollution and/or litter generation

ii. The proponent (contractor), will need to develop a management strategy to manage the
potential for these issues to be realised
iii. Site inspections will be conducted during the working day to monitor potential for
stormwater pollution generation and where identified, works will cease until appropriate
controls are implemented
iv. Waste water and storm water will be managed and disposed of in accordance with Water
Authority requirements.
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5.4 Litter Management
i.

Daily site inspections will be conducted to identify litter, remedy the situation and
investigate the cause so as to reduce the potential for the issue to occur in the future.

ii. Sufficient quantities of bins (and/or bin space), will be made available so as to avoid
dumping of materials outside bins
iii. All waste/recycling bins will have covers so as to ensure that wastes cannot be blown out
during windy conditions. This will also apply to relevant stocks of materials to be used in
construction.
iv. Personnel will be allocated the role of litter management in that they will periodically
inspect the site and surrounds for litter and if identified collect and dispose of it.

5.5 Records
Records will be kept of all wastes and recyclables generated and either used on site, or transported
off–site during the\construction stages of the development.
It will be a condition of appointment that all waste/recycling contractors involved in the construction
stages provide these records, and that they also contain details of the facilities that the materials are
transported to.
These records will be made available to Council on request.

5.6 Waste/recyclables storage (on-site)
All waste and recycling materials will be stored in bins provided by the appointed contractor(s). These
bins will be appropriately coloured and signed to indicate what materials are to be deposited into
them and located so as to maximise the recovery of reusable/recyclable materials.
As construction activities progress, the designated bins will be moved so as to maximise the collection
of materials that will be diverted from landfill. This will also involve relocating signage advising as to
correct waste management.

5.7 Waste/recyclables treatment (on-site)
There will be no treatment of wastes or recyclables on-site except for possible removal of
contaminants prior to forwarding to off-site recyclers.
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6. Construction Waste Profile
6.1 Overview
The quantity of waste materials to be generated onsite are estimates and therefore the systems that
will be put in place need to incorporate flexibility to allow for variation in the total quantities
generated. Active site management during the construction phase will ensure all waste/recyclable
materials are disposed of appropriately and that all waste receptacles are of sufficient capacity to
manage onsite activities.
Finalisation of the system(s) that will be implemented for the recovery of materials and for disposal
of others to landfill will occur following appointment of contractor(s). A component of the
appointment will be that contactors will be required to provide data as to the disposal pathway (eg.,
materials, volumes and final disposal site), as well as a validation process for this information.
The appointed contractor(s) will also be responsible for sourcing speciality recycling facilities for the
materials that cannot be reused on site

6.2 Estimated Volumes
The following table details the estimated composition by m2 of construction waste to be generated
for the total site.
The quantity of waste materials to be generated onsite are estimates and therefore the systems that
will be put in place need to incorporate flexibility to allow for variation in the total quantities
generated. Active site management during the construction phase will ensure all waste/recyclable
materials are disposed of appropriately and that all waste receptacles are of sufficient capacity to
manage onsite activities.
Waste management systems – construction
Materials on site
Type of material

Concrete

Estimated
volume
(m3)

5m3

Destination
Off-site

Disposal

(Reuse or recycle)

(Detail contractor
and recycling
contractor)

(Detail
contractor and
landfill site)

Separated on site
and crushed for
use in pavement
construction where
possible

Collected by
contractor and
disposed at concrete
recycling facility

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

On-site
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Timber

Bricks

Metals

Plasterboard

Mixed hard
plastics

Carpet

May 2021

Destination

Estimated
volume
(m3)

45m3

2m3

15m3

25m

3

15m

3

5m3

On-site
(Reuse or recycle)

Separated and
where feasible,
reused for further
formwork

Bricks will be
stockpiled and
reused wherever
possible.

Off-site

Disposal

(Detail contractor
and recycling
contractor)

(Detail
contractor and
landfill site)

Unused material
separate and
stockpiled onsite.
Collected by
specialist timber
subcontractor for
recycling
Acceptable quality
bricks collected by a
contractor and sold
for reuse.
Unusable bricks will
be collected and
recycled at an
appropriate facility.

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor. No
disposal to
landfill.

No on-site reuse

Collected by
specialist metal
subcontractor for
recycling

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

No on-site reuse

Collected by the
contractor for
recycling.

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

No on-site reuse

Collected by
contractor for
recycling.

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor.

No on-site reuse

This will be disposed
of into a designated
bin and collected
regularly as required
for recycling if of the
required quality or
disposal to landfill

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor
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Destination
Off-site

Disposal

(Reuse or recycle)

(Detail contractor
and recycling
contractor)

(Detail
contractor and
landfill site)

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

On-site

Glazing

2m3

No on-site reuse

Recyclers consulted
as to potential for
recycling and if
suitable separated
for recycling.

Soil/Sand/Gravel

2m3

Will be stockpiled
for reuse.

Disposed of a cleanfill.

Mixed
Recyclables

30m3

No on-site reuse

Contractor
appointed to collect
and recycle

General waste

90m3

No on-site reuse

No recycling or
reuse

No disposal to
landfill.
Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

Facility TBA upon
appointment of
contractor

6.3 Other Materials
A range of other materials may be generated on the site once the construction activities commence.
All potentially recyclable materials are to be separated and stored on-site for an appointed
waste/recycling contractor to inspect and to determine the suitability of the material for recycling
(or even reuse). If approved for either action, then the contractor can then remove the items.
For materials that are not designated as potentially able to be reused or recycled, then they are to
be disposed of at a landfill (or other facility) licenced to receive those specific materials.
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7. Contracts and purchasing
Each subcontractor working on the site will be required to adhere to this Waste Management Plan.
The Head Contractor will ensure each subcontractor:


Takes practical measures to prevent waste being generated from their work



Implements procedures to ensure waste resulting from their work will be actively managed
and where possible recycled, as part of the overall site recycling strategy or separately as
appropriate



Ensures that the right quantities of materials are ordered, minimally packaged and where
practical pre-fabricated. Any oversupplied materials are returned to the supplier



Implements source separation of off cuts to facilitate reuse, resale or recycling.

The Site Manager will be responsible for:


Ensuring there is a secure location for on-site storage of materials to be reused on site, and
for separated materials for recycling off site.



Engaging appropriate waste and recycling contractors to remove waste and recycling
materials from the site



Co-coordinating between subcontractors, to maximise on site reuse of materials



Monitoring of bins on a regular basis by site supervisors to detect any contamination or
leakage



Ensuring the site has clear signs directing staff to the appropriate location for recycling and
stockpiling station/s. And that each bin/skip/stockpile is clearly sign posted



Proving training to all site employees and subcontractors in regards to the WMP as detailed
in section 8 below.

Should a subcontractor cause a bin to be significantly contaminated, the Site Manager will be
advised by a non-conformance report procedure. The offending subcontractor will then be required
to take corrective action, at their own cost. The non-conformance process would be managed by
the Head Contractors’ Quality Management Systems
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8. Training and Education
All site employees and sub-contractors will be required to attend a site specific induction that will
outline the components of the WMP and explain the site specific practicalities of the waste
reduction and recycling strategies outlined in the WMP.
All employees are to have a clear understanding of which products are being reused/recycled on site
and where they are stockpiled. They are also to be made aware of waste reduction efforts in regards
to packaging.
The site manager will post educational signage in relation the recycling activities on site in breakout
areas, lunch rooms etc.
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Appendix A – Example Signage
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